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PROFESSOR J.N. KAPUR 
AN AMAZING PERSONALITY 

By 
R.C. Singh Chandel 

Secretary, Vijiliina Parishad oflndia 

D.V. Postgraduate College, Orai-285001, U.P., India 
There are millions of students who appear in university 

examinations. Out of these, there are a few thousands who get first division 
in all examinations. Out of these, there are a few hundreds who got first 
positions in all their examinations. Out of these, there may be a few who 
beat earlier university records in both their first and second degree 
examinations. Out of these there is only one who beat these earlier records 
by wide margins of 4% and 15% marks. This man is Professor Kapur. 

There are tens of thousands of persons who get Ph.D. degrees. A 
number of their theses are based on ten or more published papers. There 
was one thesis of more than 900 pages submitted for Ph.D. degree and 
this was based on 30 published papers. This was submitted by Professor 
Kapur. 

There are tens of thousand of mathematicians who publish research 
papers. Out of these, a few hundred publish more than 100 research papers. 
Professor Kapur is one of them, having published more than 600 research 
papers. 

There are research workers who work in one area in their life. 
Some work in two or three areas. Very few work in ten or more different 
areas. Professor Kapur is one of them, having published in 38 different 
areas. 

There are many persons who write general scholarly articles on 
educational matters. There are a few who publish more than 500 such 
articles. Professor Kapur is one of them with about 1000 articles. 

There are many authors who write dozens of non-fiction books. 
Professor Kapur is one of them, having written more than 160 books, 
more than 100 of which are innovative in nature and unique of their kind 
in the world. 

There are a large number of authors whose books are published 
locally. There is a smaller number of authors whose books are pubished 
by all-India publishers. There are only a few whose books are published 
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3 
by international publishers. Professor Kapur is one of them. Four of his 
books have already been buplished in USA and Canada. 

There are persons who have written books for primary level or 
secondary level or senior secondary level or undergraduate level or 
postgraduate level or research level or general books or books on education 
and ethical and moral values. Professor Kapur has written books at all 
these levels. 

There are tens of thousands of scientists in the country. Out of 
these about a thousand are Fellows of one or the other of the three National 
Science Academies. There are about 300 who are Fellows of all the three 
Academies. Professor Kapur is one of them and is quite senior among 
them. 

There are many mathematicians who have been president of Indian 
Mathematical Society or Calcutta Mathematical Society or.Indian Society 
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics or Indian Society of Agricultural 
Statistics Mathematics Section of Indian Science Congress or Physical 
Sciences Section of National Academy of Science or of Associatins of 
Mathematics Teachers of India or of Vijillina Parisad of India or of 
Mathematical Association oflndia or oflndian Society oflndustrial and 
Applied Mathematics or oflndian Society oflnformation, Theory and Its 
Applications. Only Professor Kapur has been the President of all of them. 

He has been Vice-President of Operation Research Society of India, 
Indian Society for History of Mathematics and Society of Scientific Values. 
This also reflects his wide interest in Pure and Applied Mathematics, 
Statistics, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Operations Research, 
Mathematics Education, History of Mathematics and Scientific Values. 

There are many Indian Mathematicians who have been visiting 
professors abroad and out of them, some have been visiting professors in 
developed countries. He has been a. visiting professor not only in 
departments of Pure and Applied Mathematics, but also in departments 
of Management Science, Industrial Engineering, Schools of Business and 
System Engineering. At present he is honorary professor in a school of 
Computer and Systems Sciences at Jawahar lal Nehru University and 
also in B.R. Ambedkar University, Agra and Netja Jl. Subhash Institute 
of Technology, New Delhi. This also shows the wide range of his interests. 

There are many persons who worked as editors of journals or on 
editorial boards of journals. Professor Kapur has worked as editor of four 
journals and has been on the editorial board of two dozen other journals. 

Many pesons have directed summer schools organized by the UGC 
or NCERT. Some have directed a number of them. Professor Kapur has 
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directed about 30 of them. What is more important is that he is one of 
those few perosns who have organized the summer schools on their own 
initiative. 

There have been thousands ofVice-Chancellors ofindian Universities, 
but only a few who got this positions before they were even 47 years and 
fewer still who were requested to accept this position. In fact his Chancellor 
got leave of absence of him from IIT Kanpur for a second term without his 
even asking for it. He was a Vice-Chancellor who stood firmly for 100% 
fairness and impartiality in all admissions, appointments and 
examinations. It was he who conducted the CPMT examination in UP for 
four years without a single complaint. There were plenty of complaints 
before and after his time, but none during his time. In fact in an 
extraordinary resolution, the UP government congratulated him on his 
outstanding work which looked like a miracle at that time. 

Again many eminent persons like their birthdays to be celebrated. 
However, when his students collected some funds for celebrating his 50th 
birthday, he prohibited them from doing so and these funds became the 
nucleus for a Mathematical Sciences Trust Society to work for the 
development of Mathematical Science in India. 

When the UP Government wanted to give honorarium for the work 
he did for CPMT, he refused to accept it and at his instance the UP 
government donated the amount to MSTS. He has given the royality of all 
of his books to the Trust. The trust has published about 120 books so far 
and gives prizes worth bout Rs. 100,000 per year to Mathematical Olympiad 
winners and to all those \vho stand first in mathemaics in Board and 
U nivesity examinations all over the country. 

Many persons can claim to have done something for mathemaics 
education and research by using government money. He does not use 
government money. He believes in giving and not in taking. He believes 
that the Country will develop when the people depend on their own resources 
rather than on government resources for serving the country. 

Many persons in India have personal libraries. Some mathematicians 
and Scientists in India have also their personal libraries, but few have a 
library of the size of Professor Kapur's Library which consists of more 
than 5000 books, 1000 journals and 300 Ph.D. Theses. 

Professor Kapur has won many awards including GP Chatterji award 
of ISCA, Education Minister's Gold Medal of N.A.Sc., Yogiji Maharaj 
Centenary Award and best paper awards in many intenational conferences. 
He has won many distinguished service awards. He has won honors 
including Visiting Professorship, Fellowship of Academies, Presidentships ; 
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of societies, Vice-chancellorship etc. but he has never asked for them. He 
has never hinted to anybody that he should be considered for any one of 
these. 

He believes in joy of work. He enjoys reading, writing, lecturing, 
serving. He neither expects appreciation nor reward for his work. If there 
is anything he expects from his students, freinds and admirers, it is only 
that they may give their best to mathematics, science, country and 
mankind. 

Professor Kapur has many firsts to his credit. He was the first to 
organise the summer schools in India, of course with the cooperation of 
others. He was the first head of the mathematics department of UT Kanpur 
and he built this department to international standards in a short time. 
He is the founder-President of Vijnana Parishad oflndia, Indian Society of 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Indian Society oflnformation Theory 
and its Application, Mathematical Sciences Trust Society, C.V. Kapur 
Education Foundation and Rotary Club of Meerut East, He is also the 
founder of Mathematial Association of India and founder editor of its 
publications. He was also the first convernor of Mathematical Education 
Forum of ISCA. He was the firt author to write books on Mathematical 
Modelling, Mathematical Models in Biology and Medicine, Maximum 
Entropy Models, Entropy Opti:cnization Principles, Biographies oflndian 
Mathematicians, Mathematical Dramas and Olympiad Problems. He was 
the first Indian mathematician to write his autobiogrphies. In many cases 
his books were the first of their kind in the world. 

Books and papers of most scientists are cited in journals of one subject. 
Professor Kapur's books and papers have been cited in papers published in 
150 journals dealing with about fifty different subjects including 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, all branches of Engineering, 
Environment, Remote Sensing Medicine, Microscopy, Pattern Recognition, 
Computers and Computer Vision, Sociology, Physiology, Philosophy, 
Mechanics, Education etc. His papers and books have been cited in 450 
papers. One of his papers has been cited more than 150 times. 

Six proceedings of national conferences and six issues of journals 
have been dedicated to him. 

PROFESSOR J.N. KAPUR AT A GLANCE 
Name 
Date of Birth 
Place of Birth 
Affiliations 

Jagat Narain Kapur 
7-9-1923 
Delhi 
Honorary Professor 
School of Computer and Systems Science, 
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Address 

Education 

Positions Held 
1944-59 

1959-61 

1961-86 

1971-74 
1986-88 

1987-89 
1988-90 
1988 onwards 

2000 onwards 

Jawahar Lal Nehru University,New Delhi- 110067 
and 
Honorary Director 
Mathematical Science Trust Society, New Delhi 
C-766, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-110065 
India (011) 6832290. 
B.A. (Hons.) Mathematics, 1942, Delhi University, 
India 
First Class First 
MA. Mathematics, 1944, Delhi University, India 
First Class First 
Ph.D. Mathematics, 1957, Delhi University, India 
Certificate Course in Statistics (ICAR) 
First Class First in first batch. 
Broke Previous Delhi University Records in both 
B.A. (Hons.) and M.A. examinations by margins of 4 
percent and 15 percent marks by securing 91and97 
percent marks respectively. Won Three Gold 
Medals and Six Scholorships. Seventh Position 
in the first earliest examination held in 1946. 

Senior Lecturer, Hindu College (Graduate School) 
Delhi University, India 1944-1959. 
Reader (Associate Professor) Institute of Postgraduate 
Studies, Delhi University, India. 1959-1961 
Professor, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, 
India 1961-1986. 
Vice Chancellor, Meerut University, Meerut 
Visiting Professor, Mathematics Departement, IIT 
Delhi and Delhi Universtiy 
Senior Scientist, Indian National Science Academy 
Adjunct Professor, Waterloo University Canada 
Hony. Professor, School of Computer and Systems 
Science Jawahar Lal Nehru University, New Delhi. 
Hony. Professor B.R. Ambedkar Diversity, Agra and 
Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, New Delhi 

Visiting Professor 
University_ Country 
Arkansas USA 
Carnegie-Mellon USA 

Year Department 
1969 Mathematics 
1969-70 Mathematics 
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Siena Italy 1970 Mathematics 
Manitoba Canada 1980-81 Business and Acturial 

Mathematiccs 
Waterloo Canada 1981-82 Applied Mathematics 
Waterloo Canada 1982 Sytstems Engineering 
Manitoba Canada 1983 Actuarial and Management 

Sciences 
Manitoba Canada 1984 Industrial Engineering 
New South Wales Australia 1984 Applied Mathematics 
Flinders Australia 1984 Mathematical Sciences 
Carleton Canada 1985 Business School 
Waterloo Canada 1985 Systems Design Engineering 
Waterloo Canada 1986-88 Systems Design Engineering 
I.LT. Delhi India 1986-88 Mathematics 
Waterloo Canada 1987 Systems Design Engineering 
Delhi India 1987-88 Mathematics 
Waterloo Canada 1988-89 Systems Design Engineering 
Waterloo Canada 1990-92 Systems Design Engineering 
Carleton Canada 1997 School of Business 
Manitoba Canada 1999 Managements Science 
Fellowships in Professional Organisations, Year of Elections 
Indian Academy of Science F.A.Sc. 1965 
National Academy of Sciences F.N.A.Sc. 1965 
Institute of Mathematics and F.I.M.A. 1966 
its Applications, UK 
Indian National Science Academy F.N.A. 1969 
Vijnana Parishad oflndia F.V.P.I. 1993 
(First Honorary Fellow) 
Presidentship of Professional Organisations 
Indian Science Congress Association 1968 
(Mathmatics Section) 
Bharat Ganita Parishad 1969 
Indian Mathematical Society 1971, 1972 
Calcutta Mathematical Society 1975 
Association of Mathematics Teachers oflndia 1977-90 
Indian Society of Theroretical and Applied Mechanics 1978 
Mathematical Association oflndia 1979* 
Indian Society of Agricultural Statistics 1984 

·-: National Academy of Sciences (Physical Sciences Sect.) 1984 
Mathematical Sciences Trust Society 1978* 
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Vijfuina Parishad oflndia 
Indian Society oflndustrial and Applied Mathematics 
Indian National Commission on History 
of Sciences (l\1odern Period) 
Indian Congress on Mathematics Education 
C.V. Kapur Education Foundation 
Society for Scientific Values (Vice-President) 
Chief Editor 
The Mathematics Seminar 
Bulletin, Mathematical Association oflndia 
Tha Mathematics Student (IMS) 
The Mathematical Education (UGC) 
National Council of Educational Reserch and Training 
Mathematics Text Books 
National Council of Educational Reserch and Training 
Upper Primary Mathematics Text Books 
Indira Gandhi National Open U niverstiy Text Books 
on Mathematics 
SSV Newsletter 
Membership (Past or Current) 

1985* 
1993* 

1996 
1993 
1994* 
1993-1998 

1963-68 
1979* 
1968-70 
1984* 

1962-65 

1987-89 

1987-89 
2000 

of Editorial Boards of Twenty Indian and Foreign Journals 
of 25 Professional Societies in the world 
International Commission of Mathematics Instruction (India's 
Representative for 15 years) 
Executive Committee and Council, Indian Science Congress Association 
Council, of National Academy of Sciences and Indian National 
Academy. 
Organizing Committee of Fourth International Conference on 
Mathematical Modelling. 
Organizing Committee of First and Second International Congress of 
Teaching of Mathematical Modelling. 
International Conference on Transportation (Chairman, Programme 
Commitee) 
Central Board of Secondary Education (Member, Chairman, 
Mathematics Committee) 
National Council of Teacher Education. 
University Grants Commission Mathematics Panel 
Innovations Committee of National Council of Educational Research 
and Training, India 
Review Committee of Regional Colleges of Education (Chairman) 
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Council oflndian Society of History of Mathematics (Vice-President) 
Council of Operations Research Society oflndia (Vice-President). 
Science Education Forum oflndian Sceince Congress (Convenor). 
Parmar Institute of Mathematical Sciences Shimla, India 
(Honorary Director). 
Indian Mathematical Society (Academic Secretary) 
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National Committee on Mathematical Sciences (DST) (Chairman) 
National Committee on Mathematical Education and Research (DST) 
Governing bodies of Nine U .P. Engineering Colleges. 
Mathematics Section Committee and Council ofINSA 
Indian National Commission on History of Science and Chairman of 
its Modern Period Committee. 
Chairman INSA Committee for Cooperation with International 
Commission on History and Philosophy and Science. 
Chairman UGC Committee for DSA Programmes in Mathematics. 
Member Selection Committee of Vice-Chancellorship of Agra, Meerut 
and Jiwaji Universities. 
Member UGC Advisory Commitees for Mathematics of Panjab, Roorkee 
andJadavpur Universities. 
Chairman CSIR Post Doctoral Fellowship Committee. 
Chair Professor ACME 
Member UGC Committee of Three Vice-Chancellors for visiting 9 
Universities of Germany to Discuss Collaboration between Indian and 
German Universities. 
Invited to Visit 11 Australian Universities at the Invitation of Australian 
Vice-Chancellors Committee. 
Resource Person for two UNESCO conference in Bangladesh and 
Pakistan. 
Invited foreign lecturer at NCTM golden jubiliee conference 
Washington. 

Publications : 
Research Papers 
General Articles 
Books 
Administrative Experience 

600 About 6000 Pages 
1000 About 12,000 Pages 
183 About 25, 000 Pages 

Vice-Chacellor, Meerut Universtiy, India (1971-74). Head of 
Postgraduate Mathematics Department. (32 years), Acting Director, Indian 
Institute of Technology, Kanpur, on different occasions for approximately 
250 days, Director of Thirty Summer Schools of Mathematics Organizer of 
a dozen national and International conferences. 
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Awards 
Gold Medal for best research National Academy 1980 
National Lecturer, University Grants Commission 1982-83 
G.P. Chatterjee Award, Indian Science Gongress Association 1988 
Distinguished Service Award, Mathematical Association of 
India 1983 
Platinum Jubilee Lectureship, Indian Science Congress 
Association 1988 
Best paper Award, Administrative Science 
Association, Canada 1986 
Felicitation by Yogiji Maharaj Trust, Gandhigram 1992 
Distinguished Service Award, Vijnana Parishad oflnida 1996 
Distinguished Service Award, Indian Society oflnformation 
Theory 1998 
Distinguished Service Award, Mathematika Sciences Society 2000 
Life Long Achievement Award, Indian Society of Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics 2000 
Selected for Inclusion in more than a Dozen Biographies of American 
Biographical Institute, Marquis who is who, Distinguished Men of 
India and Many Others. 
Hindu education trust award for being the best academission produced 
by Hindu College Delhi in its first hundred years 2000 
Distinguished Plaque of Industrial Engineering Department, Manitoba 
University, Canada for outstanding contributions to Industrial Engineering. 
Universities Visited 

USA (39), Canada (12), Italy (2), UK (12), West Germany (9), Australia 
(12), Netherlands (3), Singapore (1), Iran (2), Thailand (1), Bangladesh (1). 
Pakistan (3). 
Mathematics Education Projects Visited 

USA (14), UK (8), Netherlands (2), Italy (3), Australia (8). 
Seminars/Lectures 

Given in India (about 1000), Given in other countries (about 200). 
InauguraWaledictory 

At about 100 conferences 
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INVOLUTIONS AND B-INJECTORS OF Fi22 

By 

M.L Alali* , Ch. Hering and A. Neuman 
Mu'tah University, Tubingen University 

(Received : November 24, 1998) 

ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to find a simple approach to study 

centralizers of 3-transpositions in Fi22 = M (22) and using these results 
to determine the B-Injectors of Fi22 

1. Introduction. A finite group G is said to be of type Fi22 if G 
possesses an involution d such that H =Ge (d) is quasimple with HI 
<d> =.U6(2) and dis not weakly closed in H with respect to G. For more 
information one is referred to [2]. The uniqueness of groups of this 
type is proved in [2]. Here we give a very simple characterization to the 
centralizer of involutions (3-transpositions) in Fi22 , and among other 
results transvections in GU6 (2) are proved to have 3-transpositions. 
Most of these results are in [2], [3], [7], but here we use very simple 
notions of group theory and linear algebra to exhibit these results in a 
more readable form. The concept of N-injectors is due to B. Fischer 
who proved that if G is solvable, then N-injectors exist and any two of 
them are conjugate [8]. N-injectors exist and any two of them are 
conjugate [8]. N-injectors of finite solvable groups, symmetric groups 
Sn, alternating groups An and classical groups where studied in [11], 
[7], [6], [5] and (12]. 

2. Preliminaries and Notations. Let F denote the group Fi22 . 
The group Fi22 = < D> where D is a class of involutions (3-transpositions) 
with the property, t 1,t2 ED implies that o(t1t2 ) = 1,2,or 3 where o(th) 
denotes the order of t 1t 2. So if t 1 =F t 2 , then < t 1, t 2 > is a group of order 4 
i.e. <tl't2 > = 22 or <d1,d2 > = S3 the symmetric group of degree 3. There 
are 3 classes of involutions j in Fi22 with representatives (i) : j = d E D 

such that CF (d) =2 U6 (2), (ii) :j=d1 d2 =d2 d 1 where dl'd2 are uniquely 
determined by j and if g E Cc (j), one obtains d~=d1, d~=d2 or d~= d2, 
d~= d 1 , so CF ( d 1 )nC F ( d ~ is a normal subgroup of C(j) of order 22. 

C~dl) = 2U6,(2), this implies that CF(d1)l<d1> = u6 (2) and since d2 E 

*Present Address :IRBID-AIDUN, P.O. Box87, Jordan 
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CF(d1) one obtains d 2<d1>is a transvection in U6(2). This can easily be 
seen as follows: 

Let V be a 6-dimentional vector space over the field GF( 4), and 
let ( I ) be a unitary form on V, this means a function (I ): 
(I): VxV ~ GF(4) 

(x, y) ~ (x ly) such that the following conditions hold 

1. (x1+x2 IY1 + Y2) = (xl IY1) + (x1 IY2) + (x2 IY1) + (x2,Y2) 

2. (A,x IY) =A. (x IY) 

3. (x 11..y) = ~(x IY) where ~ is the complex conjugate of A. in GF( 4). 

4. (x,y) = (y,x), se the general unitary group GU6 (2) is defined by 

GU6 (2) = {g e GL(V):(:xfJ ly&') = (x,y) \;/ x,y e ll)} and the special 

unitary group SU6(2) = {g e GU6 (2): det (g) = l}, the center of GU6(2) 

= z (GU6 (2)) ={A. I :I..~ =1} ={A.I: 1..3 =l} ~ su6 (2), so U6(2) = SU6(2)/ 

Z(G(U6 (2)) . . 

Transvections in the unitary group is defined as follows. Let u 

eVwith (v I u) = 0. Define a transvection tv: V ~Vby t/x) = x- (xlv)u, 

sometimes tv (x) is written as :xf'v. This transvection preserves the uni
tary form for 
(x 1v llv) = (x-(x I u) u ly-(y I v)u = (x,y) - (yTU} (x I u) -(x Iv) (v IY) + (x Iv) 

(YIVJ (v Iv) = (x,y) -2(v I y)(xlu) + (x Iv) (y I u).O = (x ly). 

It is very clear that transvections have 3-transpositions, this 
means that if tv, tw are two transvections then o (tv, t,) = 1,2, or 3 and 

t~=l and tv tw= tw tv iff (ulw)=O. 

Lemm.al. C (d1d2 ) is of the form 2-group. U4 (2).2 

Proof. 

CF(d1) n CF(ds) = CcF(di) (ds), So 

(CF(d1) n CF(d2))l<d1> = Cu6 (2) (d2 <d1 >/<d1>) = Cus (2) (d) 

where d = d2 <d1>l<d1> is a transvection in u6 (2) 

So Cu
6 

(2) (d2 ) = H.U4 (2), His some elementrary abelian 2-group and 

hence, {C(d1) n C(d2)}.2 = C (d1ds). Since d 1e CC(di) (ds) one has, 

C (d1) n C(d2) = 2. CC(di) (ds)I < d 1> = Cu
6 

(2) = 21+8
: U4 (2) a stabilizer 

of transvection. Therefore 
C(d1d 2) =2.21+8: U4 (2).2 

3. The third class of involutions in Fi22 is of the form 
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j = j3 = d 1 d2 d 3 where didi = didi. 

Lemma 2. Ca(d1 d2d 3 ) 2-group A 6 • 

Proof. There exist exactly 3 other transpositions dj, d2, d3 and 

j= dj d2 d[, and <d1, d2 , d 3 , dj ,d2 ,d[, > = 25 for, j can be writtin in 
exactly two ways as products of 3 commuting transpositions, it follows 

that g e C(j) implies that : 

(a) {d1, d2' d 3 }g = {d1, d2' d 3 } , { dj ,d2,d3 }g = { dj ,d2,d3} 

or (b) {dl'd2'd3 ~= {dj,d2,d[,}. 

In any case g normalizes <d1, d2, d 3 , d; ,d2 d[,>. So 

Ca (j) ::;; Na (<d1, d2 , d 3 , dj ,d2 d[, >) = stablizer of a hexad in 

211
• M 22 = (211

• M 22 )hexad = 2 - group. A 6 • 

Now we come to the following conclusion : 

Let Ca (j 1> = 2 u6 =HI, CG (j 2> = 2- group. U4 (2).2 = H2 and 
C0 (j3 ) = H 3 .The generalized Fitting group P(G) is defined by 

P(G) = F(G) E(G) where F(G) is the Fitting group of G and E (G) is a 
subgroup of G.A. group Lis called quasi simple iff L'= L where L' is the 
derived group of Land L'IZ(L) is simple. So one has: 

P(H2) = 0 2(H2) and P(H3 ) = 0 2(H3 ) because P(H) = F(H). 

This can be prooved as follows: 
Lemma 3. Let H = M.A6 where Mis a 2-group, then P(H) = F(H). 

Proof. Let P(H) "# F(H) this means that E(H) "# {l} so there exists a 

quasi simple subnormal subgroup L such that [F(H), L] = {l} (use theo

rem I) and the fact that L::;; E(H). It follows that L::;; CdF(H). Since M 

<H, M::;; 0 2(H) =F(H) then ML::;; Hand 

MLIM: ML!M::;; HIM:A6 .In particular 51LIas5 IIA6 1, take g e L 

such that order (g) = 5, since [M,L] = 1. This implies that [M, g] = 1 and 

one obtains M::;; C8 (g) $ C0 (g). So IMI $ IC(g)I which is a contradiciton 

because H does not contain an element g of order 5 with 

IMI ::;; IC(g)I . Thus P (H) = F(H). 

3. Definitions. Let G be a finite group. Define 

d2 (G)= max {Ix I :x $ G; xis nilpotent of class ::;; 2} 

a2(G)= {x $ G; xis nilpotent of class$ 2 and Ix I= d2 (G)} 

B-Injector of G = {H $ G:H is a maximal nilpotent in G and contains a 

subgroup x e cr2 (G)}. 

For these defintions one is referred to [2]. Now we define 
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m/G), Om/G) as follows : 

m/G) =max {IC0 (x)I: x e G, o(x) = PrP2 ••• pk, pi::;:. Pj if i ::;:.j and let 

IC0 (g)I = pfl. p;1 ... p'f;k .m where pi Im, i= 1, ... , k then define 

Omk (G) = max{IC0 (x)l:o(x) =prp2 , ... pk, 2<p1<p2< ... <pk}. So we get 

the following critirion : If H $ G such that H is nilpotent and H has at 

least k prime divisors different from 2 then IHI$ 0 mk (G) $m/G). The 

proof goes as in [I]. 
Theorem 2. [I] If F*(G) =OP (G) Z(G) then B-injectors of Gare of the 

form PZ(G) where Pis ap-Sylow subgroup, where O/G) is the unique 

maximal normal p-group G and Z(G) is the centre of G. 

Corollary. G is N-constrained iff E(G) ={I}. 

Theorem 2. Let B be a B-injector in F;22, it follows that if 

2 I 1 Bl then Bis a 2-Sylow subgroup. 

Proof. If 2 I I Bl then 2 I I Z(B)I, so there exists an involution z such that 

B $ C(Z) and z is conjugate to j 1 or j 2 or j 3. If z is conjugate to j 2 or z is 

conjugate to j 3 then there exists a subgroup H such that B $ H $ G and 

F*(G) = 0 2 (H). So the claim follows from theorem L 

If z is conjugate to j 1, then with out loss of generality, 

B $ C( j 1) = 2U6 (2). So the claim follows from results on classical 

groups [12]. Assume that Bis a B-injector and 2 l I Bl then Bis a p

group for: Since I Bl~ 211 and m3 <F;22 ) = 30 < 211 it follows that I Bl has 

at most 2 prime divisors. If B has exactly two prime divisors this im

plies that I Bl~ 0 m 2 (Fi22) = 21 which is a contradiction. Therefore Bis 

a p- group, and since I Bl~ 211 , this means that Bis a 3-Sylow subgroup. 

Concequently the B-injectors are either 2-Sylow subgroups or 3-Sylow 

subgroups. Assume that the B-injectors are 3-Sylow sub groups, this 

implies that there exists a 3-subgroup of order ~ 211 and class$ 2. Since 

the 3-Sylow subgroups of F;22 are isomorphic to the 3-Sylow subgroups 

of 0(7,3), it follows that there exists a 3-subgroup Y S 0 (7,3) of order~ 

211 and class$ 2, which is impossible. Therefore the B-injectors of F;22 

are 2-Sylow subgroups and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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ABSTRACT 
The object of this paper is to give real inversion and representation 

theorems for the generalised Laplace transform 

f (s) = J°'' (stl e-st Lk (st) <l>(t) dt ... (1.1) 
0 

where Lk (z) is a Laguerre polynomial. For A.= k = 0 the integral (1.1) 

reduces to the well known Laplace integral 

f (s) = f 00 e-st cp(t) dt. 
0 

2: Singular Integral. 
Lemma 2.1. If 

(i) a<a+~<b 

(ii) y(t)ec2
, y'(a)=O, y"(a)<O; a:S:t:S:a+~ 

y (t) is non increasing in a :S: t :S: b 

then 

t 
. 'h 

b -x f eky (t) t'A.+n dt - ekr(a) a 'A.+n _l ; k-'> 00 • 

a 2k y" (a)j 

Lemma 2.2 

If in addition to the conditions (i) and (ii) of lemma 2.1 we have 

(iii) <I> (t) EL, a$ t $ b; <I> (a)* 0 

(iv) a (t) = f [<I> (x) - <I> (a)] dx = o (t -a); t-'> a+. 
a 

then 

r. <I> <t> t'A.+n eky(t) dt =<I> <a> a 'A.+n eky(a) I -x .J "' ,. k_,, oo. 

a [2k y" (a) 

Lemma 2.3 
In lmma.2.2. if we replace the condition (iii) and (iv) by 
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<!> (t) e L, a 5, t 5, b ; <!> (b) :t 0 

a (t) = r [<!> (x)-<I> (b)] dx = 0 (b -t); t~ b-. 

then 
t 

f: $ (t) I?-"'•"'"' dt - $ (b) b ·~· •'''" &k ~~ (b)J " ; k--> ~ . 
All the results given above have been proved as in Tivari {:~j. 
Theorem 2.1 

If (i) <I> (t) £ L, (O<x 5, t 5, R ) for fixed x and large n. 

(ii) r e-ct cj> (t) dt converges for a fixed positive c, 
x 

(iii} r (ct>(y)-cj>(x)].dy = 0 (t-x); t ~ x+ 
then x 

kl+n+ll+l . ... l+n+k ' 
Lim, J t e-{klx)t cj> (t) dt = <I> {.1CJ_ 
k-+- r(A.+n+k+l) x xl+n+k+l . 2 

A. and k being real. .·. 

Proof. Choose any positive number 5 and let 

a. (y) = r e-ct ... (t) dt , y ;;:; x+ 5 
x+6 . 't' . . 

... (2.1.1) 

Then the condition (ii} implies the existence of a constant M such that 

I a. (y) I S. M, x :s; y < 6. 
Set 

J
x+6 t l+n+k 1- t l..+n+k 

I =A.. . e-:<klx)t cj> (t) dt+A <,-(ldxJt <!> (t) dt 
k x xl+n+k+l . . x+6 x"-+n+k+J 

. k A.+n+ll+l 

= l' +I" where A=-----
k. k . . r(A.+n+k+JJ 

$1ibstituting for cj> (t) from (2,1.1) and integrating 1,;· by parts we get 

A 
lk" =-~+k+l 

x 
J~ a (t). d [ t i.. +k+l!- e- (k-cx) ti x:J • 

The integrated part vanishes for n > ex and a.(x +5) = 0. 

Let us consider the function 

X (t) = t l+k+ti e- (k-c:r) tlx. 

For sufficiently large k > k0 , X (t) is ma..ximum at <c· 

~ 



x ~ A.+n J [ ex J1 

t =(A,+k+n)-- =x I+-- 1--
k-cx k x 

Thus X (t) is decreasing in x + o :5 t < oo when k > li0 

Hence 

lk" :5 ~ M (I+ olx) A+k+n e-(k4:x)(l+slxJ = Jk (say) 
x 

Now 
J IJ = (:x + o\fx e-1---0tx k+I k ~ • 

Therefore Lim Ik" =Lim Jk =O, since (I+ Olx) e-l---Otx <I. 
k--.+ ~ k--t ~ 
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Evaluating l'k by substituting y (t) =log t - t!x in lemma 2.2 and using 

the Sterling's formula the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2.2 If, 

(i) <!> (t) E L, (O< E :5 t < x) for a fixed x and small positiv E . 

(ii) ( tr<!> (t) dt converges for a fixed constant r. 
0+ 

(iii) f [ <!>(t)- <!>(x)] dt = o (x-y); (y --7 x-) 
x 

then 

k '>..+n+k+I Jx t '>..+n+k .t. /,) 
Lim e-(klx)t <!> (t) dt = ~. 
k-t~ r(A,+n+k+I) o+ x '>..+n+k+I 2 

" Proof. Let us choose a positive o less than x and set 

J
x---0 

<l (y) = tr<!> (t) dt 
y 

then there exists a constant M such that I a (t) I < M; 0 < y :5 x- o . 
Set 

J x---0 t '>..+n+k Jx t '>..+n+k 
I =A e-(klx)t <!> (t) dt +A e-(klx)t <!> (t) dt 

k O X '>..+n+k+I lHi X '>..+n+k 

k '>..+n+k+I 
= l'k + l"k where A=----

r(A,+n+k+I) 

Integrating l'k by parts we get 

I = _ A J x---0 a (t) d [t '>..+k+n-r e (- k!xJ t] 
k X '>..+n+k+I o+ 

The integrated part vanishes for A.+k+n-r > 0 and a(x - o) = 0. 

Now consider the function H (t) = t '>..+k+n-r e (- k!x) t. 

H(t)ismaximumat t=x [l+(A,+n-r)!k] >x-o; for k>k
0

. 
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Thus H (t) is non decreasing in 0 S t S x~ . 
Hence 
llk'1 SA/x M (1-6/x) A+li-+n-r e-k(1~1%J. 

Therefore as in theorem 2.1 we have Lim lk' = o (1) 
k-too 

Using lemma 2.2 and taking y (t) *log t - tlx we have lk" = {'f>(x)}/2. 

Hence the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 If, 

(i) + (t) £ L, (l/R St SR) for every R >1. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

then, 

r e-ct • (t) dt converges for a fixed c> 0. 
1 

f t'" + (t) dt converges for a fixed r , 
o+ 

J1 [ cp(t)-cp(x)] dt =o (Jy-x I); y ~ x, 
% 

Lim 
k-too 

k 'J..+n+li•l I.. t 'J..+n+li 
-'--- e-{klx)t"" ") d 

r(l..+n+k+l) % x'J..+n+li+l 'I' ,t t =cl> (x) . 

The theorem can be proved by combining theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The 

conclusions hold good if the conditions (iv) in the theorem is replaced by 

cj> (x) = 112 [cl> (x+) +cj> (x-)]. 

3. The Inversion Operator. 
If f(s) has derivatives and integrals of all orders, an operator 

Mn,xlf(s)} is defined for any positive x and any positive integer n by 

81+n+1 
Mn,x {f(s)} = (-1)" _ _ . -· D" [ s -a-k D"" {sk.D" (sa-'J.. f(s)}J ; s =nix 

where 

Dr=- and D-1 (#) 
d 

=J' sµ ds if Re (µ+1) > 0 
0 

ds =f"sµds if Re (µ+1) < 0. 
• B 4. Inversion Theorems 

Lemma4.1 
If F (s) =(st)" e-st L: (st) , then 

1..+n+l 
Mn x {F(s)} = 8 

[ t 1-n e-•t L: (st) ] • 
· r(l..+n+k+l) 
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Since, (Slater [2]), L~ (z) = (-lf U (-k; 1+ a; z), 
. kl 

we have F (s) = f:lt... U (-k ,· 1+ a; st) (st);.. e-st . 
kl 

Using results 2.1.32, 2.1.31, 2.1.30 of Slater [2] and taking A= (-lf, we 
get kl 

Mn,x [F(s)] =(-Ir At i..+n e-st U (-k ,· 1+ a; st). 

Transforming to Laguerre polynomials we get the result. 
Theorem4.l 

If Cl>(t) E L in 0 :s; t :s; R for every positive R and is such that the 
integral (1.1) converges for some s= (s0 say) then 

Lim Mn,x [F(s)] = cp(x) 
n~-

for all positive x in the Lebesgue set for <!> (t). 

Proof. Since the integral (1.1) converges for s > s0, we can evaluate the 
derivatives of f(s) by differentiation under the sign of integration. 
Hence with the help of lemma 4.1 we have 

i..+n+k+J f- i..+n+k 
Mn x [F(s)J ,.., n t e-(nlx)t <I> (t) dt. 

. r(A.+n+k+l) 0 xi..+n+k+l 
Since L~ (x)..., ;/-; z ~ oo. Hence by theorem 2.3 Lim Mnx [F(s)],.., <j>(x). 

, .. ~(IQ • 

Now to verify the conditions of theorem 2.3 we see that <j>(t) EL in 

(0 :s; t :s; R) for every positive R. Hence r of theorem 2.3 may be taken 
zero. Also c may be taken greater than s0 (assumed real) because r e -.:i cp(t) dt converges. The Lebesgue set for <!>(t) is the set of numbers 

0 Jx 
x0 so that I <j>(t) - <j>(x0 ) I dx = o ( I x -x0 I) ; x ~ x0 • For such set of 

xo 
numbers hypothesis (iv) of theorem 2.3 is satisfied. Hence the Theorem. 

5. Representation Theorem. 
In this section we establish necessary and sufficient conditions 

that a given function must satisfy in order that it may be expressed as 
a generalised Laplace transform with determining function belonging 

to certain familiar class. We shall takes, A., a, k to be real. We first give 
certain results which will be used in the later computations. 
Lemma 5.1 If n is a positive integer and t, x are positive then 

~ [ ~J e -(rilx)t La (-n t)] = nn t'i x-n-1 e -(nlx)t U (-k; 1+ a +n; !.!:... t) 
axn k x x 
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Proof. We have 

xir-1 e -(nix) t L~ ( n t) = (-kl~ :xf1rl e -(nix) t U (-k; 1+ a;..!!. t) 
x . x 

and (xlt)',,_1 e-<nlx)t U (-k; l+ o:; !!:.. t) is a homogeneous function of order 
x 

zero. Hence using Euler's theorem repeatedly n times and using Slater 
([2],p.16) we have 

CY£ _Jlr-1 . n 
-- [ _;(; __ e -(nix) t u (-k; l+ 0:; - t )] = nn tn x-tlr-1 e -(nix) t 

axn tn x ' 

n 
U (-k; 1+ o: +n; - t) . ' x 

Hence the lemma. 
Lemma 5.2 If n is a positive integer and x, t are positive then 

n-n [x-a-k-n-1 e- (nlx)t u (-k; 1+ a;~ t )] 
x 

= x-a-k-l e-(nlx)t U (-k-n ·1+ o: +n· .!!:. t) 
J J x ' 

where IJ-1 denotes the integration as defined in section 3. 
Proof Let D' = dldt. Then by Euler's theorem 

a t a+n+k n 
- [ e-<nlx)t u (-k ;· J+o:;-t )] 
ax x a+n+k+l x 

a ta+n+k-l n 
=--[ e-<nlx)t U(-k,· l+o:+n;-t) 

ax xa+n+k x 
Therefore 

ta+n+k n 
IJ-1 [ e -(nlx)t U (-k; 1+ o:+n; - t )] 

X a+n+k+l [ ta+n+k-1 X J 
= (-1) D-1 U (-k; 1+ a+J.L; - t) e -(nix) 1 

xa+ri+k x 

Repeating the process and using Slater([2], p. 16) we get the result. 
Lemma 5.3 If n is a positive integer and x,t are positive then 

IJ-'i [x-1-a e-(nlx)t U (-k+n; 1+ o: +n; : t )] 

= x-n-a-1 e-(nlx)t u (-k; 1+ 0:; .E: t ). 
x 

Proof. As in lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.4 If g (s ,y) = yn-1 e-<nly)s L~ (~ s) 

x 
then 
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ar 
ar- [g (s, Y) 1 = 0 (yn-k-r-1 e -(nly) s) ; y ~ 0 

=o (yi-r-1) ; y ~ oo 

(r = 1, 2, 3, .. .) 

Proo£ We have 

g (s,y) = (-kl; yi-1 e -(nly)s U (-k; 1+ a; .Jl. s) . 
• y 

Now 

()2 ( g (s y)) = (-lj Sn~(~ e -(nly)s U (-k; 1+ (l; ..!.! S) 
ay2 ' k I as2 sn-2 Y 

( 1~ n n = _-_1_ yn-3 e -(nly)s [(2-n) (1-n) U (-k; 1+ a; - s) - 2(2-n) -y s 
kl y 

2 
U (-k ; 2+ a ; .!!. s) + n

2 
s2 U (-k ; 3+ a;!!:_ s )] ; 

using Slater ([2], p. 17). Y Y Y 

Now using the estimates of U (a;b;x), Slater ([2] p. 60) we have 

~ [g (s, y)] = o (y"""3-k e -(nly)s); y ~ 0 

ay2 = 0 <raJ ,. Y ~ 00 

Now using the theorems of Hardy and Littlewood (Widder (4]; pp. 193), 
we have 

ar 
ayr [g (s, y)] 

Hence the lemma. 
Theorem 5.1 

= 0 <r-r-1 e -(n/y) s) ; 

= 0 (yn-r-1) ; 

y~O 

y~oo 

If f(y) has derivatives and integrals of all orders in (0::;; y < oo) and 

if for each non negative integer n and some positive c. 
(i) { (n) (y) = 0 (y-n); Y ~ oo 

(ii) f(n) (y) =o (ycly); y ~ O+ 

then 

Lim f° (sxf e-sx L: (sx) Mn" (f(s) dx - f(s). 
n-+ 00 0 • 

Proof. Let s be any number greater than zero. Choose n so large that 
for real s, ns > 0. Let us set 

In = J: (sxf e-sx L: (sx) Mn,x [f(s)] dx 
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1 J .. = (-11' _ _ . -· 
0 

(sxf e-u L: (sxXnlx) cx+n+J U' { s-a-k [)""' 

{tit U' (sa -1 f(s)}]dx 

Putting nix= y and A= n1• 11r().+n+k+l) 

In= (-lJ' A f G(s, y) U' [ y-a-k D""' (yk l1' (yCX-1 f(y)}]dy, 
0 

where G (s,y) = s4 g(s,y) as defined in lemma 5.4. 
Integrating In by parts repeatedly we have 

In= A r ya-'A. IY" { yk Ir (y-«-k U' (G(s ,y)}] f(y) dy. 
0 

The integrated part vanishes after each operation by virtue oflemma 5.4. 
Now making use oflemmas 5.1; 5.2; 5.3 we get 

J
.. 'A.+n n 

I= Ann 8 
e-<nly)8L

0 (--.-s)f(y)dy 
n 0 Y 1-+n+l k y 

Taking n~ oo we get 

n 'A.+n-+k+J Joo 'A.+n-+lt 
Lim I ..., Lim 8 e-<nly)B f(y) dy 
n-.oo n n-;co r(A,+n+k+l) 0 y'A.+n-+lt+l 

nA+n+k+l J .. 
..., Lim (stf+n-+ll e-nlB [r1 f(t-1)] dt. 

n-... r(A.+n+k+l) 0 

Now applying theorem 2.3 to this integral, taking the function «t) of 

the theorem equal to t-1 f(t-1) and number r of the theorem 2.3 unity 
and the number c of the theorem 2.3 greater than the number c here 
we get 
'1,.-t"" 
Lim In = f(s). 

When A. = k = 0, we get a known theorem due to Widder ([4) p. 
303) for the Laplace integral. 
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In a paper Fisher [l], Sharma and Bajaj [2] obtained some fixed 

point theorems in complete metric space. In the present paper we ob

tain some fixed point theorems in complete metric space for mapping 
satisfying rational inequalities. 
Theorem 1: Let S and T be two self mapping of a complete metric 
space (.X: d) satisfying : 

[d (s, Sx)}2 

(I) d (Sx, Ty) :513 d (x, Sx) + d(x,Ty) , where d (x, Sx) + d(x,Ty) =F- 0 

For all x, yin X and 0 < P<l. Then Sand Thave a unique common fixed 

point. 
Proof: Let x0 be any arbitrary in X. We define a sequence {X,J in X 

such that 
xn = Sx,,,_1 and xn+l= Txn for n = 1,2,3 .... Then, 

- < {d (xn-1' Sxn_z)}2 
d (xn, xn+l) - d (Sxn-l' Tx,) _ P d ( S )+ d( T J from (I) 

xn-1' "n-1 x,,,_1, x, 

< p [d (xn-l' x,)}
2

. _ 
- d (x,,,_1,x,) +d(xn-1,xn+l)' 

< p [d (X11r-1 • xn)j2 

- d (xn , Xn+l) 

i.e d (x,i, xn+l) :s;-Vp d (x,,,_1,x,). 

Similarly d (xn-l' xn):::; -Vp d (x11r-2 , x11r-J and so on. 

Hence d (xn, Xn+l):::; c-.Jprd(xo 'Xz) ~ 0 as n ~ oo,since 0 < P< 1. 

This proves that { x,J is a Cauchy sequence in X which is complete 
so converges (say z) in X. Now, 
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d (z, Tz)S d(z, x,) + d (xn, Tz) 

S d(z , x,) + d (Sx,,,_1, Tz) 

[d (xn-l• Sxn-J12 

S d(z , x,) + p ,u S , + d/ '" .' from (I) 
x,,,_1, xn-Y ,xn-1,iz 

S d(z, x,) + p [d (xnd' xJJ
2 

-+ 0 as n-+ oo 

d (xn-1, x,) +d(xn-1,Tz) 

implies that T z = z i.e. z is the fixed point of T. Similarly it can be 
shown that z is the fixed point of S. Consequently z is the common 
fixed point of Sand T. Now for uniquness of z let z' be another common 
fixed point of S and T, then 

d / '\ - d/S '" '' < A [d (z, Sz)]a < 0 hi h . h 
\Z,Z/- \•Z,AZ/- ti d(z,Sz)+d(z,T;" - ,w c iste 

contradiction so z =z'. This completes the proof. 
Our second result is 

Theorem (2) . Let S and T be two self mappings of a complete metric 
space (X,d) satisfying : 

(II) d (Sx, Ty) s p {d (x, Sx) + d (y,Ty))a, 
d (x, Sx) +d(x,Ty) 

where d (x, Sx) + d(x, Ty)¢ 0 for all x, y in X and O<P<l/4. Then Sand 

T have a unique common fixed point. 

Proof. Let x0 be any arbitrary point in X. We define a sequence {X,J in 

X such that xn = Sx,,,_1, and xn+l = Txn, n=l,2,3, ... Tben 

d (xn, Xn+l) = d (Sxn-l' Tx,) s p fd (x,,,_,, Sxn-1) +d (xn,Tx,))
2 

d (x,,,_1, Sxn-z) + d(xn-1•Tx,) From (II) 

i.e. d (xn' Xn+J S 

S 13 [d (xn-1• x,) + d (xn,xn+1)J2 
d (xn-1' x,) + d(xn-1•Xn+1) , 

< p [d (xn-l' x,) + d (xn,xn+l)/2 

- d (xn, Xn+l) ' 

"P ---- -d (; 1 - ..Jp x,,,_1, x,). 
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. "'13 
d(xn, xn+l) :5: 'Ad (x,,,_1' x,), where 'A= 

1 
_ "'l3 and 0 < 'A<l, or, 

Since 0 < 13<1 I 4. Similarly d( xn-l' x,) :5: 'A d ( xn_2, xn_1) and so on. 

Hence d(xn, xn+l) :::;; 'And (x0 , x1) ~ 0 as n ~ oo, since 0 < 'A<l. This 

proves that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence is X which is complete so converges 
(say z) in x. 

Now d(z, Tz) :5: d (z, x,) + d (xn, Tz) 

:::;; d (z, x,) + d (Sxn-l' Tz) 

:5: d (z, x,) + 13 . f d (x,,,_1' Sx,. 1) + d (z, Tz)j
2 

d (xn-1' Sx,._1) + d(x,,,_1,Tz) 

:5: d (z, X,) + 13 f d (x,d, x,) + d(z, Tz)j2 
d (x,,,_1, x l + d/x Tz) nl I· n-1' 

Letting n ~ oo we have (1-13) d(z, Tz) :::;; 0 which is the contradiction and 

so Tz= z i.e. z is the fixed point of T. Similarly it can be shown that z is 
the fixed point of S. Consequently z is the common fixed point of S and 
T. Now for uniqueness of z let z' be another common fixed point of S 
and T, then 

d(z, z') = d(Sz, Tz') :5: 13 [d (z, Sz) + d (z',Tz')j
2 

:::;; O which 
d (z, Sz) + d(z,Tz') 

is the contradiction so z = z'. Thin completes the proof . 
Next we prove analogous results for a sequence of mappings. Our third 
result is 
Theorem 3. Let {Tk} be a squence of self mappings of a complete metric 
space (X, d) satisfying: 

(III) d (T.x, T. ) :::;; 13 . [d (x, T.x)]
2 

' P' d (x, Tix)+ d(x,Tpi) 

where d(x,Tix)+ d(x,Tpi}I: 0 

for all x,y in X and 0 < 13<1 . Then {Tk} have a unique common fixed 

point. 
Proof. Let x0 be any arbitrary point in X. We define a sequence {x,J in 

X such that xn = Tixn-1' and xn+l = 1jx,., n=l,2,3, ... Then 

- [d (x,,,_1' 1Jxn-1)]2 
d(xn, xn+l) - d (Tixn-1' 1jx) :5: 13 d (; T. )+ d(; T. ) from (III) 

xn-1' ,x,,,_1 xn-1' ;x, 
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S p [d (xn-1' x,)]2 . • 
d (xn-1,x,) +d(xn-1,xn+l) 

< p [d (xn-J • x,)]2 
- d (xn, Xn+J 

i.e d (xn, xn+J S iJp d (xn-1,x,). 

Similarly d (xn-1, x,) S iJp d (xn-2'xn-J and so on. 

Hence d (xn, x,,,+J S (iJpfd(X0 .XJ--+ 0 as n--+ oo,since 0 < P<l. 
This proves that {X,J is a Cauchy sequence is X which is complete so· 

converges (say z) in X. Now, 

d (z, T,;z) . S· d(z, x,) +d (x,,,, T,;z) 

S d(z , x,) + d (7ixn-I• T .f) · 

[d (x,;_1, 7ixn-.JJ
2 

from (III) 
< d(z, x,) + P d /.x T.x '+d(xn-

1
,T.f) - ,. n-1' ' n-Y 

[d (xn-1, x,)]2 
S d(z, x,) + p d /. ,) d/. T ·'--+ 0 as n--+ oo ,xn-1, x + ,xn-1, ;:/ 

implies that T .f = z i.e. z is the fixed point of 1J· Simlarly it can be 
shown that z is the fixed point of Ti . Consequently z is the common · 
fixed point of {Tk}. Now for uniqueness of z let z' be another common 
fixed point of {TJ, then 

d(z,,z1=d(Tiz,1jz? S P [d (z, 7iz)]
2 

S 0, which is the 
d (z, T,;z) +d(z,T;z1 

contradiction so z = z'. This completes the proof. 
Our last result is, 

·Theorem 4 : Let {Tk} be a sequence of self mappings of a complete 
metric space (X,d) satisfying : 

. [d (x, Tix) +d (y,T.fY)J2 

(IV) d (Tix, 1jY) Sp d (x, Tix)+ d(x,1jy) ' 

where d (x,tix) + d(x,tjY) * 0 for all x,y in X and 0<P<l14, : Then {T J 
have a unique common fixed point. 
Proof. Let x0 be any arbitrary point in X. We define a sequence {xJ in X . 
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such that xn = Ti xn-l and xn+l = 1j xn n = 1, 2, 3, .... Then, 

{d (x,,,_1, Tix,,,_1) + d (xn, 1jx,JJ2 

d (xn, Xn+1> = d (Tixn-1' T rJ :5 p d (; T. ) + d(; T . . \ from (IV) x,,,_1, ix,,,_1 x,,,_1' 1x 

i.e. d (xn, Xn+l) :5 

:5 p [d (x,,,_1' x,J + d (xn,xn+l)]2 

d (x,,,_1, x,J + d(x,,,_1,xn+l) ' 

{d (x,,,_1, x,J + d (xn,Xn+l)j2 
< p -----,,----~--
- d (xn, Xn+l) 

./p 
1 - ./p d (xn-1' xn). 

or, 
./13 

d(xn, xn+J :5 A. d (x,,,_1' xn), where 'A= 
1 

_ .fl3 and 0 < A.<1, 

since 0<13<114. Similarly d(x,,,_1' xn) :5 'Ad (xn_2 , xn_z) and so on. 

Hence 

i 

d(xn, xn+I) :5 'And (x0 , x1 ) ~ 0 as n ~ oo, 

s n c e 

0 < A.<l. This proves that {xJ is a Cauchy sequence in X which is 

complete so converges (say z) in X. 

Now d(z, T _r) :5 d (z, x,J + d (xn, Tr> 

:5 d (z, xn) + d (Ti x,,,_1' 1jz) 

[d (x,,,_1' Tix,,,_1) + d (z, T _r)]2 

:5 d (z, xn) + f3 ri /. T ) + d(; T ,\, from (IV) 
X,,,_p iXn-1 Xn-1' fZ/ 
[d (x,,,_1' x,J + d(z, 1jz)]2 

:5 d (z, xn) + 13 d (; ) + d(; T. ) , x,,,_1' x,,, x,,,_1' ;z. 
letting n ~ oo, we have (l-13)d (z, Tz)::;; 0, which is the contradiction 

and so Tr= z i.e. z is the fixed point of 1j .Similarly it can be shown 

that z is the fixed point of Ti. Consequently z is the common fixed point 

of {Tk}. Now for uniqueness of z let z' be another common fixed point of 

{Tk} then, 

, _ , < [d (z, Tiz) +d (z',Tf')]2 < . 
d(z, z') -d(Tiz, T_r') _ 13 d (; T ) d(; T ') _ 0 which z, iz + z, jz 

is the contradiction so z = z'. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 1 . If we put S = Tin (I) and for all k, Tk = Tin (III) then T 

has unique fixed point. 
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Corollary 2. If we put S =Tin (II) and for all k, Tk =Tin (IV) then Thas 
a unique fixed point: 

[1] 

[2] 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper we have obtained coefficient estimates, 

distortion theorem, redius of convexity and closure theorems for the 

class H'p(A,B, a.,~. y). Various results obtained in the present paper 

are shown to be sharp. 
1. Introduction and Definitions. Let H denote the class of 

functions of the form 
00 

f (z) = z-1 + L an :?!', 
n=l 

... (1.1) 

which are analytic in U* = { z: 0<IzI<1 and z e C }, having simple pole 

at the origin and residue 1 there. Also H* is the class of all function in 
H which are univalent in U*. 

Definition 1. Let f(z) defined by (1.1) with ai = 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , p-1, p e 

N = {1,2, ... ,}) that is 
00 

f (z) = z-1 + l: an+p-I ;!'+P-1, p e N ... (1.2) 
n=l 

which are analytic in U*. We denote by HP, the classofallsuchfunctions. 

Definition 2. A function f e HP is said to be in the class H; if it is 
univalent in U*. 

Definition 3. A function f (z), analytic and univalent in U*, is said to 
be in the class H;(s) if it is given by (1.1) with 

that is, by 

ai = 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , p-1, p e N), 

a P+i-l ~ 0 (i e N) 

00 

f (z) = z-1 + I a ;!'+p-1 
n =l n+p-1 , 

(an+p-l ~ 0, p E N). 

... (1.3) 
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Hence we have relationship 

n;(s) c H; c H* c H and HP~ H (p e N). . .. (1.4) 

Definition 4. A function f e H* is said to be meromorphically starlike of 

order a, if Re [- zf'(z)I f(z)] >a, (0 s; a < 1 , z e U*). 

We denote by H* (a), the class of all functions which are meromorphically 

starlike of order a. 

Definition 5. A funciton f e H* is said to be meroomorphically convex of 

order a, if Re { - (1 +z{"(z)I f'(z)]} > a, (0 s; a < 1, z e U*). 

Hk (a) is the class of all functions which are meromorphically convex of 

order a. 

Motivated especially by works of Mogra [6], Aouf [1]. We aim at 
presenting here a systematic study of basic properties [coefficient esti
mates, distortion theorem, radii of starlikeness, closure under convex 
linear combinations] of some subclasses of the class It;. 
Definition 6. A function f e HP is said to be in the class HP (A,B,a,p, y) 

if it satisfies 

zf'(z)/f(z)+l I 
<J3, zeU* 

(B-A)y (zf'(z)/f(z)+a]-B [zf'(z)lf(z) +1] 

where 0 s; a < 1, 0<13 s; 1, - 1 s; A < B s; 1, 0 < B s; 1, 

Bl(B-A) <y s; { Bl(B-A)a 

1 

Let us write 

aif=O 

a=O. 

... (1.5) 

Jr; (A,B,a,13,y) = lr;,ri HP (A,B,a,J3,y). . .. (1.6) 
where Jr; denotes the class of functions f (z) defined by (1.3) which are 
analytic in U*. 

2. Main Results Coefficient Estimates. 

Theorem 1. Let f e HP. If 
00 

L { (n+p) + 13 [(B-A) y (n + p -l+a) - B (n + p)]} I an+p-l 1 
n=l 

s; ( B-A) y 13 (1- a) ... (2.1) 

then, f e HP (A,B,a,J3,y), where a, 13, y, A and Bare constrained as in 
Definition 6. 

Proof. Let us assume that (2.1) holds for all admissible values of a, 13, y,A 

:r 

;<· 
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and B. Making use of definition 6, we consider the expression 

H ({. f? =I zf' (z) + f(z) I - 13 I (B-A) y (zf' (z) +a f(z)) - B (zf' (z) + f(z) I, 
z e U* ... (2.2) 

Replacing zf' (z) and f(z) by their series expansion, we have for 

0 < I z I = r < 1, from (2.2) that 

H(f,f'.) =I }: (n+p)an+p-l_zn+p-1 1-13 kB-A)y (1-a)-[(B-A) "( (n+p-l+a) 
n=l 

00 

-B ( n+p)] I an+ 1 _zn+p-1 I 
n =1 -P-

:S i (n+p) I an+p-l Ir n+p-l - (B -A)"( 13 (1-a) + 13 [ (B-A) "( 
n=l 

00 

(n+p-l+a) -B ( n+p)] I I an 1 I ~+p-l n =I +p-
co 

= n ~I { (n+p) + 13 [ (B-A) r (n+p-l+a) -B ( n+p)]} I an+p-11 ~+p-l 

- (B -A) r 13 (1-a) 

The above inequality in (2.3) holds for all r (O < r <1). Hence, 

letting r ~ r in (2.3) we get 

... (2.3) 

H (f, {'.) :S I { (n+p) +13 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a) -B ( n+p)]} I a +p-1 1 -
n=l n 

(B-A) y 13 (1-a) :S 0, (pe N ). . .. (2.4) 

by the hypothesis, the assertion of Theorem 1, follows immediately from 

definition 6. 

Theorem 2.Let the function f(z) defined by (1.3) be analytic in U* 

,that is, f e ~.Then f e ~ (A,B,a,j3,y) ... (2.5) 

if and only if 
00 

I {(n+p)+j3[(B-A) y(n+p-l+a) -B(n+p)]}an+p-l:S B-A)yj3(1-a) 
n=l 

(pe N) ... (2.6) 

provided a,13, y, A and B are constrained as in definition 6. 

Proof. If f e ii; , we have 

I an+p-l I = an+p-l , ( an+p-l ~ 0 , p e N, n e N) 
and in view of Theorem 1, condition (2.6) is sufficient for the assertion 
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(2.5) of Theorem 2. 

To show that condition (2.6) is necessary, let us assume that (2.5) holds 

true. Then, in view of (1.6) and as f e ~, we find from Definition 6 

zf'(z)lf(z)+l 

(B-A)y [zf'(z)lf(z)+a]-B [zf'(z)lf(z) +1] 

00 

00 

(B-A) y(I- a)- L [ (B-A) y(n+p-l+a)-B ( n+p)]} an+p-lzi+p-l 
n=l 

L (n+p)a 1zi+p-1 
n =l n+p- Lp. 

1-~ (2. 7) 

As Re (z) ~ I z I for all z, it follows from (2. 7) that 
00 

I, (n+p) a zi+p-l 
n -1 n+p-1 

Rel 00- I< p. 
(B-A)y(l-'-a)- I, [(B-A)y(n+p-1-a)-B(n+p)]}an+p-lzn+p-l (2.8) 

n=l 

Now choose the values of z on the real axis so that zf' (z) I f(z) is real. 

Upon clearing denominator in (2.8) and letting z~l through real val

ues we obtain 

n ~1 { (n+p) +PC (B-A) y (n+p-l+a) -B ( n+p)]} an+p-l ~ B-A) y 13 (1-a) 

Hence the result (2.6) follows. 

Corollary. If f e ~ (A,B,a,p, y) then 

(B-A)y p (I-a) 
an+ 1 ~-------------

"P- { (n+p) +p [(B-A)y(n+p-1-a)-B(n+p)]} 
n eN, 

with equality for functions of the form 

f, /. ) = -1 + (B -A) 'Y p (1- a) zn+p-I N (2 9) n+p-l\Z z ne ,... . 
{ (n+p) + P [ (B-A) y (n+p-1-a)-B ( n+p)]} 

3. Distortion Theorem and Radius of convexity : 

Theorem 3. If f e ~ (A,B,a,p,y), then for 0 < I z I= r < 1, 

r-1 - (B-A)y p (1-a)rP <If (z) I 
{ (l+p) +p [ (B-A)y(p+a)-B(n+p)]} 

< -1 + (B -A) 'Y p (I- a) rP 
- r ... (3.1) 

{ (l+p) + p [ (B-A) y (p+a)-B ( n+p)]} 

~. 
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The result (3.1) is sharp, the extremal function being 

f, t: ·' -1 (B -A) y 13 (1- a) zP ,z,, = z + at z = ± r. 
P { (l+p) + 13 [ (B-A) y (p+a)-B ( n+p)]} 

... (3.2) 

< Proof. Since f E Jr+; (A,B,a,13,y),. In view of Theorem 2, we have 

',' 

~ (B -A) y 13 (1- a) 
""' an+ 1::; • 

n=l P- { (l+p) + 13 [(B-A) y (p+a)-B ( n+p)]} 

Then for 0 < I z I = r < 1, we have 

and 

If (z) I::; r-1 + I a rn+p-l 
n =1 n+p-1 , 

::;; r-1 + rP I an+p-1 
n=l 

1 (B -A) y JHJ- a) 
:5 r- + rP . 

{ (l+p) + 13 [ (B-A) y (p+a)-B ( n+p)]} 

00 

If (z) I ?. r-1 - I a ~+p-l 
n =1 n+p-1 ' 

> -1 p :; 
_ r - r ""' an+p-l 

n=l 

?. r-1 _ r P (B -A) y 13 (1- a) 

{ (l+p) + 13 [ (B-A) y (p+a)-B ( n+p)]} 

It can be easily seen that the function f P (z) defined by (3.2) is extremal 
for the theorem. 

Theorem 4. If f E Jr+; (A,B,a,13, y) , then f (z) is meromorphically convex in 

I z I < r = rP (A,B,a,j3,y) ,where 

~
l(n+p) 

/11 B A ) = · f En+p) + 13 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a)-B ( n+p)] N rP ,.n, ,a,..,,y in ,n E • 

(B-A) y 13 (1- a) (n+p-l)(n+p+l) 
The bounds for I z I is sharp for each n, with extremal function being of 

the form (2.9). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 

zf"(z) 
2 + ~ :51, for I z I< rP (A,B,a,13,y), 

I f'<z> I 
where rP (A,B,a,13,y) is as stated in the statement of the theorem. 
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We have 

00 

2f'(z)+zf"l'z' t l: (n+p-l)(n+p) a zi+p-2 
1' '-' n =l 1i+p-J 

f'(z) oo 
-11?! + l: (n+p-1) a zi+p-2 

n=l n+p-1 
00 

L (n+p-1) (n+p) an+p-l I z 1 "-+p 
n=I 

:S 00 :S 1 

provided that 

1 - L (n+p-1) an+p-J I z I n-+p 
n=I 

00 

L (n+p-1) (n+p+l)lzln-+pan+p-l :S 1. 
n=I 

By Theorem 2 we have 

. .. (3.4) 

00 {(n+p) +p [(B-A)y(n+p-l+a)-B(n+p)]} 
n"I;I (B-A) 'Y p (1- a) an+p-1 :S 1. . .. (3.5) 

In view of (3.5), it follows that (3.4) is true if 

(n+p-1) (n+p+l) I z I n+p s;{(n+p)+p [(B-A)y(n+p-l+a)-B(n+p)]} 
(B -A) y p (1- a) 

ne N 

or 
Jln-+p 

[l(n+p) + 13 [ (B-A) 'Y (n+p-l+a)-B ( n+p) ]}] 
lzl :S t fR-A»vBl1-a.lln.+D-1Vn+n+n ,neN 

setting I z I= rP (A,B,a,j3,y) in (3.6), the result follows. 
Sharpness can be verified easily. 

4. Convex linear Combinations. 

... (3.6) 

In this section we shall prove that the class Ir; (A,B,a,p,y), is 
closed under convex linear combinations. 
Theorem 5. Let 

'lfo(z) = llz (zeU*), 

and 

(B -A) 'Y p (1- a) z n+p-l 
'l'p+11-l (z) =z-l+ Un+nl+IHfR-A>vfn.+n-l+n)....Rfn+nll}(p,neN, zeU*). 

Then the function 'lf(Z) is in H;, (A,B,a,p, y) if and only if it can be 

expressed in the form 
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00 

'Jl(Z) = I An 'lfn (z) 
n=O 

(l.,n?. 0, Aj= O(j=l, ... 'p-1, if p?. 2), I An= 1. 
00 

n=O 

Proof. Let 'Jf(Z) = I A 'JI (z) 
n=O n 1i 

'Jl(Z) = z-1+ Ioo A (B -A) y f3 (1- a) z 1&+p-l 
n-1n+p-J · 

- {(n+p)+f3 [ (B-A)y (n+p-l+a.)-B (n+p)]} 

Since 

00 

I 
n=l 

{(n+p)+J3 [ (B-A)y (n+p-l+a.)-B (n+p)]} 

(B -A) y f3 (1- a) 

(B -A) y f3 (1- a) An+p-l 
-{(-n-+p_)_+_f3_[(._B-._A_)_y_(i_n+_-p-_l+a.~)--B_(_n_+-p)_]_} = J-=l An= l- Ao~ 1· 

Hence 'lf(z) e ~ (A,B,a,(3,y). 

Conversely assume that 

'lf(z) e ~ (A,B,a,f3,y). 

Since 

a1&+p-1 ~ 
(B-A) y J3 (1- a) 

------------, n e N,p e N. 
{(n+p)+ f3 [ (B-A)y (n+p-l+a.)-B ( n+p)]} 

Setting 

A = a {(n+p)+ f3 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a.)-B ( n+p)]} 
n+p-1 n+p-1 (B -A) y f3 (1- a) 

(p,neN). 

').,j=O (j=l, ... 'p-1, if p?. 2), 

and 
00 

A.0= 1- I "-n?. 0 . 
n=l 

Hence, it follows that 

'Jl(Z) = I An 'lfn (z) 
n=O 

Theorem 6. The class~ (A,B,a,(3,y) is closed under convex linear 
combinations. 

00 

Proof. Suppose flz) = z-1 + I: an+p-l, k z1t+p-l (k = 1,2) 
n=l 

are in~ (A,B,a,f3;y). 
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Setting 

f(z) = (1-t)f1 (z) + t {2 (z), 

Then 

(O ::;; t::;; 1). 

f(z) = z-1 + n ~1 [(1-t) an+p-1,1 + t an+p-1,21 ~+p-1 

In view of Theorem 2, 

n ~1 {(n+p)+ f3 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a)-B ( n+p)]} {(1-t) an+p-l,I + t an+p-l,2} .o 
00 

= (1-t) I: {(n+p)+ f3 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a.)-B ( n+p)]} { an+p-l,l 
n=l 

+ t I: {(n+p)+ f3 [ (B-A) y (n+p-l+a.)-B ( n+p)]} an+p-l,2} 
n=l 

::;; (1-t) (B -A) y f3 (1- a) +t (B -A) y f3 (1- a). 

= (B -A) y f3 (1- a) , 

which shows that f(z) e ~ (A,B,a.,f3,y) 
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1. Introduction. The concept of continuity of a funciton has been 
the concern of many authors since the time of Newton who defined the 
concept of limit of real valued function to determine the continuity of a 
function by showing that if the limit of function exists at a given point 
and if that limit of the function is equal to the value of function at that 
point then function is continuous. This concept of continuity of function 
was generalised from real valued to complex valued function as well as 
function defined on metric spaces and topological spaces by the use of 
open sphere and open sets etc. In this generalisation the ontinuity of 
function is investigated in three main directions viz. 
(1) How the continuity of function is affective by changing the natue 

of a function without being changing the nature of a function with
out being changing the nature of spaces? 

(2) How the continuity of funciton is affected by changing the nature 
of space under consideration, without changing the nature of func
tion? 

(3) How the continuity of function is affected when the nature of 
function as well as space under consideration, both are subject to 
change? 
Since we are investigating the concept of continuity related to multi

valued maping so we will confine above three aspects. Many authors like 
Plis, Aumann, Jacob, Himmelberg, have tried to investigate such 
relationship in the multi-valued mapping under specific condition on a 
metric space. In the work of all these author's the principle involved has 
been generalisation of continuity of open sets in metric spaces in terms of 
measure i.e. any multi-valued function to be continuous, we must show 
that for any £ > 0 there exist an open set Ee contain in the given metric 
space such that the measure µ(EJ <£,whereµ is Randon measure, when 
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the restriction of measurable mapping to EE is continuous. Plis has tried 

to obtain the continuity condition for a measurable multi-valued mapping 
by assuming the metric space to be a compact space, while Casting has 
tried to obtain a similar condition for the continuity of measurable multi
valued mapping when space is seperable instead of compact. Jacob further 
generalised the condition of both Plis and Casting. His study was moltivated 
due to the considerable direction porvided by the work of Casting, 
Kurtawaski, Plis and Michal. 

Our study will also confine to such similar situation for multi
valued mapping when it has compact value. 

2. Preliminary. Through out the paper (T,e) will denote com
pact metric space and (X, d) be a seperable metric space. A multifunction 

Q :--?X is a subset of TxX with domain equal to T. If BeX, then 

a-1(B)={teTIO (t)nB*<j>}. 

Definition 2.1. A multifunction Q :T--?X is (weakly) measurable if 

n-1(B) = {t e TI Q (t) n B *<I>} is measurable for every closed (respec

tively, open) subset B of X. 

Definition 2.2. If Q :T--?X is a multifunction, then q>0 is the real val

ued function defined on T x X by 

cp0 (t, x) = d [X, Q (t)], for (t,x) e T x X. 
Definition 2.3. If X be a seperable metrizable space, then Xis said to 
be Polish, if Xis seperable and metrizable by a complete metric. Again, 
if Xis metrizable and continuous image of Polish space then Xis called 

Souslin Space. 
Definition 2.4. For the determination of continuity condition in multi
valued mapping we need following 

(a) If t0 eT, and SE (t0 ) = {t eT Ip (t, t0 ) < e} then ~(toJ ={SE (t0 ), e> O} 

is said to be neighborhood filter base at t<r 

(b) The grill of ~(to) is defined and denoted as 

~"(t0 ) = { S" (t0 )cTI S"(t0 ) n SE (t0 ) * 0, fore> 0} 

(c) If range of Q is non empty closed subset of X then the Pseudo 

limit superior of Q as t--?t0 [abbreviated : p-limsupHto Q (t)] is 

defined to be 

nS/to> e E,(to> CL [ut e S/toJ Q (t)] 

where CL denotes the closure, 



and the Pseudo limit inferior of Q as t-H0 (abbreviated: p-lim 

inft->to ) is defined by 

nS"(t0 ) e C,<toJ CL [Ute S"<toJ Q (t)] 
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(d) Q is Pseudo upper semicontinuous at t0 ~T (abbreviated: p-usc 

at t0 eT ) if p-lim sup t->t Q (t)c Q (t0 ); Q is Pseudo lower semi 
0 

,,, continuous at t0 eT [abbreviated : p-lsc at t0 e T] if p-limitt~to Q (t) 

:::> Q (t0 ); Q is Pseudo continuous [abbreviated: p-continuous at t0 

e T] ifQ isp-usc andp-lsc at t0 e T. 

(e) Q is upper semi continuous at t0 e T[abbreviated use at t0 e T] if for 

each open G containing (t0 ) there is an SE( tr) e ~ (tr) such that 

t e SE(tr) ~n (t) c a . 
Q is Lower semi continous at t0 e T [abbreviated lsc at t0 e T] if for 

every open G meeting Q (tr) there is an 

Se<tr) e ~ (tr) ~n (t) c a* o. 
(f) If collection of non-empty closed subset of X have finite topology ie. 

X has an open base then Q is continous if any only if Q is at t0 e T 

and lsc at t0 e T. The following result is due to Himmerlberg, Jacob, 

Van Vleck [5]. 

Definition 2.5. If The locally compact and cr- compact Hausdorff space, 

~ and X be seperable metric space, and Q: T ~x a multifunction. Then 

among the following statement we have relations (i)~(ii)~(iii). 

(i) Q is weakly measurable : 

(ii) P ~n (t,x) is measurable function oft for each x eX; 

(iii) For all e>O there exists a closed subset Te of T such that 

µ(T-T J< e and ~I TE x Xis continuous. 

The following results are due to Himmelberg [3]: 

2.6. Let x be seperable metric space and Q : T ~x be multifunction with 

compact values. Then Q is mesurable iff. Q is weakly measurable. 

2. 7. Let Xbe seperable metric space and let Q : T ~Xbe a multifunction 

then 

(i) Q is weakly measurable , 

(ii) t ~d [X, Q (t)] is measurable function of t for each X, 

(iii) Gr( F) is A x B - measurable [ Fis defined by F (t) = F(t)]. Then 
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(i)<=} (ii)<=} (iii), 

where Gr denotes graph. 

2.8. Let T be complete, X be Souslin, and 0: T ~x a multifunction such 

that Gr (F) is AxB - measureable then 0 is B- measurable. 

3. Main Result. Let T be a compact metric space and (X,d) be 

seperable metric space, 0: T ~x be a multifunctioning with compact 

value and µ be Randon measure, then the following statements are 

equivalent : 

(i) 0 is measurable, 

(ii) 0 is weakly measurable , 

(iii) ~ (t,x) is measurable function oft for each x e X , 

(iv) For all e > 0 there exists a closed subset Te of T such that 

µ(T-Te) <e and~/ TE xXis continuous 

(v) For all e > 0 there exists a Souslin space Te of T such that 

µ(T-TE) < e and graph Gr (0 I Te )of 0 I Te is Souslin sub-space. 

(vi) There exist a Souslin space T' of T such that µ(T-T?= 0 and graph 

Gr (0 I T? is Souslin. 

(vii) For all e > 0 there exists a closed subset Te of T such that 

µ(T-Te) <e andO/ Te isp-usc. 

(viii) For e > 0 there exists a closed subspace TE of T such that 

µ(T-T,) < e and Gr (0 I Te) is closed subst of T x X 

Proof .Our scheme to prove the resutl is 

(i) => (ii) => (iii) => (iv) => (v) => (vi) => (i). 
and (iv) => (vii) => (viii) => (v). 

First Part. 

(i) => (ii) 

Since the Himmelberg [3] in his paper proved that if T be any arbitrary 
measurbale space and Xbe any metric space such that the multi-valued 

functions 0 : T ~x has compact value then mesurability and weak 

measurability of multi-valued function are equivalent. Hence (i) =>(ii) . 

(ii) => (iii) 

It follows directly by the virtue of Lemma 3 due to Himmelberg-Jacob
Vanveleck (5]. 

(iii) => (iv) 

" 
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By the same said Lemma. 

(iv)~ (v) 
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To prove it, since for any E > 0 and ~n I TE x Xis continuous, we claim 

Gr (Q !TE) is closed. To have it we know ~: T x X --+ X defined by 

~ (t,x) = d [x, Q (t)] and by given (iv) there exists a closed subset TE of T 

such that µ (T -TE) < E and ~n I TE x Xis continous and therefore if (tn, 

xn) be any arbitrary convergent sequence in Gr (Q !TE) s.t. (t", x,,)--+ (t, 

x) then by the continuity of ~n IT x X, we have, 

d [x, Q (t)] = ~n (t,x) = Lim d [xn, Q (t,,)] = 0 

because for each tn E TE , t" E Q (t,,) and therefore d [x, Q (t)] = 0 but tE 

being closed subset of compact metric space T so it is compact and 

every compact metric space is complete so (t") in Tis connvergent to t, 

so t E TE. Further Q has compact value therefore Q (t) is compact 

subset of X, which is Hausdorff and every compact subset of Hausdorff 

is closed hence Q (t) is closed, and 

d [x, Q (t)J = 0, so x E Q (t) => (x, t) E Gr (Q !TE) hence Gr (Q !TE) 

of Q I TE· is closed. Again we know every compact space is seperable there

fore TE being the closed subset of compact metric space is compact, so it 

must be seperable. Moreover every compact space is locally compact. So TE 

is locally compact seperable and every locally compact seperable metric 

space is an open subset of compact metric space, it follows that every 

space is polish, hence it is Souslin 

thus TE and Gr (Q !TE) are Souslin space because they are closed subspace 

of suslin space T and T x X respectively. Moreover we know that every 

closed subspace of Souslin space is Souslin, hence the result. 

(v) ~(vi) 

Let us select T11n for each n = 1,2, ... by taking n so large that lln < E 

and let 

T' =U { T11,/n = 1,2 ... } 
We claim 

(a) µ(T-T') = 0 and 

(b) Graph Gr (Q IT') is Souslin. 

To prove (a), we know from given (v) that (T-TE) < E. 

So we have µ(T-T') < lim Jin=> µ(T-T') = 0, 
It-+ 00 
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but we know that µ(T-T') > 0, hence µ(T-T') = 0. 

To prove (b), we have Gr (Q IT') =Un Gr (Q !Tun) . 

and again by (v) we have Gr (Q !Tun) of (Q !Tun) is a Souslin 
space of T x X and countable union of Souslin subspace is Souslin. 

Hence Gr (Q IT') is Souslin. 
Thus the result. 

(vi)=> (i) 

Now to prove it, it is sufficient to show that inverse image of any closed 

subset of X under Q is closed in T. For this, let B be any arbitrary closed 

subset in X. Then we claim Q -1(B) is closed. To have this claim let T1, 

T 2' T3, ... , Tn be any arbitary covering of T where each ~ is a closed 
subE?pace, since each closed subspace of compact space Tis compact there

fore each Ti is compact subspace and has a compact value, therefore 

a-1(B) is the projecion of T of Gr (Q) () (TxB) but, 

Gr (il) () (TxB) = u {Gr(il) n (T><B) In= 1,2 ... } 

Since T being compact hence every convering is reducible to finite 
sub-covering therefore, 

U {Gr(il) () (TnxB) I n = 1,2 ... } = vt=1{Gr(il) () (TixB) }, 

but for each i, Gr (Q) ()(Tix B), can be expressed as the union of sets 
given by 

Gr (Q IT') () {(Ti() T')x B)} ... (1) 

and Gr (Q) () {(Ti - T')x B)} ... (2) 

Now (1) is Souslin and is projection on the Souslin by our given hypothesis 
and therefore measurable and (2) is projection on a set of measure zero 
and we know that countable union of measerable is measurable hence 
every finite union of measurable set is measurable as every finite set is 
countable. Thus n-1(B) is measurable being countable union of measurable 
sets. Therefore Q is measurable and hence the result. 

Second Part 
(iv) => (vii) 

Now to prove this we must show that if (tn) and (xJ are sequences in TE 
and X respectively such that xn e Q (t) for all n and such that tn -+t and 
x

11 
-+x then we claim x e Q (t). Now to prove this condition, since by (iv) 

we have that~/ (TE x X) is continuous and therefore we have by definition 
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of ~n 

d [x, n (t)] = f.£'!!: d [xn, n (t,)J = 0 

and t e T because T£ is closed and since n (t) is compact subset of 

Hausdorff space X so it must be closed therefore, 

d [x, n (t)] = 0 => x en (t) 
and thus the conditon. 

(vii) :::::> (viii) 

Since by given (vii) we have for any fixed e >O If we select T£ satisfying 
the condition (vii) then 

we claim Gr (Q IT£) is closed subset of T x X. To prove the claim it is 

sufficient to show that Gr (Q !TE) contains all of its limit points. To 

have this condition, let (t,x,) be any arbitrary limitpoint of Gr (Q !Te) 

then we know by the property of limit point of set in metric space, that 
if x is any limit point of subset A of metric space X then there exists a 

sequence (xn) in A such that xn """'x therefore if (t, x) is limit point of Gr 

(Q /TE). Then there exsits a sequence (tn,x,J in Gr (Q IT£) such that 

(tn, xn)"""' (t,x). Since n IT£ is p-u.s.c. therefore=> XE n IT£ which implies 

that (t,x) e Gr (Q IT£). Hence Gr (Q IT£) is closed subset of T x X. 

(viii):::::> (v) 

The phenomena is trivial. 
The results in Section -2 due to Himmelberg, Jacob and Van Vleck 

[5] becomes particular case of our main result because every compact 
value of metric space is closed and complete. 
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ABSTRACT 
Sawaki and Sekigawa [3] and Defever and others [1] have studied 

semi-symmetric and Ricci-symmetric Para-Kahler manifolds. We have, 
in this paper, studied Para Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature and have proved that this manifold is Semi-Symmetric 
as well as Ricci semi-symmetric. 

1. Preliminaries. Let (M, G,F) be a connected, n =2m-diamenswnal 

(m>2) manifold of class C"" with complex structure tensor F satisfying. 

(1.1) (a) 

where 
(1.1) (b) 

X+X=O 

")(def FX; 

and a non-necessarily definite metric tensor G satisfying: 
(1.2) G ( X, Y) = G (X; Y) 

Then (M,G,F) is called an almost Hermite manifold. The almost Hermite 
manifold (M, G,F) is said to be a para Kahler manifold [3] if its Riemannion 
Curvature tensor 'K satisfies the Kahler identity. 
(1.3) 'K (X, Y, Z, U) = 'K (X; Y, Z, U). 
Remark (1.1) In the above and in what follows the letters X, Y,Z, U ... etc. 

denote the C"" vector fields in the Lie-algebra L(M) of the manifold M. 

We know that every Kahler manifold satisfies (1.3) but converse is 
not true. In views of the following identities for Riemannion curvature 
tensor 'K: 

(1.4) 'K(X, Y, Z, U) =-'K(Y,X,Z,U) = +'K(Z,U, X,Y) =-'K (X, Y, Z,U) 

=-'K (X ,Y, U, Z) 
and the equation (1.1) the equation (1.3) gives the following results: 
(1.5) (a) 'K (X; Y,Z, U) = 'K (X, Y,z, U) = 'K (X; Y, Z, U) = 'K (X, Y,z, U), 
and 
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(1.5) (b) 'K(X,Y,Z,U) = +'K (X, Y, Z, U) = O. 

2. Para-Kahler Manifolds with Constant Holomorphic 
Sectional Curvature. In an almost Hermite manifolds the holomorphic 
sectional curvature with regard to any vactor field Xis given by [2] 
(2.1) k (X) G (X,X) G (X,X) + 'K (X, X,X, Xj = 0 

Also, we know that the condition that the Almost Hermite manifold be of 
constant holomorphic sectional curvature is [2] 
(2.2) 3'K (X, Y, Z, U) + 3'K(X, Y, Z, U) + 3'K (X, Y,Z, fl) + 'K (f(, Y,zu) 

+'K(X,~Z,n+'K(Y,~X~+'K(Y,~U,~+'K~x,~~+ 
'K(X,Z, iJ, Y5 + 'K (Y, U,Z,X) +'K (tJ,x,z, Y) + 'K (Z, Y, U,X) 

= - 4K {2'F(X, Y) 'F(Z, U) + G (X,Z)G(Y, U) - G (Y,Z) G (X, U) + 
'F(Y,Z) 'F (U,X)+'F(X,Z)'F (Y,U)}. 

Now using the conditions (1.5) in (2.2), we get 
6'K (X, Y,Z, U) + 'K (Z, Y,X, U) + 'K (X,Z, Y, U) + 'K (X$, Y, U)+'K {Z, Y,X, U) 

= -2K {2'F (X, Y) 'F (Z, U) + G (X,Z) G (Y, U) - G (Y,Z) G (X, U) + 'F (Y,Z) 

'F (U,X) + 'F (X,Z) 'F (Y, U)}. 
Further using Binchies first identity and (1.5) in the above relation, we 

get 
(2.3) (a) 4'K (X, Y,Z, U) =-k {2'F(X, Y) 'F (Z, U) + G (X,Z) G (Y, U)- G (Y,Z) 

G(X,U)- 'F(Y,Z) + 'F (X,U)+'F(X,Z)'F(Y,U)}, 

(2.3) (b) 4K (X, Y,Z) = -K {2'F(X, Y)Z+G(X,Z) Y- G(Y,Z) X-F(Y,Z) X 
+'F (X,Z) Y} . 

Contracting (2.3) (b) with respect to X, we get 
(2.4) (a) 4Ric(Y,Z) = k (n+2) G(Y,Z). 
Again Barring Y, Zin (2.3) (b) and then contracting with respect to X, we 

get 
(2.4) (b) 4Ric (Y,Z) = k (n+2) G (Y,Z). 
Combining the above two results, we can write 

. . -- k(n+2) 
(2.4) (c) Ric (Y,Z) =Ric (Y,Z) = A G(Y,Z). 

Thus, we have 
Theorem (2.1) The condition that the para-Kahler manifold be of con
stant holomorphic sectional curvature is given by (2.3) (a) or (2.3) (b). 

Corollary (2.1). In a para-Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic 

sectional curvature, we have Ric (Y,Z) = Ric (Y;Z). 
The proof is obvious from (2.4) (c). 

Corollary (2.2). The Para Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic 

r,i 



sectional curvature is an Einstein manifold. 
The proof follows from from (2.4) (C). 
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Now, a Riemannion manifold is defined to be Semi-Symmetric and Ricci

Semi-Symmetric [1], if 
(2.5) (a) (K. 'K) (Z, U, V, W;X, Y) = - 'K (K(X, Y,Z), U, V, W) 

-K~K(X,Y,~V,W)-K~U,K(X,Y,~W) 

- 'K (Z, U, V,K (X, Y, W) = 0 

and 
(2.5) (b) (K.Rlc) (Z, U;X, Y) =-Ric (K(X, Y,Z), U) -Ric (Z,K(X, Y, U)) = 0. 
Here the Tensors (K'K) and (K. Ric) are tensors of type (0,6) and (0,4). 
Another tensor Q of type (0,6) is defined as 
(2.6) Q (Ric, 'K) (Z, U, V, W,·X, Y) =- 'K (Ric (Z, Y) X - Ric (Z,X) Y, U, V, W) 

- 'K (Z,Ric (U, Y) X - Ric (U,X) Y, V, W) - 'K (Z, U, Ric (¥, Y) X 
-Ric (¥,X) Y, W) - 'K (Z, U, V, Ric (W, Y)X- Ric (W,X) Y) . 

Now, taking account of (2.3), we can write the equation (2.5) (a) as 
4 2 (K. 'K) (Z, U, V, W,·X, Y) = 4 'K( 4K(X, Y,Z), U, V, W) -4 'K(Z, 4K 

(X, Y, U,)V, W) - 4 'K(Z, U 4K (X, Y, V), W) - 4 'K (Z, U, V, 4K (X, Y, W)). 
Using (2.3) in this equation, we get 
42 (K. 'K) (Z, U, V, W, x; Y) = - 4 'K (-k{2 'F (X, Y)Z + G (X,Z)Y-G (Y,Z) X 
-'F (Y,Z) X + 'F(X,Z)°Y}, U, V,W) - 4'K (Z, -k {2'F(X,Y)U+G(X,U)Y

G(Y, U)X- 'F(Y, U) X + 'F(X, lJ, Y}, V, W) - 4 'K(Z, U,-k {2 'F (X, Y) V + G (X, V) 

Y- G (Y,V) X-'F (Y,V) X + 'F (X,V) Y}, W)-4'K (Z, U,V- k {2'F(X,Y) W 
+ G(X, W) Y - G(Y, W)X -'F(Y, W)X+'F(X; W)Y}) 

= 4 k{2 'F(X, Y) 'K (Z, U, V, W) + G (X,Z) 'K (Y, U, V, W)- G (Y,Z) 'K (X, U, V, W)} 

- 'F (Y,Z) 'K (X, U, V, W) + 'F (X,Z) K (Y, U, V, W) + 2 'F (X, Y) K (Z, U, V, W) 

+ G(X; U) 'K (Z, Y, V, W) - G (Y, U) 'K(Z,x; V, W) - 'F (Y, U) K (Z, X, V, W) + 
'F (X, U) 'K (Z, Y, V, W) + 2 'F (X; Y) 'K (Z, U, V, W) + G (X; V) 'K (Z, U, Y, W) -

G (Y, V) 'K (Z, U,X, W) - 'F (Y, V) 'K(Z, U,X, W) + 'F (X; V) K (Z, U, Y, W) + 
2'F (X,Y) K (Z, U, V,W) + G (X,W)'K (Z,U,V,Y)42(K.Ric) (Z,U; x;Y) 'F 
(X, W) 'K (Z, U, V, Y)]. 

Again, using (2.3) (a) in the above expression and taking account of the 
equation (1.1) and (1.2), we obtain 
(2.7) (K. 'K) (Z,U, V, W,· X,Y) = 0 

Thus, we have 
Theorem (2.2) A Para-Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic 
sectional Curvature is semi-symmetic. 
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Again, using (2.3) (b) in (2.5) (b), we write 

42 (K. Ric) (Z, U,X, Y) =- 4 Ric {4K (X, Y,Z)] U}- 4 Ric (Z,4K (X, Y, U)} 

= - 4 Ric (-k {2'F (X, Y)Z + G (X,Z)Y-G(Y,Z) X} - F (Y,Z) X 
+ 'F (X,Z)Y},U)- 4 Ric (Z, -k {2'F (X,Y) fJ + G (X,U) X-'F (Y,U) X + 
'F (X,Y)Y}) 

= 4k [2'F (X, Y) Ric (Z,U) + G (X,Z) Ric (Y,U)-G (Y,Z) Ric (X, U)- 'F (Y,Z) 

Ric (X,U) + 'F (X,Z) Ric (Y, U) + 2 'F (X, Y) Ric (Z, U) + G (X, U) Ric (Z, Y) 
- G (Y, U) Ric (Z,X) - 'F (Y, U) Ric (Z, X) + 'F (X, U) Ric (Z, Y)] 
Now, using (2.4) (c) in the above expression, we easily get 
(2.8) (K.Ric) (Z,U,· X,Y) = O. 

Thus, we have 
Theorem (2.3) A para-Kahler manifold with constant holomorphic sec
tional curvature is Rieci-semisymmetric. 
Further, using (2.3) and (2.4) (c) in (2.6), we have 

42 Q (Ric, 'K) (Z, U, V, W,-X, Y) = - 42 [Ric (Y,Z)] 'K (X, U, V, W) - Ric 

(X,Z) 'K (Y, U, V, W) +Ric (Y, U) 'K (Z, X, V, W) - Ric (X, U) 'K (Z, Y, V, W) 

+ Ric (Y, V) 'K (Z, U,X, W) - Ric (X, V) 'K (Z, U, Y, W) + Ric (Y, W) 'K 

(Z, U, V,X) - Ric (X, W) 'K (Z, U, V, Y)] 
= k2 (n+2) [G(Y,Z) {2'F(X,U) 'F(Y,W) + G(X,V) G(U,W)- G (U,V) 

G (X, W) - 'F (U, V) 'F (X, W) + 'F (X, V) 'F (U, W)} - G (X,Z) {2 'F(Y, U) 

'F (Y, W)+ G(Y, V) G(U, W) - G (U, V) G (Y, W) - 'F (U, V) 'F (Y, W) + 'F (Y, V) 

'F (U, W)} + G (Y, U) {2 'F (Z,X) 'F (Y, W) + G (Z, V) G (X, W)-G (X, V) G(Z, W) 
- 'F (X, V) 'F (Z, W) + 'F (Z, V) 'F (X, W)} - G(X, U) {2 'F (Z, Y) 'F (Y, W) + 
G (Z, V) G (Y, W) - G(Y, V) G (Z, W) - 'F (Y, V) 'F (Z, W) + 'F (Z, V) 'F (Y, W)} 

+ G (Y, V) {2 'F (Z, U) 'F (X, W) + G (Z,X) G (U, W) - G (Y,X) G(Z, W) -

'F (U,X) 'F (Z, W) + 'F (Z,X) 'F (U, W)} - G (X, V) {2 'F(Z, U) 'F (Y, W) + 
G(Z, Y) G (U, W) -G (U, Y) G (Z, W)- 'F(U, Y) 'F(Z, W) + 'F (Z, Y) 'F (U, W)} -

G (Y, W) { 2 'F (Z, U) 'F (Y,X) + G (Z, V) G (U,X)- G (U, V) G (Z,X)- 'F (U, V) 

'F (Z,X) + 'F (Z, V) 'F (U,X)}]- G (X, W) { 2 'F (Z, U) 'F (V, Y) + 
G (Z, V) G (U, Y) - G (U, Y) G (Z, Y) - 'F (U, V) 'F (Z, Y) + 'F (Z, V) 'F (U, Y)}] 

or 
42 Q (Ric 'K) (Z,U, V,W,-X,Y) =k2 (n+2) [2'F(Y,W) { 'F(X,U) G(Y,Z)

'F (Y, U) G (X,Z) + 'F (Y,Z) G (X, U) - 'F (X,Z) G (X, U)}] + 'F (U, V) { 'F(X,Z) 

G (Y, lf)-- 'F (Y,Z) G(X, W) - 'F (X, W) G (Y,Z) + 'F (Y, W) G (X,Z)} + 'F (U, W) 

{ 'F (X, V) F (Y,Z) - 'F (Y, V) G(X,Z) + 'F (Y,Z) G (X, V) - 'F (X,Z) G (Y, V)} + 

(1 

'F (Z, W) {'F (Y, V) G(X, U) - 'F (X, V) G (Y, U) + 'F (X, U) G (Y, V)- 'F (Y, U) G <: 

(X, V)} + 'F (Z, V) {'F (X, W) G(Y, U) - 'F (Y, W) G (X, U) + 'F (Y, U) 
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G (X, W) - 'F (X, U) G, W)} + 2'F (Z, U) {'F (V;X) G (Y, W) - 'F (V; Y) G 

~W)+P~W)G~~-P~W)G~~ 

Interchanging (z,v) and (u, w) in the above equation, we get 
(2.9) Q (Ric, 'K) (Z, U, V, W; X, Y) = Q (Ric, 'K) (V; W,Z, U; X, Y). 
So, we have 
Theorem (2.4). In a para-Kahler manifold with constant holomosphic 
sectional curvature, we have (2.9). 
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ABSTRACT 
Free convective dusty flow of a viscous, incompressible, electrically 

conducting fluid between two vertical heated porous plates in the presence of 
magnetic field acting in the horizontal direction and perpendicular to the 
flow. Using Laplace transform technique exact solution for the liquid velocity, 
particle velocity and temperature distribution have been obtained. The effect 
of magnitude of Hartmann number M, Prandtl number Pr on liquid velocity 
and the tempersture has been studied with the help of graphs. 

. 1. Introduction. The problem of unsteady free convection in 
incompressible fluids in porous medium is of importance in geophysics, ground 
water hydrology, oil recovery, soil sciences and astrophysics. It is an established 
fact that comets consist of a dusty 'Snowball' of a mixture of frozen gases 
which in the process of their journey changes from solid to gas and vica
versa. The physical properties of comets, mebeorites and interplantary dust 
strongly suggest the importance of porosity in astrophysical context. The 
effect of a magnetic field on the stability of such a flow is of interest in 
geophysics, particularly in the study of earth's core where the earth's mantle, 
which consists of conducting fluid, behaves like a porous medium which can 
become convectively unstable as a result of different diffusion. Following 
Saffman [4] many investigators namely Raptis and Perdikis [2], Sharma et 
al [5], Ramamurthy [3], Gowrla and Katoch [l], Singh [6] have studied laminar 
flow of a dusty fluid taking various flow models. 

2. Formulation of the Problem. Let us consider the fully 
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developed unst.eady flow of an incompressible slightly conducting dusty viscous 
fluid between two heated porous infinite parallel plates (distance 2h apart) 
under the influence of uniform magnetic field applied perpendicular to the 
flow region. We assume x-axis along the flow in the mid-way of the palte and 
y-axis perpendicular to it. Let u be the liquid velocity, v the particle velocity 
in the direciton of x-axis and initially the plates and the liquid are at the 
same temperature T0 and there is no flow. Besides our analysis is based on 
the facts that (i) the flow in the direction of x-axis and is driven by a constant 

pressure iJp lax with negligible body forces, (ii) the dust particles are non
conducting, solid, spherical, equal in size, uniformly distributed and their 
number density N0 is constant throughout the molecule and (iii) there is no 
external applied electric field and the induced field is neglected. 

Under these assumptions continuity and momentum equations 
governing the velocity distribution are : 

au = pg (T- T ) + u ~ + KNo (u - u) -~ u - _.Q.13! u 
at 0 ay P k P 

m~=K(u-u) at 
iJT =~ a2T 
at pc ay' 

•.. (2.1) 

... (2.2) 

... (2.3) 

where pis the density of the liquid, u is the kinematic viscosity, a is the 
electrical conductivity, Pis th coefficient of thermal expansion, K 1 is 
the thermal conductivity, cP is specific heat of the liquid and B0 is the 
magnetic field component, g is the acceleration due to gravity, K is the 
porosity of the porous medium, t is the time. At t = 0, the temperature 
T of each plate changes according to the law. 

T = T0 + (Tw - TJ (1-e-at) ... (2.4) 

where a is the decay factor. 
The initial and boundary conditions for the present problem are : 

t = 0: u = 0, T = T0 , 'Vy e [-d ,d ] 
t > 0: u = 0, T = T0+ (Tw-TJ (1-e-at) for y =-d 

u = 0, T = T0+ (Tw-T J (1-e-at) for y = d . . .. (2.5) 
Introducing the non-dimensional quantities : 

u*= uu y*=-1... T*= T-T0 t*=.!?l 
pgd2 (Tw-T

0
)° d' Tw-T; d2 ' 

~-; 
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* - d
2
a K* - k - µ c (P dtl b ) d a --- --- p - - ran num er an , u , dz , r Ki , 

M = B0d~ O' (Hartmann number). 

The fciuations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) (ignoring stars) reduce to 

du a2 u l -1 .. 62 - = T + ':\:-:2 + - (v - u) - K u - 1vru 
dt dy w 

dv_ ,1 w--(u-v/ 
dt 

a2 T aT_ --p --0 
dy2 r at 

t = 0: u = 0, T = T0 'rt ye [-I ,I] 
t > 0 : u = 0, T = 1--e-at for y = - I 

u = 0, T= 1--e-at for y = I 

... (2.6) 

... (2.7) 

... (2.8) 

... (2.9) 

3. Solution of the Problem. Taking Laplace transform of equa

tion (2.6) to (2.9) and solving the differential equations under the cor

responding transformed boundary conditions. Using Tranter (1951) and 

Calculus of Residues, we get 

T
-J -atco~ ~ (-I;m(2m+J)ane-P11 ,2m+l (

3
) 

- - e 8-J + "' cos(---) ny ... .1 
co pra m=O p 1 (p1-a)pr 2 

J fi cosh by} e-at cosh b 1y cos'0PM ] a e P 2 1 

u = b2 r- cosh b (bf-apr) cosh b1 - cos~ j p 2(p2-a) b
3 

[
coshJ?by cosh bJP1} a ePs 1 

cos~ cosh b2 p 3 (p
3
-a) b5 

_ f a(-Jym(2m+I) rt(l+wp4)ePJcos[(2m+J)/2]ny 

m = O P4 (p4+a) (b:- PrP4) [(l+wp4)2+l] 

_ f a (-l;m(2m+l) 1t (l+wp5) ePs 1 cos [(2m+l)/2] ny 

m = o Ps (p5+a) (b:- PrPs) [(l+wp5)2+l] 

_ £ a (-J;m(2m+I) 1t e -P1 t cos [(2m+l)/2] ny 

m = o P1 (p1-a) (b:- P1 Pr) Pr 

(2m+J)2 n2 

where p 1 = , and 
4Pr 

cosh b4y] 
cosh b4 

... (3.2) 
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v = _.!_ fi_ cosh by} e:...at cosh b 1~ cos~ J 
b2 l cosh b (1-wa) (bf- aPr) cosh b 1 coshJPP. 

+ a e P2
1 

f-osh:]Pby_ cosh b:£1 J+---a_e_P3_
1 

P2(P2 +a) (l+wp2) b3 [os~ cosh b2 p 3(p3-a) (J-wp3)b5 

~osh[P,P3 y_ cosh b4 yl_ f a (-1)'1'(2m+l)n (J+wp 4)ePfcos (m+~)rry 
~oshj P,P3 cosh b4 j m=O p 4 (p4+a)(b%-PrP4) [(J+wp4)2+l] 

_ f a(-1)'1'(2m+l) rr(l+wp5)ePs 1 cos(m+l/2)rry 

m = o Ps (p5+a) (b:-PrPs) [(l+wp5)2+l] 

+ L a(-1)'1'(2m+l) ne-P1 1cos(m+l/2)ny 

m=O P1(p1-a)(bff-P1Pr)Pr 
... (3.3) 

where, 
b = (M2 + K-1f', b

1 
= (M2 + K-1- a-

1 
la )% , 

-wa 

2 w (1-pr), P2; 2 w (1-pr) P3=-L1 ~ Lf-4'!:' (1-pr) (M2 + K-1
), 

L 1 =1 - Pr + w2 (M2 + K-1), p 2 , p 3 are the roots of the 

equation, w (1- P,) s2 + L1s + (M2 + K-1) = 0, 

b =(M2+K-1+p + lp2 )% b =[1-p + l ] 
2 2 1+· .. ~ ' 3 r ,_. ,9 . • 

'H2 J lp3 ~ l 
b4 =(1vr +K--p3 - l-+- ) , b5 =[1-pr+ ( ~ 

wp3 l+wp3 

2wp4 , 2wp5 =-a1 ±~ af-4wa2 

[ {(2m+I)2n
2 

} 1 
where, al= r+l+ 4 . + M2 + K-1 WJ 

(2m +1121t2 . 
and a = J + M 2 + K-1 

2 4 

p 4, p 5 are the roots of the equation, ws2 + a 1s- + a2 = 0 

P4 I p 
b = ('M2+ K-1+p + )~ b = (.'M2 + K-1+p + 5 )~ 6 4 1+wp

4 
, 7 5 • , ... _ • 

-~12 1 lpl u 
and b = (1vr + K- - p - ) " s 1 1+wp

1 
• 

:, 
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Figure 1. Velocity profiles u againsty for different values of magnetic feild 
[a= 1.0, t = 1.0, I= 0.2, w = 0.8, k = 0.4 and Pr= 1.0] 
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Figure 2. Velocity profiles u and v against y for different values or pr 
[a= 1.0, t = 1.0, M= 6.0, I= 0.2, w = 0.8 and k = 0.4] 
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles T against y at u different time 
[a = 1.0, Pr= 0. 75] 
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Figure 4. Temperature profiles T against y for various values of Pr 

[a= 1.0, t = 1.0] 
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Discussion. 

Figure -1 shows that on increasing the magnitude of Hartmann 

number the velocity of liquid and dust particles take the positive and 

negative values showing thereby backward and forward fluid flows. 

Figure-2 shows that the velocity at any point increases as magnitude 

of Pradtl number Pr increases. 
Figure-3 describes that the temperature at any point increases with 

the increase of magnitude of Hartmann number. 

From the figure-4, it is obvious that the temperature decreases as 

the Prandtl number Pr increases. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the present paper is to obtain a generalization of a recent 

result due to Pant et al. Our theorem extends the scope of the study of 

common fixed point_ theorems from the class of compatible maps to the wider 

class of pointwise R-weakly commuting maps. 

1. Introduction. Two selfmaps A and S of a metric space (X, cl) 

are called compatible if limn d (ASxn, SAx,) = 0 whenever {X,J is a se
quence such that limn AXn =limn Sx = t for some tin X. In [6], the first 
author obtained another generalization of weak commutativity by intro
ducing the concept of R-weak commutativity. Two self maps A and Sofa 
metric space (X,d) are called pointwise R-weakly commuting on X if 

given x in X there exists R > 0 such that d(ASx, SAx) ~ Rd(Ax, Sx). It is 

obvious that A and Scan fail to be pointwise R-weakly commuting only if 

there exists some x in X such that Ax = Sx but ASx :/:. SAx, that is, only if 

they possess a coincidence point at which they do not commute. Thus 
pointwise R-weakly commuting maps may equivalently be defined as co
incidence preserving maps and we shall use these terms interchange

ably. It followa easily from this, as is formally eastablished in [11], that 
pointwise R-weak commutativity is a necessary, hence minimal condi
tion for the existence of common fixed points of contractive type maps. 
Moreover, compatible maps are necessarily coincidence preserving since 
compatible maps commute at coincidence points. 

Recently, employing the notion of pointwise R-weak commutativity 
Pant et al [12], proved the following: 

Theorem (Pant et al. (12)). Let {A) i = 1,2,3, ... , S and T be 
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selfmappings of a complete metric space (X,<l) such that 
(i) given .u in X there exists y, v in X such that A 1u = Ty and A_aY = Sv, 

(ii) d (A1x, Aiy) < Mli (x,y) for.all x,y in X whenever M 1i (x,y) > 0 and 

A 1x = At-Y whennever A_,x = Sx and Aiy =Ty, 

(iii) d (A1x, A 2y) ~ h M12 (x,y), 0 s, h<l whenever ye A,,XUA~ 

or Ty e A ,,X and x e X. 

Let A 1 and S be compatible and A 2 and T be pointwise R-weakly 
Commuting. If A1 or S be continuous then all the A1,S and T have 
unique common fixed point. 

In the present paper we obtain a generalization of the above 

theorem by replacing the Banach type contractive condition by a more 
general contravtive condition that employs a contractive gauge fucntion 

cl>. The theorem employs the notion of pointwise R-weak commutativity 

as well as compatibility. 
2. Results. 
If {A1}, i = 1, 2, 3, ... ,Sand The selfmappings of a metric space 

(X,d), in the sequel for each ( > 1 we shall denote 
M1i (x,y) = {d(Sx, Ty), d (A1x, Sx), d (Aiy, Ty), [d(A_,x, Tx) +d(~y, Sx)]/2}. 

Theorem. Let{ Ai}, i = 1, 2, 3, ... , Sand T be selfmappings of a com
plete metric space (X, d) such that 
(i) given u in X there exists y, v in X such that A 1u =Ty, A 2y = Sv. 

(ii) d (A1x, Aiy) < M1i (x,y) whenever M1i (x,y) >O, 
(iii) d (A1x, A 2y) < <!> M12 (x,y), 

where <!>: R+ ~ R+ is an upper semicontinuous (to be abbreviated as u.s. 

continuous) function such that <!> (t) < t fro each t >O. Let A 1 and S be 

compatible and A2 and T be pointwise R-weakly Commuting. If A1 or S 
be continuous then all the Ai, Sand Thave a unique common fixed point. 
Proof. Let x0 be any point in X. Define sequences {x,J and {y n} in X 

given by the rule 

Y 2n =A 1X2n = Tx2n+1 • Y 2n+l = A2 X2n+I = Sx2n+2 · 
This can be done by virtue of (i). If A 1 x2n =A2x2n+I or A 2 x2n+l = 

A 1 x2n+2 for some value of n; it becomes easier to establish the existence of 

the fixed point. So let us assume that A 1 x2n :;t A 2x2n+l and A 2 x2n+I * A 1 
x21i+2 for every value of n. Then, by virtue of (ii), we obtain 

(2.1) d (Y2n• Y2n+1) s, <!> (d(y21i-1' Y2n)) < d (y~l' Y2nJ, 
and· 
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(2.2) d (y2n-l' Y2n) $cf> (d(y2n-2' Y2n-1)) <d (y2n-2' Y2n-/ 

We thus see that {d (y n' y n+l)} is a strictly decreasing sequence of 

positive numbers and hence tends to a limit r;::: 0. Suppose r > 0. Then 

relation (1) on making n ~ co and in view of u.s. continuity of <I> yields 

r S: <I> (r) < r, a contradiction. 

Hence r = !S"!.. d (yn, Yn+i> = 0. We show that { Yn} is a Cauchy 

sequence. Suppose it is not. Then there exists an e > 0 and a subsequence 

{yn.} of { Yn} such that d (Yn·' Yn·+l)> 2 £.Since lim d(yn,yn+l) = 0, there 
t . ' t --

exist integers mi satisfying ni< mi< ni+J such that d(y ni , y m) ;::: £. If not, 
then · 

d(yni' Yn;+l) $ d(yni' Yni+rl) + d(yn;+rl' Yn;+J)< £ + d (yni+rl' Yn;+J) < 2£] 

a contradiction. If m; be the smallest integer such that d(y . , y n.) ;::: £, 
"' nz. 1 i 

then 

£ $ d(yn·' Ym) $ d(yn·' Ym-2 )+d(ym·-2' Ym·-1 )+ d(ym·-1' Ym.) 
l. z. l ' t t t z. 

< £ + d(ym·-2' Ym·-1)+ d(ym·-1 'Ym). 
t t t z. 

That is, there exist integers m; satisfying n;< mi< ni+I such that 

d(yn-, ym.);::: £and 
t t 

(2.3) lim d(yn· , Yn·.) = £ . 
n-t 00 t "t 

Without loss of generality we. can assume that ni is odd and mi 

even. Now, by virtue of (2.1), we have 

d(Yn+I • Ym+l) $<I> (max { d(yn·' Ym.), [d(Yn-+1 • Ym) + d(Ym+I' Yn.)]12}) 
z. z. t t z. t z. z. 

Now on letting n;~= and in view of (2.3) and u.s. continuity of<!>, 

the above relation yields £ S: <!> ( e) < e, a contradiction. Hence { y
1
J is a 

Cauchy sequenc~. Since Xis complete, there exists a point z in X such 

that y n ~ z. Also 

y 2n =A 1x2n = Tx2n+I ~ z and y 2n+I = Ar2n+I = Sx2n+2 ~ z . 

Suppose Sis continuous. Then SA1x2n ~ Sz and SSX2n ~sz. Com

patibility of A 1 and S implies lim d(A1x2n, SA1x2,J = 0, that is, A 1Sx2n ~ 
n-too 

Sz. We claim that z = Sz. If z ;t: Sz, the inequality 

d(A1Sx21i, A 2x2n+l) S:<I> (max {d(SSx2n, Tx2n+l), d(A1Sx2n, SSx~, 

d (Ar21,+1 , Tx2n+I ), [d (A 1x21i, Tx2nz+l) + d(Ar2n+I, SSx2,)]12}), 

on letting n~oo leads to d(z,Sz) S: <!> (d(z,Sz)) < d (z, Sz), a contradiction. 

Therefore z = Sz. Similarly, If z "# A 1z the inequality 
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d(A 1z, Ar2n+ 1) $<I> (max {d(Sz, Tx2n+I ), d(A 1z, Sz), 

d(Ar2n+l'Tx2n+1), [d(A1z, Tx2n+1)+d(A2 x2n+l' Sz)]/2}), 
on making n~oo yields, d(z,A1z) $<I> (d(z,A1z)) < d (z, AiZ), a contradic

tion. Thus z =A1 z = Sz. By virtue of (i), there exists a point w inX such 

that z =A1 z = Tw. We now show that z =A2 w = Tw. If z-:F-A2 w we get 

d(A1z, A2 w)S(max{d(Sz, Tw), d(A1z, Sz), d(A~, Tw), [d(A1z,Tw) 

+ d (A2 w, Sz)]/2}), 

i.e. d (z, A2 w) S<I> (d (z, A2 w)) <d (z, A2 w). 

a contradiction. Hence z =A1z =Sz = Tw =A~. 
Pointwise R-weak commutativity of A2 and T implies that 

d (A2Tw, TA2 w)s Rd (A2w, Tw) =Ofor some R >O, we getA2Tw = TA2 

w, i.e. A2 z = Tz. If z ¢A~, the inequality 

d(A 1z, A2 z) $ <I> (max {d(Sz, Tz), d (A 1z, Sz), d (A~, Tz), [ d(A 1z, Tz) 
+ d (A2 z,Sz)j2}). 

leads to d(z, A2 z) S<I> (d(z, A2 z)) < d(z, A2 z) a contradiction. Hence z is 

a common fixed point of A1 , A2 , Sand T. Now if z ¢Ai z for some i > 2, 
(ii) yields 

d(A1z, Aiz) $max {d(Sz, Tz), d (A1z, Sz), [d (Aiz, Tz), [d(A1z, Tz) 

+ d(A1 z,Sz)]2}). 
That is, (d(z, Ai z)) < d(z, Ai z) a contradiction. We have thus 

shown that z is a common fixed point of all the Ai ,S and T if S is 
assumed continuous. The proof is similar when Tis assumed continuous. 

Next, suppose that A 1 is continuous. Then A 1 A 1 x21i ~ A 1z and 

A1Sx21,~A1z. Compatibility of A 1 and Simplies r~ d( A1 Sx21i,SA1x2n)=O, 

that is, SA1 x2n ~ A1z. If z -:f:. A 1z the inequality 

d (A1 A 1 x2,, ,A2 x21,+1) Sq> (max {d(SA1 x2n, Tx:ai+I), d (A1 A 1x21i, SA1 x2n), 

d (A2 x2n+l' Tx2n+l), [d (A1 A1 x2,,+1 ,Txfu+l) + d (A2 x21,+1 ,SA1x21,)]2'J), 
in view ofu.s. continuity of <j> will imply d (z, A 1 z) $<j> (d(z, A 1z)) <d(z,A1z). 

Hence z = A1z. By virtue of (i), there exist points w, u in X such that 
z = Tw =A1z and 
(2.4) A 2 w = Su. 

We now show that z = Tw = A2 w. If z-:¢:. A~, the inequality 

d (A 1 x2,, ,A2 w) $<I> (max {d(S x2,,, Tw ), d (A1 x2,,, S x2,), d (A2 w, Tw), 

(d ( A 1 x2,,,Tw) + d (A2 w ,Sx:a)J2'J). 

on letting n ~ oo yields d(z, A2 w) S<I> (d(z, A2 w)) <d (z, A~), a contradiction. 

... 
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Hence z = Tw =A2 w. 

Pointwise R-weak commutativity of A2 and T implies that 

d(A2Tw, TA2 w) $ Rd(A2 w, Tw)=OforsomeR >O, thatis,A2 Tw =TA2 w, 

or A2 z = Tz. Now, if z :;t: A2 z, the iriequality 

d (A1 x2n ,A2 z) ::;<I> (max {d(Sx2,,,, Tz), d (A1 x21,, Sx2n), d (A2 z, Tz), 

[d ( A 1 x2n,Tz) + d (A2 z,Sx21)}2}). 

will yield d(z, A2 z) $$ (d(z, A2 z)) <d(z, A2 z). Thus z =A1 z =A2 z = Tz. 

Since by (2.4) A 2 w =Su for some u e X, we show that z =A p = Su. If not, 
the inequality 

d (A1 u ,A2 z)::; <I> (max {d(S u, Tz ), d (A1u, Su), d (A2 z, Tz), 

[d (A1 u,Tz) +d (A2 z,Su)j2}), 

will yield d(A 1 u, z) $ <I> ( d(A 1 u, z) < d(A 1 u, z ), a contradiction. Hence 

A 1 u = Su = z. Since A 1 and S are compatible, we get A 1 Su =SA 1u, that is 
A 1z =Sz. Hence z is a common fixed point of A 1 , A2 ,Sand T. Finally, if 

z :;t. Ai z for some i > 2, we get 

d (A1 z ,Aiz) <max {d(Sz, Tz), d (A1z, Sz), d (Ai z, Tz), 

[d ( A1 z, Tz) + d (Ai z ,Sz)j2}), 

that is, d(z, Ai z) < d(z, Ai z ), a contradiction. Hence z is a common fixed 

point of all the Ai ,Sand T when A1 is continuous. The proof is similar 
when A2 is assumed continuous. 

Uniqueness of the common fixed point follows easily. This comp lets 
the proof of the theorem. 

As a direct consequnce of the above theorem we get the following 
Corollary_. LetA1,A2'S and The selfmapping of a complete metric space 
(X, d) such that 

(i) AiX c TX, A~ c SX, 

(ii) d (A1 x ,A2 y) :;:; <i> (max {d(Sx, Ty), d (A1x, Sx), d (A2 y, Ty)}) 

x, y eX. 

where <I>: R+ ~ R+ is an upper semicontinuous function such that <!>(t) < t 
for each T > 0 . Let A 1S be compatible and A2' T be pointwise R-weakly 
comm unting. If A 1 or S be continuous than A l'A2' S and T have a unique 
common fixed point. 

We now give an example of mappings satisfying the conditions of 
our theorem and having a unique common fixed point. 
Example. 

Let X= [2,oo) with usual metric d; Define mappings A;,S,T: X ~ X, 
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i=l,2,3 ... , by 
Sx=x+5when x>2, Sx=2whenx=2 

Tx = 4x when x;;::: 3, Tx =2 when x <3, 

A,,x = 2 for all x, 
A2 x = 2 when x =2, AaX = 2x when x>2, 
Ax =2(3 + lli) when x >3 +lli 

Aix = 2 when x::;; 3+1 Ii . 

Then{AJ, S and T satisfy all the conditions of our theorem and 
have a unique common fixed point x =2. 

In view of this example, a few observation will be in order: 
1. Theorem 5.1. of Jachymski [4] assumes, for each i >2, 

Ai X c SX and Ai to be compatible with T. These conditions are neither 
required in our theorem nor are satisfied in the example. It is obvious 
that Ai Xis not contained in SX when i >2, let us consider a decreasing 

sequence {xJ in X = [2,oo) such that xn-+ 3 + (lli). Then Aixn-+ 2(3 + 

(l!i)) and Txn-+ 4(3 +(lli))ButAiTxn-+ 2(3+(1/i))while TAxn-+ 8(3+ 

(lli)). Hence limn d(AiTxn, TAixn)* 0, thatis,Aiand Tarenoncompatible. 

2. The main theorem of Rhoades et al. [15] requires A~ c SXrl TX 
and Ai to be compatible with both S and T for every value of i >2. These 
conditions are not required in our theorem and are not satisfied in the 
above example. Moreover, their result requires each Ai, Ai to satisfy an 
(e,5) type contractive condition (the necessary correction in their (e,5) con
dition appeared in Jungck et al [7]). However, in the above example , A1, 

A 1, i>2, fail to satisfy (e,5) condition at£= 4 + (2/i) . 

. , 3. Likewise, the present theorem is more general than Theorem 2 
of pant, Joshi and Pande [11] in one respect. In theorem 2 of Pant et al. if 
we take {Pi} = {A1,A1,A1, •• .} and {QJ = {Aa.A3,A4, ... } then A1 , Ai are re
quired to satisfy an (e, 5) contractive condition for each i>2. However, as 

discussed above, this condition is not satisfied in the above example at £ 
= 4 + (2/i). 

Remarks. In the above theroem if we let cl> (t) = ht, 0 S h<l , then we 
obtain the main theorem of Pant et al [12] as special case of the present 

·theorem. 
It is clear from the above discus~ion that our theorem applies to 

much wider class .. of mappings than covered hY, the above mentioned re
sults. Moreover, since other results of this type cari be obtained as special . 

"' 
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cases of the results in [4], (11], (16] mentioned above, they can also be 
obtained as special cases of our theorem. For a nice comarative study 
of various results one may refer to Rhoades et al. [15] or Jachymski [4]. 
Among the results which can be obtained as special cases of the present 
Theorem, we mention here due to Boyd and Wong [1], Das and Naik 
(2), Fisher [3], Joshi an Pant [5], Meir and Keeler [8], Pant [9,10], Pant 
et al [12], Park and Bae [13], Park and Rhoades [14], Rao and Rao [15] 

· and Tivari and Singh [18]. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a solution of the following dual integral equa-

tions: 

r II [ux] a (u) du = E (x); 0 < x <1, 
0 

f I2 [ux] a (u) du = G (x); x > 1. 
0 

Here, the functions I 1 and I 2 are special forms of I-functions in-

troduced by Saxena [9] as generalization of hypergeometric function 
subsequent to Fox's H-functions. These equations, under prescribed 

mathematical conditions on treating with the fractional integral op
erator and using Mellin transform reduce to a single integral equation 

involving a summation kernel. The final solution is obtained in terms 

of finite sums of integrals involving H-functions. 

1. Introduction and Definition. The dual integral equations 

which arise in mixed boundary value problems of mathematical phys

ics can be put as : 

r ua Dk (ux) a(u) du = g (x); 0 < x <1 
0 

(1) 

r ull Dv (ux) a(u) du = h (x); x > 1 (2) 
0 

where g(x) and h(x) are given functions and a(u) is to be determined. D,, 

and D v are kernels expressed generally in terms of hypergeometric 
functions and their special cases. These equations occur in several 

problems of physis and therefore have been widely studied. Various 
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methods of solving the above and other types of dual integral equations· 
have been given by number of authors such as Busbridge [1], Peter [3], 
Nobel [4] and Saxena [6, 7]. 

An elegent generalization of the dual intergral equations (1) and 
(2) is given by Fox [5] involving H-funciton as kernels 

Fox [5] has used the following generalized Erdelyi Kober operators : 
t . x 

T [y,e;t] f(x) = ry x-yt-E+t-l Jo (r-v1p-1 VE f(v) dv (3) 

t Joo R [y,e;t] f(x) =- x£ (v'-:Cp-1 v-£-.ty +t-l f(v) dv 
Py x 

(4) 

The operator Texists iff(x) e LP (O,oo) p > 1, y > 0, £ >(l~p)lp and if 
f(x) can be differentiated sufficient number of times, then the operator T 

exists for both negative and positive values ofy. Also, for R, f(x) e LP (O,oo) 

p <:: 1,. and if f(x) can be differentiated sufficient number of times. then R 

exists if t> E >-lip, while y can take any negative or positive value. 
Saxena [9] further generalized the dual integral equations by 

considering a summation kernel involving H-functions. 
The Solution of these equations led to the following definition of 

I-function [9]: 

I [Z] =Im,n [z I (a1a) 1,n· (aji· a.j) n+l,pi] 

(bj'f3j) 1, m, (bji' f3j) m + 1,qi p,q, r 

1 

where 
= 21ti t(s) ZSds 

m n 

.IT r(brf3l) .1! ro~j + a.J.s) 
t (s) = =1 J-1 

· r { Q; P; } 
:E IT r(l-b .. + f3 .. s) IT r(a .. -a.,s) 

j=l j=m+l J• 1' j=n+l ft 1' 

(5) 

(6) 

and pi (i = 1,2, ... ,r), qi (i = 1,2, ... ,r), m, n are integers satisfying 0 Sn S 

J!i' 1 Sm S qi (i = 1,2, ... r), r is finite a. i, f3 / a. ii' f3 ji are real and positive 

ai' by aii' bii and are complex such that a.j (bh + v) :;f: f3h (aj - 1-k) for 
v, k = 0, 1,2, ... , h = 1,2, .. m; j = 1,2, ... r. Lis a suitable contour of Barnes 

type which runs from cr - ioo to cr + ioo ( cr is real), in the complex S

plane such that the points 



s =(a.11-k)!o.i,j =1,2, ... , n;k =0,1,2, ... 

s = (bi+v)!J3i ,j = 1,2, ... , m; v = 0,1,2, ... 
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lie to the left hand side and right hand side of L respectively. The condi
tions under which (5) converges are as follows : 

n P; m Q; 

Ai= I: o.1 . I: ai+ I: 13r. I: J3.; (i = 1,2, ... , r) (7) 
j=l 1=n+l j=l 1=m+l 1 

Q; P; 
B;=l/2(p,-q)+.I: b

1
.- .I: a.;(i= 1,2, ... ,r) (8) 

• • • 1=1 1=1 1 

Ai> 0, I arg z I < 112 7tAi and Bi~ O; (i = 1,2, ... , r) (9) 

Formulation of the Problem 
In the present paper we have endeavoured to solve a pair of dual 

integral equations involving /-functions. The results obtained are sum
marised in the form of following theorem : 
Theorem. The solution of following dual integral equations 

r 11 (ux) a(u) du = E (x); O < x <1 (10) 
0 

r 12 (ux) a(u) du = G (x) ; x > 1 (11) 
0 

where the functions E(x) and G(x) are prescribed and l/x) and l 2 (x) are 
abbreviated forms of the /-functions. 

and 

I 
m,n 

p,q, r 

1
m,n 

p,q, r 

rx I (ap<J) i.n· (a~~ a~~ n+l.pi J 
l (bi'J3i) i, m, (bl'' 131) m + 1, qi 

r I (ala.) I n' (aii' o.j) n + 1, Pi J 
LX (bi,J3i) 1: m, (bii' J3j) m + 1, qi 

respectively, can be represented as 

r J"" a(x) = I: Hi [ux] P(u) du 
j=l 0 

where P(s) = M {P(u)}, under the conditions : 

1 
-mi!i Re (b/J3i)<Re (s) <--M_ax Re (a/a.i). 

l:S is; m a.j l:SJ s; n 

larg x I < 1!2TCDi; (i = 1,2, ... , r) and 
m ~ ~ n 

D. = I: J3.- I: a.+ I: J3.- I: a..; (i = 1,2, ... r) 
' i=l 1 j=n+l 1 j=m+l 1 j=l 1 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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Proof of theorem 

The proof is based on the famous Parseval's theorem for Mellin trans
forms which is stated below for ready reference 

If M {f(u)} = F © and M {g(u)} = G ©, then 

I~ 1 Ja0+ iT 
g(u) f(u) du =Lim -. ·r G© F (1-{J cl;, cr0= Re ©. (16) 

o r~~ 2rti 0 0- i 

Thus if f(ux) is considered to be a function of u with x as a param-

eter, where x >O, then 

M {f(ux)} = x...i; M {f(u)} (17) 

Therefore, from (16) and (17), we have 

I~ 1 I <10+ iT 
g(ux) f(u) du =Lim-. ·r x...i; G© F (1-{J ct;. (18) 

0 T~~ 2rti <10- i 

Additional conditions, for the validity of (18) are that 

F© e Lp (cr0 -ioo, cr0 + ioo) and 

x 1- 0 0. g(x) e Lp (O,oo), p ~ 1. 

where Lp denotes the class offunctions g(x) such that 

r lg(x) IP/xdx< 00• (19) 
0 

We consider the dual integral equations (10) and (11), which on 
applying Parseval's theorem reduce to the following forms : 

m n 
rr r(b.-[3.s) rr ro-ar al) 

_1_ J · =1 
1 1 

j =l . x-s A (1-s) ds 
2 . L r { Q; P, } 

ni :E rr r(l-b .. -R . .s) rr r(a .. +a
1
.;s) 

Jt 1-'Ji . J' • 
i=l j=m+l 1=n+l 

=E(x);O<x<I. (20) 
m n 

rr r(b'.-[3.s) .rr r(l-a'ral) 
_I_ J j =I J J J=l x-s A (1-s) ds 

. L r { qi P; } 
2n i :E IT r(l-bii- f3i,.s) . IT r(aii + ai,.s) 

i=l j=m+l 1=n+l 

= G(x) ; x > I (21) 

In (20) we replace x by v, multiply both sides by 
(x11an - v11an) (a'n -an-1>. v (1--0',Jlan-1 and integrate through the integral 

sign with respect to v from 0 to x and using the well known integral 



r (xllc _ VIie) (d-c-1) (dle-s-l)d _ cr(d-e)r(e-cs) 0 • V V - ~/c-1/c-s 
r(d-cs) 

provided, d > e and e/c > cr, wheres= cr +it, 

then the equation (20) takes the form 
m n-1 

.1:! r(bi-13l) .I] r(l-aj- ap) r(l-a'n- ans) 
_1_ f J -1 J -1 x-s A (1-s) ds 
2rci L r { qi i :E rr r(l-b .. - p . .s) rr r(a .. + a . .s) 

i=l j=m+l Jt Jt j=n+l Jt Ji 

:xf1'1/an x a' -a. -1 • = J (xllan _ vllan) (. n n ). v (l-a,Jlan-1 E(v) du. 
anr(a'n - aj 0 
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(22) 

(23) 

Now we use the definition (3) of the fractional integral operator 

T. For bervity we write 

T [a'j -ay (1-a'j)!ai-1:1/aj] w(x) = Tj [w(x)]. (24) 

Evidently the right hand side of (23) can be written as Tn [E(x)] . 

In other words, we can transform r(l-ai- al) in (20) to r(l-aj- a.is), if 

at the same time, we apply the operator Tj to the right hand side of 
(20). Consequently on step by step transformation for j = n-1, n-2, .. ., 
3,2,1, we obtain 

m n 
:1"1 r(bj +131.s) .n r(l-a 'n - ans) 

_1_ f J =1 J =1 . x-s A (1-s) ds 
2 . L r { q. p; } TC L ' ' :E n r(l-b .. -j3 . .s) n r(a .. +a . .s) 

i=l j=m+l ft Jt j=n+l Ji Jt 

n 
= n {Tj [E(x)]} ,· 0 < x<l. 

j=l 
(25) 

Proceeding on the similar lines and using the second fractional 

integral operator R, along with the integral 

Joo ( lie l/c)(d-c-1) (llc-4/c-s-l)d - cr(d-e)r(e+cs) -elc-s v -x .v v- x 
x r(d+cs) 

(26) 

we can transform the fcator r(b}+l3l) of the equation (21) in to r(bj+l3l): 

(j = 1,2, .. ., m), respectively. This transforms the equation in the following 

form 
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m n 
rr r(b.+p.s) .rr r(l-a'n-ans) 

1 J j=l 
1 1 

i=l x-s A (1-s) ds 

21ti L f { if r(l-b .. -(3..s) _fl r(afi+aft.s)} 
i=l j=m+l fl fl 1=n+l 

n 
= j!} {Ri [G(x)]},· x>l, (27) 

where R[bj-bi' b/Pi: llP) w(x) is denoted by Ri [w(x)]. (28) 
Now in (25), using the Perseval's theorem of Mellin transform, we get 

I ' ux J J · ,n 1' 'fi' n+ ,pi a(u)du =P/x); 0 <x<l (29) J~ m n t I (a';,a.) 1 , (a .. , a . .l 1 j 
O p, q, r (bi'pi) 1, m, (bji• Pj) m + 1,q. 

' 
n 

where P/x) = . !J {'.lj [E(x)]} ,· 0 < x< 1. (30) 
Similarly the e'q~ation (27) reduces to the following form 

J~ m,n [ I (a'. a.) 1 , (a .. , a . .\ 1 J 
I ux i' 1 ,n 1' Ji! n+ ,pi a(u) du =P/x) ,· x >I (31) 

O p, q, r (bi'pi) I, m, (bji' Pj) m + 1,q, 

n 
where P2 (x) = . IT {R

1
. [G(x)]} ; x > 1 . (32) 

1=1 
In this way the dual integral equations (10) and (11) have been reduced 

to the equations (29) and (31) which have a common kernel. Adding the 
equations (29) and (31) we arrive at the following integral equation: 

J~ m,n ~ I (aj,ai) l,n' (afi, aj) n+I,p~ 
I ux ' a(u) du= P(x): x > 1 

O p, q, r (bj,pj) 1, m, (bji• Pj) m + 1,q, 

where P(x) = P/x) for 0 < x < 1 

=P/x) for x > 1 

(33) 

In this way our problem has been reduced to finding the solution 
of integral equation (33). To solve this equation we make use of the 
theorem[8] and assume as : 

(i) 
m P; Q; n 
::E Pi- . ::E a.= ::E Pi- ::E aj; (i = 1,2, ... , r) 

j=l 1=n+l 1 j=m+l j=l 

m P; Q; 

::E b~ I: a.= ::E 
j=l J j=n+l J j=m+l 

n 
b.- ::E 

J j=l 
aj; (i = 1,2, ... , r) (34) 



0 

(ii) 

where 

Re [ (1-aj)- a/2] > a/2Di; (j = 1,2, ... , n; i = 1,2, ... , r) 

Re [ (ar a/2] > a/2Di; (j = n+l, ... , pi; i = 1,2, ... , r) 

Re [ (bj-13/2] > 13/2Di; (j = 1, ... , m; i = 1,2, ... , r) 
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Re [ (1-bi)-13/21 >13/2Di;(j = m+l, ... , qi!· i = 1,2, ... r) (35) 

m ~ ~ n 
n. = I: 13-- I: (l. =. I: p.- I: a..; (i = 1,2, ... , r) (36) 

' j=I 1 j=n+I J 1=m+I 1 j=I J 

Under these conditions, we find that I-funciton involved in the left 
hand side of (33) is an un-symmetric Fourier kernel. Therefore, with 
the help of theorem[8], we find that its respective reciprocal kernel is 

] X ft JI ft 'n J n ,pi (37) m,n ~ I (a .. +a .. ,a .. )1 , (a'.--o;'J'. a) +I J 
p, q, r (bji-13ji ,J3j) 1, m, (bj + 13j ,J3) m + l,qi 

Taking Mellin transform and making use of theorem[8] in (33), 
we arrive at the follwing solution 

~ { h r(l-b.- p.- J3,s) i r(a'.- a.+ a.s)} 
. 1 112+iT i=I j=m+I 1 1 1 j=n+I 1 J 1 

a(x) = lim --J 112 iT -----------------
T-+oo 2ni - m n 

rr r(b .. -13 .. +p.,s) n r(l-a .. --a .. - a .. s) 
j =I Jt J• Jt j =I Jt JI l' 

x-s P (1-s) ds (38) 

where P(s) = M {P(u)} and P (x) is defined in (33). Now using Parseval's 
Thorem in (38), we obtain 

r J"° a(x) = I: Hi [ux] p(u) du. 
i =I 0 

(39) 

Particular Case 
If we put parameter r = 1, then equation (10) and (11) reduce to 

dual integral equation involving H-function considered by Saxena[7], 
as given below: 

J"° m,n [ I 
o H p+n, q+m ux 

a., A.] J J b B a(u) du =g(x); O<x > 1 
k' k . 

(40) 

J"° m,n [ I 
o Hp+n, q+m ux 

J J c., A-J dk, B a(u) du = h(x) ; x > 1 (41) 
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The Solution of this special case coincides with that of Saxena[7]. 
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ABSTRACT 
The governing equation for saturated porous flow of fluids with 

microstructure based on Brinkmann model between two walls have been 
derived. The equations are solved to study the Poiseuille flow for general 
A accounting for rotational surface friction of the fluid along the walls. 
Expressions for the velocity, micro-rotation, mass flow rate and the skin 
friction at the walls for general A has been obtained and in particular 
discussed for A = 0 and oo • 

1. Introduction. The study of flow through porous media has 
become the basis for many scientific and engineering applications. This 
type of flow is of great importance to the petroleum engineer concerned 
with the movement of oil, gas and water through the reservoir of an oil or 
gas field, to the hydrologist in his study of the migration of underground 
water and to the chemical engineer in connection with the filtration 
processes. Beyond this, the study is widely applicable in soil mechanics, 
water purificaiton, ceramic engineering and powder metallurgy. 

The first theoretical investigations of the fluid flow through porous 
medium based on Darcy's [4] empirical law were started by Dupuit [5]. 
However, there was no general theory involving defferential equations for 
fluid flow through porous media till Zhukovskii [16] published his paper. 

After this with the rapid development of hydraulics and 
hydromechanics, several theoretical forms of Darcy's law have been 
developed and justified by numerous planned experiments to predict 
the fl.ow in porous media of practical interest. One of the modifications 
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of Darcy's law is due to Brinkmann [2]. 

The analysis of the mechanics of microstructured fluids normally 
begins with the development of the microdynamical equation for the state 
of a single microstructural element which includes the streching and ori
enting tendencies of the surrounding flow. Microdynamical equations 
have been derived by many authors (1,6, 7,9] for many types of micro
structure. Obtaining the solution of flow problems of a microstructured 
fluid is difficult, involving the effect of the flow on the local structure. The 
coupled effect of the local structure on the flow has recieved much atten
tion due to its technological importance. Drag reduction in dilute poly
mer solutions, emulsification and the dynamics of filter properties in a 
flowing composite material are all examples of stretching and orienting 
effect which the flow has on microstructure. The intresting aspects of the 
dynamics of microstructural fluids can be seen in James and Saringer 
(8], who investigated solution for the flow of macromolecules through 
small orifices. Several authors (3,10,ll,12,13,14] discussed the dynami
cal behaviour of stretchable, orientable microstructure suspended in two 
and three-dimensional fluid flow that are steady and time dependent. 
Vidyanidhi and Sithapathi (15] investigated the steady Poiseuille flow of 
microstructure fluid between two parallel plates. 

2. Formualtion of the problem. Consider the steady laminar 
flow of an incomprssible fluid with microstructure permeating a satu
rated porous medium confined between two parallel walls under the 
action of a constant pressure gradient in the direction of the flow. 

The governing equations, following Vidyanidhi and Sithapathi 
(15), for Brinkmann model [2], become 

- ~ + V" + 2 b ~ ' - V = O (1) ax K 

; '9"- ; V'-r+ :ui} =O (2) 

- -
in terms of the velocity V (V(y),0,0), the micro -rotaion~ (0,0,~ (y)) and 

denoting K as the porous paramet.er or porosity. 
The above equations (1) and (2) are to be solved subject to the 

boundary conditions, 

(i) for no slip at the walls i.e., V = 0 at z = ±h 

~ 



(ii) for microsturcture spin as s' =As at z = ± h . 

3. Method of Solution. Substituting, 

2b 1 
V = V - - s' and s= s - - V' 10,21 1 2 1 

in equations (1) and (2), the uncoupled equations are given by, 
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(3) 

(4) 

a- v 
- _!!_ + a V/ - _!._ = 0 (5) 

ax K 

~ 7 - E2 + zj ~ 1 = 0 (6) 

Using the non-dimensional quantities, 

-V -s y 
V* = -- · r * = · y* = - · a.* = a.h a·-· "' a · h ' h 2 _!!_ h _!!_ 

ax ax 
h -Q s 

A* =Ah; f3* = -- ; Q* = -- · S* = - , 
-{GK h3 a]J µ 

(7) 

ax 
we obtain from equations (1) and (2), V* ands* respectively, as 

1 2b' 
V* =- [C1 cosh (13*y*) + C2 sinh (13*y*)] + -- +--

2 af3*2 a.* 

fVa*2+aj3*2] [C3 sinhtVa.*2+af3*2 y*)+C4 cosh(Va.*2+aj3*2 y*)] (8) 

13* 
s* = -

9
-[C1 sinh (13*y*)+G2 cosh (J3*y*)] - [ C3 coshi/ a.*2+aj3*2 y*) + 

"' 

C4 sinh Na*2+af3*2 y*) ], (9) 

where the cosntant appear in the Appendix. 

+1 

Noting Q* = J _
1 

y*dy, 

Q* = 2 r _!_ _ Clsinh (p*) + 2b c sinh Na*2+ap*2 >] . (10) 
. lap*2 P* a*2 4 

The shearing stress at walls is given by, 

S* = _!_ [V*' + 2b~*l 
a 

(ll) 
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We obtain, 

S*I y*=±l = ±{ -[3* [C1 sinh ([3*) + C2 cosh (13*)] 

+ 2
b [3*2 [C cosh f\/ a.*2+af3*2 )+c sinh fV a.*2+a[3*2 )]} . 
*2 3 4 

(12) 
a. 

3.1 When A*= 0 

* - 1 r 1 cosh (13*y*) J b 1 cosh (ya.*2+af3*2 y*) 

V - ap*' l-G- bP*j cosh ill*) aa*'G- bP*j cosh <V a*2+ajl*;) r a.*2 r a.*2 (13) 

~* 
1 sinh (13*y*) + bf3* 1 sinh (13*y*) 

2af3* cosh (13*) 2a a.*2G_ bf3*J cosh (13*) r a.*2 

1 1 1 sinh (ya*2+af3*2 y*) 

2a Na.*
2
+a[3*

2 
) G- bf3*21 cosh fVa.*2+af3*2 ) r -;:;J 

(14) 

* = 2~ + b 1 1 tanh (-Jl*2+af3*2) 
Q ~., aa*'<Va*'+aP*' ;G_ wj 

r a.*2 

_ 1 1 tanh ([3*)] 
af3*2 G- bf3*j f3* . 

r a.*2 

J ~ 13*2 J tanh c/a.*2+af3*2 ) -

s•1,.,,., ~±a ~·'<Va*'+aP*' ! G- bP*j 

Special Cases 

(i) When a* = 0 

V* =-1-fi
a[3*2[ 

~* = 0, 

cosh waif y*) ] 

cosh(~*) 

r a.*2 

(15) 

1 tanh rn*>j 
[3* G- bf3*21. r -;:;J 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

',:ii 
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Q* =__!__ ~-
al3*2 

tanh (-/ajf *) } 

<#*) 
(19) 

S*I * =± 1 tanh (-{Qi*) 
Y =±I a (-/ajf*) 

(20) 

(ii) When a.* -+ co 

V* =-1- ~- cosh ((3*y*) l al3*2 cosh (13*) 
(21) 

~* = 1 sinh (13*y*) 

2al3*2 cosh ( 13*) ' 
(22) 

Q* = _!_ fi_ tanh ( 13*) J 
al3*2L <13*> , 

(23) 

S*I y*=±I = ± 1 tanh ( 13*) 
a (13*) 

(24) 

3.2 when A*-+ oo 

V* =_L ~- cosh (13*y*)} fl, fl. 2 cosh (13*y*) 
aA*2 cosh (13*) fl fl 

I-' 3 4 

fl fl cosh ""' 1~a-*2_-ti_a_l3_*2-y*) 
+ 9 8 \ v 

fl3fl4 . ' 
(25) 

1 sinh 11ay*) tanh (13*) fl sinh "- 1a*2-tia13*2 y*) ~* = \I-' _ 8 l V
1 + 

2al3* cosh (13*) 2a 13* fl.3 fl.4 

13 fl.1 fl.2 sinh (13*y*) 

2 fl3fl4 
(26) 

Q* = __L fi _ tanh ( 13*) J _ 2fl9 fl.2 cosh ty'a*2-tia13*2) 

af3* t < 13*) J fl3 fl 4 

2b tanh ( (3*) fl.8 sinh N a*2-tia13*2) 

fl3fl4 
(27) 
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8*I =+ {1 tanh ((3*) A f14 +sinh Na*
2
+ap*2) J y*=±l - + il2 t--"-----'----.:.~ 

a ((3*) af13f14 

+[btanh(f3*) f18 sinhNa*
2
+af3*

2
) J} 

[ a a*2 !13 f14 

Special Cases : 

(i) When a* = () 
V* = 1 I, 

al3*2r-

~* = 0 

cosh efaii*y*) 

~osh <=J af3*) ] ' 

Q* =__!___ fi_ 
al3*2[ 

tanh h/ajp) J 
(-v;:;rf*) ' 

8*I * = ± 1 tanh (-;.{<if) 
Y =±1 a (~*) 

(ii) When a* ~ co 

V* =-1- G- cosh (13*y*) ], 
aj3*2 [ cosh ( 13*) 

~* = _1 _[sinh (J3*y*) 
al3*2 [ cosh ( 13*) - tanh (]3*) J , 

Q*=~G- tanh(j3*) J 
af3*2 L <13*> , 

8*1y*=±l=± 1 tanh(j3*) 
a (13*) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

4. Discussion. Figures (1) - (12) show the distributions of velocity 
and micro-rotation, while Tables (1) and (2) show those of the mass 

flow and stress exerted by the fluid on the walls. 

From figures (1) - (3), we infer that the velocity of the fluid particles 

increases with increase in microstructure parameter a*; band 13* being 

fixed, while it decreases with increase in wall porosity 13* and in 

;':; 
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creases with increase in microstructure parameter b. When a.* = 0, we 

obtain the maximum effects of the microstructure, while the minimum 

effects corresponds to a.*--?=. As 13* -?0, our results coincide with those 

of Vidyanidhi and Sithapathi [16]. Similar features are observed for 

A = 00, from figures (4) - (6). 

Spin distribution is depicted in figures (7)-(12). From these fig
ures we observed that the micro-rotation is distributed over the nega

tive and positive x-axis. It is clear from figures (7)-(9), for which A= 0, 

that increase in any of the parameters a.*, 13* and b causes increase in 

magnitude of the micro-rotation. Similar features are observed from 

figures (10) - (12), micro-rotation being zero at the wall for A = oo • 

Tables (1) and (2) show the distributions of shear stress exerted by 

the fluid on the walls and mass flow, for A= 0 and oo respectively. From 

Table (2), we observe that with increase in any of the parameters a.* and 

b, the mass flow rate increases, while it decreases with increase in 13*. 
APPENDIX 

ll.
1 
= _b ~v'a.*2+al3*2 cosh <v'a.*2+a13*2) 

*2 aa. cosh ( 13*) 

A2 = _b_-yh*2+a13*2 tan h <13*) oth (-Ja.*2+a13*2 ) ' 
a.*2 13 

bR* 
!!.3 = coth <v'o:*2+al3*2 

) -~2P o:* +al3* coth (13*) , 
a.* 

t::.4 = bl3*v'o:*2+al3*2 tanh (13*) cosh f../ a*2+al3*2 
)- sin if o:*2+al3*2

), 

a*2 

l!.5 = (a.*2+a13*2) [i -a:~*j cosh ( a*2+a13*2 ) ' 

A - b cYi *2 13*2 sinh <v'a.*2+a13*2 ) 
6- -- 0: +a 

aa*2 sinh ( 13*) 

-..,/0:*2+af,t*2 
A = 1- P tanh(j3*) coth nJ o:*2+al3*2 ) , 

7 13* 

•. 
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bl3* . 
!18 = -:;;;--Va.*2+al3*2 coth (13*) - coth ('/ a.*2+al3*2 ) , 

a. 

!19 = _b_cVa.*2+a13*2 tan h (13*) 
a.*2 13* , 

C 
1 

= .ech (Jl*) + ,\.I { a,A *2 
+ t/a*'-+a~*' j ~ _ b~'*]} 

~ r ~ 
• 

A* !16!!.z 
C2 = A*2 !13!14 + !15 

A*2 !13!14 + !15 

A*!!. 
C - 7 

3 - 2 ' 2a (A* !13!14 + A5) 

A*2 A tanh (13*) + Na.*2+a13*2) fi __ b_132_~l 
i s 13* l: a.*2 J c =-------------------

4 2a A*2 A a +A 
3 4 5 

Captions for Figures and Tables 
Figure 1: Velocity distribution for b = 0.25, A= 0 
Figure 2 : Velocity distribution for b = 0. 50, A = 0 
Figure 3: Velocity distribution for b = 0. 75, A= 0 

Figure 4 : Velocity distribution for b = 0.25, A~°" 

Figure 5 : Velocity distribution for b = 0. 50, A~ oo 

Figure 6 : Velocity distribution for b = 0. 7 5, A ~ oo 

Figure 7: Spin distribution for b = 0.25, A =O 
Figure 8 : Spin distribution for b = 0.50, A =O 
Figure 9 : Spin distribution for b = 0. 75, A =O 

Figure 10: Spin distribution for b = 0.25, A~ oo 

Figure 11 : Spin distribution for b = 0.50, A~ oo 

Figure 12 : Spin distribution for b = 0. 75,·A ~ oo 

Table 1 : Distribution of shear stress and mass flow for A = 0 

Table 2 : Distribution of shear stress and mass flow for A~ oo 
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ABSTRACT 
The thermal instability of elastico-viscous Rivlin-Ericksen 

compressible fluid is considered in the presence of uniform vertical 
magnetic field to include the Hall-current. It is found that the stability 
criterion is independent of the effects of viscosity and viscoelasticity 
and is dependent on the magnitude of the magnetic field and Hall
curreut. The magnetic field is found to stabilize a certain wavenumber 
range of the unstable configuration. The system is found to be stable 
for (CP~)/g<l; Cp, ~ and g being specific heat at constant pressure, 
uniform adverse temperature gradient and acceleration due to gravity. 
For (CP~)lg>l the compressibility, magnetic field and Hall-current are 
found to having stabilizing effects. The uniform vertical magnetic field 
and Hall current introduce oscillatory modes in the system which were 
non-existent in their absence for (CP~)lg>l. The sufficient conditions 
for the non-existence of overstability, in the presence of magnetic field 
and Hall-current on the problem are also derived. 

1. Introduction. The theory of thermal instability of a fluid layer 
heated from below under varying hydromagnetic assumptions was 
summarized by Chandrasekhar [l]. A good account of hydrodynamic 
·stability problems has also been given by Drazin and Reid [2] and Joseph 
[6]. Gupta [5] studied the thermal instability of fluid in the presence of Hall 
currents. The Boussinesq approximation was used in all the above studies. The 
approximationiswelljustifiedin the case of incompressible fluids. 
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When the fluids are compressible, the equations governing the 

system become quite complicated. To simlify them, Bousssinesq tried 
to justify the approximation for compressible fluids for density variations 
arising principally from thermal effects. Spiegel and Veronis [10] 
simplified the set of equations governing the flow of compressible fluids 
under the following assumptions : 

a. The vertical dimension of the fluid is much less than any scale 
height, as defined by Spiegel and Veronis [10] , 

b. The motion-induced perturbations in density and pressure do 
not exceed, in order of magnitude, their total static variations. 

Under the above approximations, Spiegel and Veronis [10] showed 
that the equations governing convection in a compressible fluid are 
formally equivalent to those for an incompressible fluid if the static 
temperature gradient is replaced by its excess over the adiabatic one 
and CV is replaced by cp ; where CV and cp are the specific heats at 
constant volume and constant pressure respectively. 

Sharma [8] has studied the stability of a layer of electrically 
conducting Oldroyd fluid (i.e. fluid described by Oldroyd [7] constitutive 
relation) heated from below in the presence of magnetic field and has 
found that the magnetic field has a stablizing effect. 

In another study the stability of the plane interface separating 
two viscoelastic (Oldroyd) superposed fluids of uniform densities. 
Fredricksen [3] has given a good review of non-Newtonian fluids 
whereas Joseph [6] has also considered the stability of viscoelastic fluids. 
There are many non-Newtonian fluids that cannot be characterized by 
Oldroyd's [7] constitutive relations. The Rivlin-Ericksen elastico-viscous 
fluid is one such fluid. Garg, Srivastava and Singh [4] have studied the 
drag on sphere oscillating in conducting dusty Rivlin-Ericksen elastico
viscous liquid. Sharma and Kumar [9] have also studied hydromagnetic 
stability of two Rivlin-Ericksen elastico-viscous superposed conducting 
fluids. It is this class of elastico-viscous fluids we are interested 
particularly to study the effect of Hall-current on the thermal instability 
of Rivlin-Ericksen compressible fluid pervaded by a uniform horizontal 
magnetic field in addition to a constant gravity field; which is important 
in ground water hydrology, chemical engineering, modern technology 
and industries. This aspect forms the subject of the present paper. 

2. Formulation of the Problem and perturbation equations. 
Let T;y 't;y e;y O;y p,qi, xi, µandµ' denote respectively the stress 
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tensor, shear stress tensor, rate of strain tensor, kronecker delta, scalar 

pressure, velocity position vector, viscosity and viscoelasticity. Then 

the Rivlin-Ericksen elastico-viscous fluid is described by the constitutive 
relations 

r.. =-po .. + i; .. 
'1 'l 'l 

-r .. = 21µ+µ' dle .. 
u r dil '1 

e .. =_! uaqi+ aq]~ 
'l 2 ax. ax. 

J 

(1) 

Consider an infinite horizontal compressible elastico-viscous and 
finitely (electrically) conducting Rivilin-Ericksen fluid layer of depth d 

in which a uniform temperature gradient, 13 =I dT ldzj is maintained. 

Consider certesian coordinates (x,y,z) with origin on the lower boundary 

z = 0 and the z-axis perpendicular to it along the vertical. A gravitational 
~ 

field g = (0, 0, -g) and uniform vertical magnetic field H = (0, 0, H) 

pervade the system. 

Let p,p,pm, T,a, ic', K = ic'/(pmCJ, g, u= µ/pm' u' = µ'/pm,q (u, v, w), Tj,Ne 

and e denote respectively the density, scalar pressure, constant spatial 

average of density, temperature, thermal coefficient of expansion, 

thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, gravitational acceleration, 

kinematic viscosity, kinematic viscoelasticity, fluid velocity, resistivity, 
electron number density and electron charge. 

Then the equations expressing the conservation of momentum, 
mass, heat and the equation of state are 

aq ~ ~ 1 ~ p 1 , a 2 ~ -+(q.V)q=--Vp+g-+--(VxH)xH+ u+u -V q, ~ ~ j 
dt Pm Pm 41tpm at (2) 

dp ~ ~ 
- + ( q .V)p + p (V. q) = 0, 
at 

(3) 

aT ~ 2 - + ( q .V) T = ic V T, (4) 
dt 

p = Pm [1 - a (T- T
11
J], (5) 

where Tm is the temperature of which p =Pm· The magnetic permeabil

ity has been taken to be unity. 

The Maxwell's equations yield 
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aH= v x (CJ .H) +11 V 2 H--
1-v x [(Vx H) x HJ 

at 4nNee 
(6) 

v. H = o. (7) 

Initially, q = (0,0,0), H = (0,0, H), T = T(z), p = p(z), p= p(z), where, 

following Spiegel and Veronis [10], wJ: have ffi£op ) 
T(z) =- ~z +TO' p(z) =Pm - g (pm+poJdz, Km= 

0 pop n 

lop 
p(z) =Pm [1-a.m (T-T

11
J +Km (p-pm)],a.m =- [1~1 (= a.,say), 

[i)apj,n (8) 

Spiegel and Veronis (10) expressed any state variable, say X
1 
in the form 

X = Xm + X 0 (z) + X' (x,y,z,t), 

where Xm is the constant spatial distribution of X, X 0 is the variation in X 

in the absence of motion and X' (x, y, z, t) is the perturbations in X due to 

motion of the fluid. Thus Pm and Pm are the constant spatial distributions 

of p and p, and p0 and T0 are the density and temperatue of the fluid at 

the lower boundary z = 0. The pressure and temperature have been shown 

to be related by relations of the form (9) (Spiegel and Veronis [10], which 
have been obtained from the basic equations by integration. 

Let op, op, 8, h = (hx, hy, hz) and q = (u,v,w) denote respectively 

the perturbations in pressure p, density p, temperature T, magnetic 

field H(O,O,H) and velocity (0,0,0). The change in density op, caused 

mainly by the perturbation 8 in temperature, is given by 

op= - Pma.8. . . (9) 

Then the linearized hydromagnetic perturbation equations 
appropriate for the problem, under the Spiegel and Veronis [10] 

approximations, are 

oq 1 1 ~. y>T [ ~ 2-" - =--Vopx --(Vx h) x 11-ga.8 + u +u' V q, ot Pm 4npm ot . (10) 

V.q =O, (11) 

- = ~ - - w + KV 0 , ae ~ gJ 2 
at cp 

(12) 

a'h _,, y)y 2 ~ 1 y)y y)y - = V x ( q .J:i.) +T] V h - --V x [('Vx 11) x J:i.], 
at 4nNee 

(13) 

-~' 
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(14) 

where g I CP is the adiabatic gradient, Under the above mentioned approxi

mations, as shown by Spiegel and Veronis [10], the equations governing 

convection in a compressible fluid have been written as formally equiva
lent to those for an incompressible fluid, except that the static tempera

ture gradient 13 is replaced by 13 - g I CP. 
3. Dispersion relation.· Analyzing the disturbances into nor

mal modes, we assume that the perturbation quantities are of the form 

[w,e, hz,t,, ~] = [W(z), 0(z), K(z), Z(z), X(z)] exp (ikx x + ik:J + nt) (15) 

where kx and ky are the wave numbers along the x-and y-directions. 
k = (k~ + k; )11.. is the resultant wave number and n is, in general, a 

dV dU dh dhx 
complex constant. t, = - - - and~= _Y - -- are the z-components 

dX dy dX dy 
of the vorticity and current density respectively. 

Expressing the coordinates (x,y,z) in the new unit of length d 

and letting a= kd, CJ =nd2 Iv, p 1 =ulK, p 2 =ulri, u" =u'ld2 and D =di 

dz equaions (10)-(14), with the help of (9) and (15), in non-dimensional 

form become 

gwi,2 Hd 
[ CJ-(J+u"CJ) (D2-a2)] (D2-a2) W +--a20---(D2-a2)DK= 0, (16) 

u 4rrpmu 
Hd 

[ CJ - (1 + u "CJ) (D2-a2)]Z = -- DX, (17) 
4rcpmu 

·r.2 2 Hd H ·.-..2 2 (.u--a -p2a)X = - -. DZ - (u--a) DK, 
Tl 41t Ne e rid 

(18) 

·r.2 2 Hd H 
(.u--a -p2a)K =---DW- ---DX, 

Tl 4n Ne Tl 
(19) 

(D2-a2-pp)0 =-- 13-- w. d2~ gJ 
K CP 

(20) 

Eliminating 0, K, X and Zbetween (17)-(20) we obtain 

[(D2-a2-P2CJ>2 {CJ- (1+ u"CJ) (D2-a2)} + QD2 (D2-a2-pp) + MD2 (D2-a2) 

{CJ-(J+u"CJ) (D2-a2)}] x [(D2-a2) (D2-a2-pp) {CJ-(J+u"CJ) (D2-a2)}-Ra2 

( c:;1) ] W+Q (D2-a2) (D2-a2-P1CJ) {[{CJ-(J+u"CJ) (D2-a2)}(D2-a2-P2CJ) 
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+QD2}] D2 ] W = 0, (21) 

H~d2 ga~d2 
where Q = is the Chandrasekhar number,R == ---· is the 

. 4npmUT\ UK 

Rayleigh number, M = _!!_ is the non-dimensioanal number 
4nNe(!'(1 

accounting for Hall cmrent and G = CP~ . Consider the case where both 
g 

the boundaries are free and the medium adjoining the fluid is non-

conducting. The appropriate boundary conditions for this case are 

{Chandrasekhar [l]}. 

W = D2W = 0, 0 = 0, DZ = 0, X = 0 at z = 0 and 1 (22) 
-'-> 

and h are continuous. 

The case of two free boundaries, although rather artificial, is the most 

appropriate for the stellar atlp-ospheres {Spiegel [11]}. Using the bound

ary conditions (22), one can show that all the even-order derivatives of 

W must vanish for z = 0 and 1, and hence the proper solution of (21) 

characterizing the lowest mode is 

W = W0 sin nz, · (23) 

where W0 isa constant. Substituting (23) into (21) and letting, a2 =n2b2 

, R 1 = R!rr.4 , Q1 = Q!rr.4 ,u = rc2u" and io 1 = c;/rc2 we obtain the dispersion 

relation 

R =ta~l]~;b {ia1+ (l+b) (1 + ia1u)}(l + b + ipp1) +~- {Q1 (l+b) 

(l+b+ip p 1) [{io 1+ (l+b) (1 + ia ;uJ}(l + b + ipp 1) +Q 1]} x [ (1 + b + ip2a 1)2 

{i01+ (l+b) (1 + ia/u)} +Q1 (1 + b + ip2o 1)+M(l+b){ia1+ (l+b)(l + io/uJn-1 l 
(24~ 

4. Stationary convection. When instability sets in as station

ary convection, the marginal state will be characterized by o = 0. Putting 

0 = 0, the dispersion relations (24) reduces to 

Rl =~[(l~?t+ _:!__{QI (1+b)((l+b)2+ Ql)} x {(l+b)2 +QI+ M (l+b)fj 
(G-1)[ b b (25) 

which expresses the modified Rayleigh number R1 as a function of the 

dimensionless wave number b and the parameters Q1 , M and G for 

fixed Q1 and M, let G (accounting for the compressibility effect)also be 

kept fixed. Then we find that 



- G 
R =-- R, 

c G-1 c 
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(26) 

where.Re and Rcdenote respectively the critical Rayleigh numbers in the 
presence and absence of compressibility .The effct of compressibility is 
thus to postpone the onset of thermal instability. Hence compressibility 
has a stabilizing effect . G > 1 is relevant here. The cases G < 1 and 
G = 1 correspond to negetive and infinite values of the critical rayleigh 
numbers in the presenc of compressibility which are not relevant in 
the present study. 

It follows from (25) that 

dR G 
Q

l = [(l+b){(J+b)2+Q1}+Q/l+b))xf ((l+b)2 + Q1 + M (l+b)J-2 

d 1 (G-1) b (27) 

This shows that the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect for all 
wavenumber range for G <l and destabilizing effect for G > 1. in the 
presence of Hall current for G > 1, the magnetic field may have 
stabilizing or destabilizing effect . 

Equation (25) also yields 

dR G 
dM

1 = Q1 (1+b)2{(1+b)2+Q1}{(1+b)2+Q1 + M(l+b)F2 • (28) 
(1-G)b 

It is evident from (28), that dR,I dM is always positive for G < 1, 
implying thereby the stabilizing effect of Hall current and dR,J dM is 
always negative for G > 1, implying thereby the destabilizing effect of 
Hall current for all wavenumbers. 

We thus conclude that the presence of viscoelasticity does not 
effect the stability or instability of the system. 

5. Stability of The System and Oscillatory Modes 
Multiplying by W*, the complex conjugate of W, integrating over the 
range of z , and making use of (17) - (20) , we obtain 

C aiw
2 11d2 

[cr/1 + (l+u"cr)I2 J + ~ G) (13 + pp*l4 ) +--(15 + p 2ol6 ) + 
u 1- 41t p u m 

_Tl_(/ + p.rr*J ) + d2 [cr*l + (l+u"a*)l ] = 0, 
47tpu 7 :::-a 10 s (29) 

Ill 

where 
. I 

11 =f (IDHf +a2 1Wl 2
) dz, 

0 
11 = J' t1D2Hf + a 4 IWI 2+2a2 IDHf)dz, 

0 
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I = J' (JDe~ + a2 101 2) dz, I = J' 10 12 dz I = J' (IDXl2 + a2 !XI 2) dz, 
3 0 4 0 5 0 

16 =J' IXl2 dz, 17 =J' (ID2.KJ2 +2a21DKJ 2+a4 iKJ2)dz, 
0 0 

18 = J' (ID.KJ2 + a2 !Kl 2) dz, 19 = J' <IDZf' + a2 IZl 2) dz, 
0 0 

110 = J' lzt2 dz, (30) 
0 

which are all positive definite . The real and imaginary parts of (29) give 

crr llz+u"l2+ C/J.Ka2 P/4+ TJP2 (ls+d2IJ+d2(Izo+u"I) 
[ u (1-G) 41t PmU · 'j 

=- I + P I +--(I +d2IJ +d2I ~ C aKa2 Ti J 
2 u(l-G) 3 41tpmu 7 9 , 

(31) 

j, CPaKa2 TJp2 2 2 ] 
Ci; rz +u"I2 - u(l-G) P/4 +41tpmu (d 16 -18 ) +d (-I10+u"I9~ =O (32) 

It follows from (31) that ar is negative if G < 1. The system is 

therefore stable for G < 1. It is evident from (32) that ai may be zero 

and non zero . Thus the modes may be non -oscillatory or oscillatory 

. The oscillatory modes are introduced owing to the presence of a 

magnetic field (and hence Hall current).In the absence of the magnetic 
field, the oscillatory modesare not allowed for G > 1, but the presence 

of a magnetic field and Hall currents introduce oscillatory modes in 

the system. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove a common fixed point theorem in Banach 

space, which is generalization of result of Sharma [5]. 
1. Introduction. Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [2] have studied the 

aspect of fixed point in Banach Space. Khan and Imdad [4] extended 
the result of Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [2] on common fixed point for two 
mappings. 

Recently Dubey [1] generalized the concept of common fixed point 
for these mappings and established the following 
Theorem A : Let C be a closed and convex subset of X. Let E, F and 
G: C ~c satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) EF =FE, FG = GF and EG =GE 

(ii) E2 = I, F2 = I, G2 = I, 
where I denotes the identity map and 

11Ex-Ey11::;;; (a.12) max { llFGx-FGy II, 112 llFGx-Ex II, 112 llFGy-Ey II 
I I 211 FGx-Ey II, I I 211 FGx-Ex II} 

for all x,y EC, where 0:::;; a <2. Then E, F and G have a unique common 
fixed point. 
Sharma [5] extended the result of Dubey [1] and proved the following 
Theorem B : Let E, F and G be mappings of X into itself, satisfying the 
following conditions : 
(i) EF=FE, FG = GF and EG =GE 

(ii) E2 = I, F2 = I, G2 = I, 
where I denotes the identity map and 
(iii) 11 Ex - Ey 11:::;; a ({ 11 FGx.:...FGy II + ~ di FGx-Ex 11 + 11 FGy-Ey 11 )+ 

r di FGx-Ey II + II FGy-Ex II} 
for every x,y EX, where 0 <a,~. rand a+ 2r <I, 112:::;; a.+~+r < 312, 
then E, F and G have a unique common fixed point. 

2. Main Result. We now extend result of Sharma [5] for four 
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mappings. In what follows we prove the following 
Theorem 1 : Let C be a closed convex subset of X and E, F, G and 
H : C -:;C satisfy the following conditions : _ 
(i) EF =FE, FG = GF, GH =HG, EG =Ge, EH= HE, FH= HF 
(ii) E2 =I, ~ =I, G2 =I 112 = 1, 
where I denotes the identity map and .. 
(iii) D Ex - Ey Is (a.I 2) max { I FGHx-FGHy U, 1I2 U FGHx-Ex U, 

1121 FGHy-Ey I, 112 I FGHx-Ey I, 112 U FGHy-Ex B} 
for all x,y e C, where 0 < a. <1. Then E, F, . G and H have a unique 
common fixed point. 
Proof. from (i) and (ii) it follows that (EFGHf = I and (ii) and (iii) we 
have 
I EFGHFx - EFGHFy Us (al 2) max { I (FGHf Fx-(FGHfFy H, 

112 D (FGHfFx-(EFGH)Fx II, 112 R (FGHf 
Fy-(EFGH)Fy I, 1I2 :n (FGHf Fx- (EFGH)Fy H 
1I2 H (FGHfFy-(EFGH) Fx U} 

s (a.I 2) max { U Fx-Fy ff, 1I2 8 Fx- (EFGH)Fx D, 1I2 ft Fy~ (EFGH)Fy D, 
1121 Fx-(EFGH) Fy I, 112 U Fx-':{EFGH)Fx ft}. 

Now If we put Fx = z and Fy = w, we get 
R EFG Hz - EFGHw 11 s (al 2) max { I z-w B, ii 2 8 z-(EFGH)z B, 
1121 w-(EFGH)w U, 112 Uz-(EFGH)w U, 1120 w-(EFGH) z R} 
where (EFGHf =I and Os as 1. So by theorem of Khan and Imdad [4] 
(EFGH) has at least one fixed point, say x0 in C i.e. 

EFGHx0 = x0 (iv) 
FGH (EFGH)x0 = FGHx0 or Ex0 = FGHx0 (v) 

H (EFGH) x0 = Hx0 or EFG x0 = Hx0 (vi) 
Now using (i), (ii}, (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), we have 

II Hxo- Xo n = u EFGxo-E2xo II =. u E(FGx~E(ExJ II 
s (al 2) max {II FGH (FGx~ FGH(Ex0) 11. 1I211 FGH (FGxJ 
-E(FGxJ 11. 112 0 FGH (Ex~E(ExJ 11. 11211 FGH (FGx~ 
E(ExJU, 1I211 FGH (Ex~E(FGxJ U} 

0 Hx0 - x0 II S (a.I 2) max {H Hx0- x0 ) It, 1I2 U Hx0 -HxJ U, 1I2 II x0-x0 II , 
· 112 H H x0.,-xoll, 112 U x0-Hx0 ff } 

S (a.12)8 Hx0- x0 U • 
Since a.<1 it follows that Hx0 =x07 i.e. x0 is the fixed point of H thus we have 

from our previous condition 

EFGx0 =x0 
FG (EFGx0 )= FGx0 or Ex0 = FGx0 · 

(vii) 

(viii) 
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G(EFGxoJ = Gx0 or EF x0 = Gx0 . (ix) 
Now using (i), (ii), (iii), (vii), (viii) and (ix), we have 

II Gx0 - x0 II= II EFx0 -E2x0 II = II E(Fxr)-E(ExoJ II 
~ (a.12) max {II FGH (Fxr)-FGH(Ex0 ) II, 11211 FGH (FxoJ

E(FxoJ II, 1I211 FGH (Exr)-E(FxoJ 11, 1I211 FGH (Fxr)-E(Exi)ll, 

1I2 11 FGH (Exr)-E(FxoJ II} 
II Gx0 - x0 11 ~ (a.12) max {II Gx0- x0 ) II, 11211Gx0 -GxoJII,11211 x0-x0 II, 

1I2 II Gx0-x011, 1I2 II x0-Gx0 II 
::;; (a.12) II Gx0- x0 II· 

Since a.<1 it follows that Gx0 =xO' i.e. x0 is the fixed point of G. thus we 

have from (viii) that Ex0 = Fx0.Again 

II Ex0 - x0 II= II Ex0 -E2x0 II = II Ex0-E(ExoJ II 
~(a.I 2) max {II FGH x0- FGH(Ex0 ) II, 1I211 FGH x0 - Ex0 II, 
11211 FGH (Exr)-E(ExoJ II, 11211 FGH x0-E(Exi)ll, 

11211 FGH (Exr)-Ex0 II} 
$ (a.I 2) max {II Fx0- x0 ) II, 1I2 II Fx0 -ExoJ II, 1I211 x0-x0 II , 

11211Fx0-x011,11211 x0-Ex0 II}. 
We have from (viii) that Ex0 = Fx0 and therefore we have 

= (a.12) II Ex0- x0 II = (a.12) II Fx0- x0 II 
A contradiction, since a< 1. Hence it follows that Fx0 = x<r 

But Fx0 = Ex0 , we have Ex0 = Fx0 = Gx0 = Hx0 = x0 

i.e. x0 is the common fixed point of E, F, G and H. 
In order to prove the uniqueness of x0 , let us consider y 0 be another 

common fixed point of E, F, G and H. 
Now using (i), (ii), (iv), (v) and (vi), we have 

II x0 - y 0 II= II E 2x0 -E2y 0 II = II E(Exr)-E(Ey 0) II 
~(a.I 2) max {II FGH (Exr)- FGH(Ey 0) II, 1I211 FGH (Ex,) -

E(Ex0) II, 1I211 FGH (Ey r)-E(Ey oJ II, 1I211 FGH (Exr)-E(Ey i)ll, 

11211 FGH (Eyr)-E(Ex0)11} 

$ (a.12) max {II x0-y0 ) II, 11211 x0 -x0 II, 11211 y 0-y0 II, 
1I2 II x0-y 011, 1I2 II y 0-x0 II } 

$ (a.12) II x0 -y0 II. 
Since a.<1 it follows that x0 =y 0, proving the uniqueness of x0. 

Remark 1. If we put H = 1(1 denotes the identity mapping) in our 
theorem we get Theorem of Dubey (1). 
Remark 2 . If we put G =I and H =I in our theorem, we get Theorem 
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2.3 of Khan and Imadad [4]. 

Remark 3. If we put F =I, G =I and H =I in our theorem, we get 
Theorem 2.1 of Khan and Imdad [4]. 

Theorem 2. Let E, F, G and H be mappings of X into itself, satisfying 

the following conditions : 

(i) EF =FE, FG = GF, GH =HG, EG =GE, EH= HE and FH =HF. 

(ii) E 2 =I, F2= I, G2 = L H2 = I, 

where I denotes the identity map and 

(iii) II Ex - Ey II::; a { II FGHx-FGHy II + f3 (II FGHx-Ex II + 11 FGHy-Eyll) 

+ r( 11 FGHx-Ey 11 + 11 FGHy-Ex 11) 
for every x, yin X, where 0 < a,(3,r and a+ 2r < 1, 112::; a+f3+r < 312, 

then E, F, G and H have a unique common fixed point. 

Proof. From (i) and (ii) it follows that (EFGH)2 =I and (ii) and (iii) we 

have 

11 EFGHFx - EFGHFy II::; a ( II (FGH)2 Fx-(FGH)2Fy II) + f3 (II (FGH)2Fx 

-(EFGH)Fx II + II (FGH)2Fy-(EFGH)Fy II) + r (II (FGH)2Fx 

- (EFGH)Fy 11 + 11 (FGH)2Fy-(EFGH) Fx 11 ) 

::; a ( 11Fx-Fy11 + f3 (II Fx- (EFGH)Fx 11 + II Fy- (EFGH)Fy 11) 

+ r 11 Fx-(EFGH) Fy II + II Fy -(EFGH)Fx 11 ). 

Now if we put Fx = z and Fy = w, we get 

11 EFG Hz - EFGHw 11 ::; a ( 11 z-w 11) + f3 (II z-(EFGH)z 11 + II w-(EFGH)w II 

+r (II z- (EFGH)w 11+11w-(EFGH)z11} 

where (EFGH)2 =I and a+2r <l. 

Now by theorem of Khan and Imdad [4], (EFGH) has at least one fixed 

point, say x0 in X i.e. 
EFGHx0 = x0 (iv) 

FGH (EFGH)x0 = FGHx0 or Ex0 = FGHx0 (v) 

H (EFGH) x0 = Hx0 or EFG x0 = Hx0 (vi) 
Now using· (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), we have 

II Hx0 - x0 II= II EFGx0 -E2x0 II = II E(FGx0-E(ExJ II 

::; a (II FGH (FGxJ-FGH(Ex0 ) II+ f3 di FGH (FGxJ-E(FGxJll 

+ 11 FGH (ExJ-E(ExJ 11 )+r (II FGH (FGxJ-E(ExJll + II FGH 

(ExJ-E(FGxJ ID 
II Hx0 - x0 II ::; a (II Hx0- x0 II) + f3 (II Hx0 -HxJ II + II x0-x0 II ) 

+ r di Hx0-x011 + II x0-Hx0 II ) 

::; (a+2r) II Hx0- x0 II 
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which is a contradiction, Since a+ 2r <1, it follows that Hx0 =x0' i.e. x0 is 
a fixed point of H, thus we have from conditions . 

EFGx0 =x0 

FG (EFGx0 )= FGx0 or Ex0 = FGx0 

G(EFGx0 ) = Gx0 or EF x0 = Gx0 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

Now using (i), (ii), (iii), (vii), (viii) and (ix), we have 

11 Gx0 - x0 II= II EFx0 -E2x0 II = II E(Fx,)-E(Ex,) II 
:s; a (II FGH (Fx,)- FGH(Ex0 ) 11 )+ p (Ii FGH (Fx,) -E(Fx,) 11 
+ 11 FGH (Ex,)-E(Ex,) 11) +r di FGH (Fx,)-E(Ex,)11 + 
II FGH (Ex,)-E(Fx,) 11) 
:s; a(ll Gx0- x0 II) + P (Ii Gx0 -Gx,) II + II x0-x0 II )+ r di Gx0-x011 

+II x0-Gx0 II) 
II Gx0 - x0 II :s; (a+2r) II Gx0- x0 II 
a contradiction, since a+2r < 1, it follows that Gx0 =x0 , i.e. x0 is the fixed 

point of G, thus we have from (viii) that Ex0 = Fx0 . 

Again 

II Ex0 - x0 II= II Ex0 -E2x0 II = II Ex0-E(Ex,) II 
:s; a (II FGH x0- FGH(Ex0 ) II) + P (II FGH x0 - Ex0 II + 

II FGH (Ex,)-FGH(Ex,) II) + r( II FGH x0-E(Ex,)ll + 
II FGH (Ex,)-Ex0 11) 

:s; a(ll Fx0- x0 II) + P (II Fx0 -Ex,) II + II x0-x0 II)+ r di Fx0-x011 + 
II x0-Ex0 II). 

We have from (viii) that Ex0 = Fx0 and therefore we have 

= (a+2r) II Ex0- x0 II = (a+2r) II Fx0-x0 II , 
a contradiction, since a +2r < 1. Hence it follows that Fx0 = x0 . But 

Fx0 = Ex0 , we have Ex0 = Fx0 = Gx0 = Hx0 = x0 i.e. x0 is the common fixed 

point of E, F, G and H. 
To prove the uniqueness of x0 , let us consider y 0 be another common 

fixed point of E, F, G and H. 
Now using (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), we have 

II x0 - y 0 II= II E2x0 -E2y 0 II = II E(Ex,)-E(Ey 0) II 
:s; a di FGH (Ex,)-FGH(Ey0 ) II)+ p II FGH (Ex,)-E(Ex0) II 
+ 11 FGH (Ey ,)-E(Ey,) 11 + rdl FGH (Ex,)-E(Ey ,)II 
+ 11 FGH (Ey ,)-E(Ex0)11 ). 

= a ( II Xo- Y 0 II) + P ( II Xo -xo II + II Yo-Yo II ) + r di Xo-Y oll 
+ llYo-xo II) 
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= (a+2r) llx0 -y0 II 

a contradiction. Since (a+2r) < 1, it follows that x0 = yO' and so the 
common fixed point x0 is unique. 
Example . Let x = [-1 , 1] be the Banach space with the usual norm 
II x-y II = I x - YI for all x, y EX. Consider the mappings E, F, G and Hon 
Xinto X defined as Ex= 116 x, Fx = 213 x, Gx = 112 x and Hx = 314 x. 
for all x EX. 
This example satisfies the condition (iii) of our theorem ,(2). 
Remark 1. If we put F =I, G =I and H =I and r =O we get the result 
of Iseki [3]. 
Remark 2. For F =I, G =I and H= I and p = r = 0 our theorem reduces 
to the theorem of Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [2]. 
Example. Let X = [-1 ,l] be the Banach space with the usual norm 
II x-y II = I x - YI for all x, y E X. Consider the mappings E, F, G and Hon 
Xinto X defined as Ex= 116 x, Fx = 213 x, Gx = 112 x and Hx = 314 x, 
for all x EX. 
Solution. -1 ::;; x ::;; 1 

=> -1I6::;; xi 6 ::;; 1I6 or -1I6 ::;; y I 6::;; 1I6 or -116 ::;; Ex ::;;1I6, -1I6 ::;; Ey 
::;; 116 

=> !Ex-Eyl::;; 113. 

We know that 
II.Ex - Eyll = max I Ex - Ey I$ 1I3 (1) 

FGx = 213 [112 x] = 113 x and FGHx = 113 [314 x} = 114 x- 114::;; 

FGHxs; 114 and-114::;; FGHy::;; 114 

=> liFGHx-FGHyll::;; 112. 

Similarly 

=> l!FGHx - Exll $ 5112 

=> l!FGHy - Exll ::;; 5112 

=> liFGHx - Eyll $ 5112 

=> liFGHy - Eyll $ 5112 
Putting this value in (iii), we obtain for theorem 2 . 

113 ::;; a (112) + p (5112+5112) +y (5112+5112) 

0.333 $ 0.348, where a = 114, P= 117 and y = 118 

0.333::;; 0.361, where a= 116, P= 116 and y = 116 

0.333 $ 0.571, where a= 213, P= l/7and y = 117 

0.333::;; 0.335, where a= 114, P= 117 and y = 119 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

i.i' 



0.333:::; 0.338, where o: = 1I8, f3= 117 and y = 1I4 
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ABSTRACT 
Many years ago, there have been a great development in many 

fields of the general theory of scattering and experimental studies in 
the nuclear and atomic collision. The problem of evaluating a potential 
from the observed phase shifts has led to many mathematical 
investigaions. However, it may be of great interest to find the phase 
shifts from a given potential function. Recently, a number of investiga
tors [3,5] have determined the phase shifts making an application of 
Tietz's method. Here, in the present paper, we introduce a gradient of 
potential to evaluate the generalized formulae for the phase shifts in
volving Srivastava and Daoust function [8,9] using that Tiet'z method 
[6]. The theoretical value of cross-section is also obtained with the help 
of phase shifts t:i.NL where L is the angular momentum Quantum 
number. 

1. Introduction. For the radial Schrodinger equation 

d2 UL (r) + [K2- V(r)-L (L+l) ] UL (r) = 0 ... (1.1) 
dr2 r2 
Tietz [6] has derived following approximate formulae for the phase shift 

difference t:i.N L : 

1t J°" du NL-NL+J = - r- JL+l/2 (Kr). JL+312 (Kr) dr 
K O dr 

... (1.2) 
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and 

(L+112)n Joo du T2 /Kr) dr N - - cl£+112 \' NL-1 - L+I - T.T2 O dr ... (1.3) 

where, J (Kr) is the Bessel function of the first kind, K.2 and V (r) denote 

the terms for the total energy and potential energy respectively and it 

is provided that L is very small. 
Now, making an appeal to Luke [2] 

J (az). J (bz) = (azl2JU(bzl2)u i (-1;n(azl2f"· 
u v r (u+J) r(v+J) n=O n/ (u+J)n 

2F1 ~71;u-n b21j 
where Re (u + v+ 1) > 0. . .. (1.4) 

and using the formula due to Rainiville [4] as putting a = b = K and 
then replacing z by r, we find 

Ju (Kr). JJKr) = (KrJU+v 
2

F -2-, 2 ; -K.2r '
r+v+l u+v+2 j 

r(u+l)r(v+l) u+l, v+l, u+v+l; 
... (1.5) 

provided that Re (u + v+ 1) > 0 . 

Again, making an appeal to (1.2) and (1.5) with the aid of 

u = L + 112, v = L + 312, we obtain the phase shifts 

N N - TC 00 v r2L+3 F ' K 2L+I d ~+2· j 
L-i- L+I -~L+3 r(L+3!2)r(L+5!2) f o dr 1 2 L+5!2,L+31-/F 

where Re (2L +3) > 0. . .. (1.6) 

Futher, putting u = v= L + 1I2 in (1.5) and then setting it in (1.3), we 

get the phase difference 

N - N = re K 2L-1 Joo dV r2L+3 F _fL+ 1; -K2~dr 
L-1 L+1 ~L+sr(L+l/2) r(L+3!2) o dr .1 1_2L+3, 2L+2; J 

whre Re (2L + 2) > 0 ... (l.7) 

Recently, Bhattacharjie and Sudarshan [l] has constructed a solvable 

potential of the form 
Bear 

V(r)=--
l-ear 

... (1.8) 

for the s-wave Schrodinger equation by transforming second order Gauss 
equation where Band a are parameters. Obviously, (l.8) gives a gradi

ent of radial potential function as 

dV - = C e'iar ___ L n 
dr n= I 

... (1.9) 

Motivated by this work, in the present paper, we define a new gradient "' 
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of radial potential function analogous to (1.9) by which we evaluate 

the phase shifts involving Srivastava and Daoust function which is 

due to Srivastava and Daoust [8,9] (Also, see Srivastava and Manocha 
[10] p. 64. 1.7 (18),(19) and (20)), defined as 

A- B'; ... ; B (nJ [[(a): 0', ... , e<nJ]: [(b?: <!>1 ; ••• ; [(b<nJ): <j><nJj; J 
F C: D'; ... ; D (n) [(c): "''· ... , "'(n)]: [(d?: 01; ... ; [(d(n)): o<nJjp ... ,Zn 

A W ~ 

.. .rr (a) 0'+ + 0<n!.II (b'.) I _IT (b(n)) n-.(n) 
i=I m1 i ... mnj i=1 Jm1<j>j .. J=I J mn'l'j 

rJn) 

... __ IT (djnJ )m fi_(nJ 
J-1 n J 

= l: a 
mw .. ,m,.=0 C /.,_) IT (d'.) , 

_IT \Cj'm 'l''.+ ... +mn'l'(n) j=l J mij 
i= 1 1 J J 

zml zmn 
_1_

1
_ .•. _n_

1
_ ... (1.10) 

ml" mn. 
where 

1
0fJ, j =l, .. ., A; <J>fJ, j =l, ... , J3(kJ; ... (1.11) 

'Jff), j =l, ... , C; ofJ, j =1, ... , IfkJ; 'rf k E {l, ... ,n} 
are real and positive and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters 
a 1, •••• a A; (b(kJ) abbreviates the array of J3(kJ parameters. 
bfJ, j =l, ... , J3(kJ; 'r/ k e {l, ... ,n} with similar 
interpretations for (C) and (d(kJ), k= 1, ... n etcetra. 

2. Gradient of Potential Function. 
In our investigation, we define a new gradient of radial potential 
function for the s-wave Schrokdinger equation such that 

dv .. r r 
- = l: (a.1) i..fl1+1 ..• (at) i..flt+1 e-µtr (a1 - ~ )-i..ll1 ..•• (at - ~)-A.flt .•. (2.1) 
dr t=l A A ' 

provided that A. >O and µ, a.1, ... , a., ; 131, ... , Pt ; are real or complex 
numbers. 

Evidently, for A.-+ oo, (2.1) gives 

~ = .. l: (a.1 ···aJ efl1'«1+-+fltl«t-µt)r. . .. (2.2) 
dr t=l 

Particularly, setting a 1= a2 = ... =a, =a. and P 1= P2 = ... = 13, = 13 in (2.2), 
we get the gradient of radial potential equivalent to (1.9) as 

dv .. ;J;" = t 'I-1 (a) t e<flla -µ) tr ... (2.3) 

3. Phase Shifts Involving Srivastava and Daoust Function. 
In this section, we evaluate the phase shifts as making an appeal to 
(1.6) and (2.1) as 
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nK2L+l oo 00 r r _1 N -N = I. (a. ... a.,) J e-J.U (1--) 131 

L L+l ~L+3 r(L+3!2)r(L+5!2) t=l 1 0 Afx1 

( r -113 r2L+3 fL+2; r71? ;i . 
... 1- AfJ., ) t 1 F2 l3L+3, L+5 I 2;.n.-1 j dr . .. (3.1) 

provided that the conditions of (1.6) and (2.1) are satisfied 
Now, after doing some simplifications and then making an appeal to 
well known result 

J
°" r(h+V . 
0 

e--= :xf dx = n+l lll (3.1), we find 
. a. 

nK2L+lr(2L+4) 00 00 00 00 CX.1···a.t 
N-N = .I. I. I. ... I: Oi·• 

L L+l ~L+3r(L+3/2)r(L+5/2)t=lm=Os1 =0 s,=o (µt) 

(L+2)m <AP1)s1 ··· (A.P,)st (2L+4)2m+s1+ ... +st (-k2 /µ2t2;m 

. (L+5!2)m (2L+3)m ml 

(1 !Aa.1µtJ1 (UAfJ.tµtJt 
... (3.2) ' ... ' 81· Sr 

and by making an application of (1.10), (1, 11) and (3.2) , we get the 
phase shifts involving Srivastava and Daoust function 

N N - nK2L+Ir(2L+4) ooI.a.1···a.t J.;);l; ... ;1 
L- L+l - :J2L+3r(L+312)r(L+5!2) t=l (µt;2L+4 5:2;0; ... ;O 

[
[2L +~: 2, 1, ... 1}: [L+2:1J; P..P1:~],· _-·· :·~P1:~J; -K.2, _1 _, ... ,___!_] 

- . [L+512, 2L+3 .l], -, ... , - , (µtf A.µtcx.1 A.µta.J 
provided that the conditions stated in (1.6) and (1.11) are satisfied. (3.3) 
Again using above techniques with the aid of (1. 7) and (2.1) we obtain 
another formula for phase shifts involving Srivastava and Daoust 
function 

N N - nK2L-1r(2L+2) 00 a.1···cx.t 1i,1;1; ... ;1 
L- L+l- ~L+1 r(L+l/2)r(L+3!2) t=r (µtJ2L+2 li:2;0; ... ;O 

[
[2L .+2: 2, 1, ... 1}: [L+l:l], P..P1:~J;_-·-_;~Pt:~J; -K! , _·_1 _, ... ,_!_] 
- . [L+312, 2L+2 .l}, -, ... , - , (µtf A.µta1 A.µta.J 

provided that the conditions stated in (1.7) and (1.11) are satisfied. (3.4) 

4. Particular Cases. 
Setting a.1= cx.2 = ... = a.1 =a. and P 1= P2 = ... =Pi= P in (3.3) and (3.4), and 
taking A~ oo, then after using the formula due to Srivastava [7] (Also 
see Srivastava and Manocha [10] 1.6, p.52 (3) ) 

,., 



~ xm1 . .mn ~ MJX + +x Vil 1 ~n . _ 1 ··· nl 
l: =0 f(m1+ ... +m,J-1- ... -p,-M-~ f( --u; 

ml, ... ,mn m J• mn .. \ ,.:. - lY.L; 

we find following formulae for phase shifts 

N -N = -../nK2L+Ir(L+2) L (aYl(J t-J3t!a)2L+4 
L L+l r(L+3!2) t=l µ 

["1+2, L+2; - 4k
2 J 

}"1 ~L+3; (µt-J3t!a)2° 

provided that Re (2l+3) >O and Re{(µt-J3t!a) ± 2iK}> 0; 

and 

N -N =-../nK
2
L+ir(L+l) i (aYl(J t-J3t!a)2L+2 

L--1 L+l r(L+l I 2) t = 1 µ 

fL+l, L+l; - 4k
2 J 

}"1 ~L+2; (µt-j3t!a)2· 

provided that Re (2L +2) >O and Re{(µt-j3t!a) ± 2iK}> O; 

respectively 
5. Verification of Formulae (3.3) and (3.4). 
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... (4.1) 

... (4.2) 

Setting L = 0 in the explicit form of (3.3) that is in (3.2), we deduce it in 
the following form 

N-N= nKr(4) iii 
o 1 2ar(3!2)(5/2) t=lm=Os1=0 

(4) 2m+s1+ ... +st (3+m) (2)m (A,j31)s( .. (A,j3Jst 

3 (5!2)m (4)m (µt)4 

(1/A.a1µtf1 (1/A.a
1
µtft 

s/ s/ 

~ 

l: (a1 ... at) 
s,=O 

<-K21µ2t2r 

m! 

Further putting L = 1 in (3.2) and then making an appeal to 

(A,-1) (A,)m-1 = (A,-J)m 
and 

(A,-2) (A,-1) (A,)m_2 = (A,-2)m in it, we get 

N-N= nKr(4J Et t ... t a ... a 
I 2 ~r(3!2)(5/2) t=Im=O s1=I s,=1 J t 

(4) 2m+s,+ ... +st m (2)m (aJ31)sz ... (al3Jst (-K.21µ2t2ym 

(l!A.a1µtf1 

s/ 

3 (5!2)m (4)m (µt)4 m! 

(J/'}..a
1
µtft 

s/ 

... (5.1) 

... (5.2) 
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Now, adding (5.1) and (5.2), we evaluate 

N - N = 1t K r ( 4) f'. i 
0 2 2'1r(3/ 2)r(512) t = 1 m = 0 

(4) 2m+s1+ ... +s1 (2)m (al31>s1 ... (al3t\ 

(5/2)m (4)m (µt;4 

(1/A,azµtJl (1/A,atµt)8t 

s/ s/ 

~ ~ 

L ... L a 1 ... at 
s1 =0 s,=O 

(-K.21µ2t2yn 

ml 

Again with the aid of (1.10), (1.11) and (5.3), we find 

N - N = 1tK r (4) f'. (a ... a )!(I t)4 Fl:l;l; ... ;1 
0 2 :J3r (312) (512) t = 1 1 t µ 0:2;0; ... ;O 

... (5.3) 

~4: 2, I, ... , I]: [2 :I]; [Aj31:1]; ... ; fAl3t:l]; -K.2 1 1 j 
[512 4 11 ~' -~-· ... ,-- ... (5.4) - : , : ; - ; ... ; - ; (µtJ 11.µta1 A.µta 

Now, setting L=l in (3.4), we also get exactly same result (5.4) for N0-N2 • 

If N 0 is known, all other values of the phase shifts can easily be 
evaluated from the relation (3.3) and (3.4). 
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ABSTRACT 
The stability of Walters'(model B') viscoelastic superposed fluids 

in porous medium is considerd. The effect of a uniform rotation and a 
uniform horizontal magnetic field, separately, are also considerd . The 
system is found to be stable /unstable for bottom heavy configurations, as 
in Newtonion viscous fluid. For exponentially varying density, viscosity, 
viscoelasticity , medium porosity and medium permeability ;the system 
becomes stable (or unstable )for the stable (or unstable) stratifications . 
however, the growth retes decrease with the increase in kinematic 
viscosity and kinematic viscoelasticity whereas the growth rates increase 
with the increase in medium permeability. A uniform rotation does not 
affect the stability or instability as was the situation in the absence of 
rotation of Walters' (model B') viscoelastic superposed fluids in porous 
medium .A uniform magnetic field stabilizes certain wave number band 
whereas system was unstable for all wave- numbers in the absence of 
magnetic field , for the potentially unstable configuration . 

1. Introduction. A comprehensive account of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability , under varying assumptions of hydrodynamics and 
hydromagnetic, has been given by Chandrasekhar [l]. The medium has 
been assumed to be non - porous . 

The flow through a porous medium has been considerable interest 
in recent years particularly among geophysical fluid dynamicists. A 
macroscopic equation which describes incompressible flow of a Newtonian 
fluid of viscoisity through a macroscopically homogeneous and istropic 
porous medium of permeabilly k 1 is the well-known Darcy's equation. 
The usual viscous term in the eqations of viscoelastic fluid motion is replaced 
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by the resistance term - _.! fµ _ µ' a J q where q is the filter velocity of 
ki[ atJ 

the fluid and µ, µ' are the viscosity and viscoelasticity of the Walters' 
(model B') fluid. The Rayleigh instability of a thermal boundary layer in 

flow through a porous medium has been considerd by Wooding [5]. 
Sharma [3] has studied the stability of a layer of electrically 

conducting Oldroyd fluid (i.e. fluid described Oldroyd [4] constitutive 
relation) heated from below in the presence of magnetic field and has 
found that the magnetic field has satabilizing effect . there are many 
elastico - viscous fluids that can not be characterized by the Maxwell's 
constitutive relation or Oldroyd 's constitutive relation. One such class of 
elastico -viscous fluids is Walters' (model B') fluid . Sharma and Kumar 
[2] have studied the "stability of two superposed Walters' (model B') 
viscoelastic fluid". Yadav and Ray [6] have studied the unsteady flow of n

immisable viscoelastic [Walters' (model B' )] fluids through a porous 
medium between two perallel plates in the presence of a transverse 
magnetic field . It is this class of elastico - viscous fluids we are interested 
in. 

The present paper ,therefore, attempts to study the stability ofW alters' 
(model B ~viscoelastic superposed fluids in porous medium .Owing to the 
importance of uniform magnetic field and uniform rotation in geophysics 
(e.g.Earth's magnetic field and Earth's rotation) and there possible influence 
on stability, the present paper also considers the stability ofW alters'(model 
B') superposed fluids in porous medium , separately , in the presence of 

uniform rotation and uniform magnetic field. 
2.Formulation of the problem and perturbation equations. 

The initial stationary state whose stability we wish to examine is that of 
an incompressible Walters'(model B' )fluid of variable density, kinematic 
viscosity and kinematic viscoelasticity arranged in a horizontal strata in 
porous medium of variable porosity and permeability . The charactr of 
the equilibrium of this initial static state is determined by supposing that 
the system is slightly disturbed and then following its further evolution . 

~ 

Let p, u, u', p and V (0,0,0) denote, respectively ,the density, the 
kinematic viscosity,the kinematic viscoelasticity ,the pressure and the 

~ 

velocity of the fluid. Let g (0,0,-g) and E stand for acceleration due to 
gravity and medium porosity respectively.Then the equations of motion , 
continuity and incompressibility for the fluid through a porous medium 
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aretgi_:en by ~ ~ J P av 1 _, _, _, p · a _, 
- -+-(V.V)V =-Vp +pg-- u-u'- V, 
e at e k1 at 

-> 
\7.V= 0, 

ap _, 
E - + (V.V)p = o. at 

-> 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Let op, op and V (u,v,w) denote, respectively,the perturbation in 

density p, pressure p and velocity i(0,0,0). Then the linearized pertur-

bati<:n equations relevant to the p.ro]blem are 
p av _, p a _, 
--=-Vop + pgo- -'u-1Y'- v, 
e at k1 ~ at 

-> 
V.V=O, 

a dp 
e-(op) =-w-. at dz 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Analysing the disturbances into normal modes , we seek the 
solutions whose dependence on .x,y and t is of the form 

exp (ikxx+ik y+nt). (7) y . 

where n is, in general , a compfox constant,k = <R! + /?,;);,, is the result-
ant wave number and k:Y! ky are the horizontal wave numbers. 
Equations (4)-(6) using (7) , give 

: [n + ~ (u-u'1~ u =-ikx op, (8) 

~ [n + :1 (t> - 'U '1~ v = -iky op, 

: [n + :
1 

(u -u 'n] w = -Dop-g (Op), 

ikxu + ikyv+Dw = 0, 

enop =-wDp, 

where D = d!dz. 

Eliminating u, v and op from equation (8) - (12),we obtain 

(9) 

(IO) 

(11) 

(12) 

Dlpfn +~ (u-u'n} nJ- k 2 p{n +.§.... (u-u'nAw +gk
2
(Dp)w = 0. 

ll ~ J k1 f n CT~ 
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3. Two Uniform Fluids Separated by a Horizontal Boundary. 

Let two uniform fluids of densities p 1 and p2 be separated by a horizontal 

boundary at z = 0. Then in each region of constant p,u,u', and k 1; equation 

(13) reduces to 

(D2 -k2) w = o. (14) 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are: 

(i) w must be continuous across an interface between two fluids. (15) 

(ii) Intergrating (13) between Z0 - 8 and Z0 + 8 and passing to the list 

8 = 0 we obtain in view of (15), the jump condition 

I, f E } J gk
2
/:l (p)w 

ll0 L_P Li + k'"; (u - u 'n) Dw = - 0 0 
, (16) 

while the equation valid everywhere else (Z t:.Z0 ) is 

~ f E } j { e } gk
2
(Dp) w D p Li + k (u - u 'n Dw - k2 n +- (u - u 'n) w + n = 0. 

1 kl (17) 

Applying the bound~ry condition (i) and the fact that w cannot 
increase exponentially on either side of the interface, the solutions 

appropriate for the two regions are 
w 1 =Ae+kz, (z < 0) (18) 
w 2 =Ae-kz, (z > O) (19) 

Appyling the boundary condition (16) to the solutions (18) and 

(19), we obtain the dispresen relation 

[
1-(a.1uj+a.2 u2) e]n2 +:._(a.1u1 +a.2 u2 )n-gk (a.2 -a.1 )=0, (20) 

. k~ kl 

where u1 = (µ/p1), u2 = (µ 2 !p.J and 

uj= (µjlp1) u.z= (µ21P2) 
are the kinematic viscosities and kinematic viscoelasticities of fluids 1 

and 2 respectively and a.1 2 =( p 1'
2 

, . The medium porosity e and 
' p +p 

medium 1 2 

permeabitity k 1 in both the regions are assumed to be the same . 

Equation (20) yields 

[:/a1u1+a.2u2)±[-:/a1u1 +a2u2~+4 f :/a1u; +a2u~) Jk(a2-a1 ) ]

112 

n=~-------------------~--~~ 

2~-:1 (a1u;+a2u~} ((21) 
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When p2 >p1 and k 1 /e > (a;o; +a2 ui,) ,one of the values ofn is 

positive which means that perturbation grow with time and so the system 

is unstable. When p1 >p2 and k/e> (a1u; +a2u~), both values of n are 

either real, negative or complex cojugates wih negative real parts . The 

system is, therefore, stable; where as for p1 >p2 and k/e> (a1u;+ a2 u_;) 

one of the values of n is positive which means that perturbations grow 
with time and so the system is unstable ,which is in contrast to the 

Newtonian fluid where the system is always stable for p1 >p2 . 

4. The Case of Exponentially Varying Stratifications. Assume 
the stratifications in fluid density, fluid kinematic viscosity, fluid kinematic 

viscoelasticity , medium porosity and medium permeability of the forms 

P = Ptff3z, µ = µoef3z, µ' = µ'oef3z, E = Eoef3z' kl= k10 ef3z. (22) 

where p0, µ, µ0', e0, k 10 and 13 are constants and so the kinematic viscosity 

u = µ/p = µ0 / p0= (uo) and the kinematic viscoelasticity u' = µ' /p = µ' 0 / p0= 
(u'o) are constant everywhere . We also assume that j3d < < 1, i.e. 

thevariation of density at two neighbouring points in the velocity field 
which is much less than average density has a negligible effect on the 
velocity of the fluid. 

Using stratification of the form (22), equation (17) transforms to 

[i + Eo (u
0 

- nu 'o>l (D2-k2) w + gk
2
l3w = 0. (23) L kw J n 

The general solution of equation (23) is 
w = Aem1z + Bem~, (24) 

where A, Bare two arbitrary constants; m 11 m2 are given by 

m 1 2 = ± k G -~]~ , (25) 
' [ nL 

and L =[n + ::
0 

(u0 - nu'0] (26) 

Here we consider the fluid to be confined between two rigid planes 
at z = 0 and z = d. The boundary conditions for the case of two rigid 
surfaces are 

w = 0 at z = 0 and z = d. 

The proper solution of equation (23), satisfying (27),is 
0 =A (em1d +em~), 

i.e. (m 1 - m2 ) d = 2iS1t, 

(27) 

(28) 
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wheres is an integer. 

Inserting the values of m 1' m2 from (25) in equation (28), we obtain 

1 - _fil3_ = 2 _-.;;._s2.;;._1t_2 
kw k2d ' 

(29) 

which on simplification gives 

- _!!.__!!. i 2 +__Q._Qn - .., = 0. ~ E U'1 E U gRk
2
d

2 

kw kw k2d2 +s21t2 
(30) 

Equation (30) is the dispersion relation governing the stability of 
stratified fluid (exponentially varying fluid density, fluid viscosity, fluid 
viscoelasticity) in a stratified porous medium (exponentially varying 
medium porosity and medium permeability ). 

If 13 < 0 (stable stratification) and k 10 < E0 u '0, equation (30) does not 

admit any positive root of n and so the system is stable for disturbances of 

all wave numbers. However.the system d unstable for kw< E 0 u'0. Thus 

for stable stratifications , the system is stsble fork 10 > E0 u '0 and unstable 

fork w < E0 u '0 • This is in contrast to the newtonian fluid where the system 
is always stable for stable stratifications [Chandrasekhar [1]]. 

If 13 > 0 (unstable stratification) and k 10 > E0 u '0, equation (30) has 

one positive root and so the system is unstable for all waves number 

.However ,the system is stable for kw < E 0 u '0 • This is in contrast to the 

Newtonian fluid where the system is always unstable for unstable strati
fication. 

Thus viscoelasticity has damping as well as enhancing effect on 
the growth rates of the system. 

Let n 0 denote the positive root of equation (30).Then 

~- EoUJi 2 +~n - g13k2d2 = 0 
0 0 ' k1 k1 k2d2 +s21t2 

(31) 

µo µ µ 1

0 µ' Eo Eo 
as u0=-=- =u, u'0=-=- =u', and - =-. 

~ p ~ p kw ~ 

To find the roles of fluid kinematic viscosity, fluid kinematic 
viscoelasticity and medium permeability on the growth rate of unstable 

modes, we examine the natures of dn01 du, dn01 du' and dn0 / dk 1 
analytically. 
Equation (31) yields 



' 

dn0 =- n0 e 
du 2 n0 (k1 -euJ +eu 

2 dn
0 

_ n 0 e 

du' -- 2 n
0

(k
1
-euJ +eu' 

dn
0 

_ n0 e (-n0 u'+u) 

dh1 -- h1 [2n/k
1
-euJ+eu]' 
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(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

It is evident from equatin (32) and (33) that dn01 du and dn01 du' 

are both negative or positive depending upon whether k 1 > eu' or k 1 < 

eu '. The growth rates , therefore, decrease as well as increase with the 

increase in kinematic viscosity and kinematic viscoelaticity of the fluid. 

It is clear from equation (34) that in adition to the condition 

k 1 > eu', we have the condition u >nu' ,for which dn0/dk10 is negative. 

Thus the growth rates decrease with the incease in medium perme

ability due to the presence of viscoelasticity . 

kl 'l) 
i.e.for - < u' < -. 

E n 
(35) 

However ,the growth rates increase with the increase in medium 
permeability for 

k 1 < eu' and u < llU' i.e. u' > u/11 and u' > k/11, 

or k 1 > eu' and u > llU' , 

i.e. u' > u/T) and u' > k/11, (36) 

We thus conclude the whole analysis with the following 

statements. The criteria determining stability or instability are 

independent of the effects of viscosity , viscoelasticity and medium 
permeability. The viscosity, visvcoelacity and the medium permeability 

have damping as well as enhancing effects on the growth rates . 
5. Effect of Rotation. 

5.1 Perturbation Equation. Here we concider the effect of 

rotation on the character of the equilibrium of a stratified viscoelastic 

Walters' (model B') fluid. The fluid is acted on by a uniform rotation 

with an angular velocity 0(0,0,Q) and gravity force g (0,0,-g). Then 

the linearized pertubation equations of motion are 

P t a t§: a]--? --? 2p --? --? - -+ u-u'- V =-V'op +g (Op)-- (VxQ), 
e at kl at e 

(37) 

together with equations (5) and (6). 
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Equations (5), (6) and (37), using expression (7), give 

.!: r n + _.:._ (u - '\) 'nl u = -ikx op + 
2

P Q v ' 
E L kl J E 

! [n + _:_ (u - '\) 'n~ v = -ik op + 
2

P Q u, 
E k y E 

1 

£_ f n + _:_ (u - u 'nl w = -Dop -g (Op), EL kl J 
ikxu + ikyv+Dw = 0, 

enop = - wDp, 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

Eliminating u, v and Op from equations(38)-(40)and using 

equations(41), (42), after a little algebra, we get 

n[: {n + :, (u-u'n)}L :~ 2 }nw] t {n+k,u-un} 
= _£_ {n +-=.. (u-u'nl k2w - gw (Dp)k2 /en. 

E kl 1 
(43) 

5.2 Two Uniform Fluids Separated by a Horizontal 

Boundary. Consider two uniform fluids of constant densities p1 and p2 

superposed one over the other separated by a horizontal baundary z = 0 

.Then in each region of constant p, u and u'; equation (43) reduces to 

(D2 -K2) W = 0, ( 44) 

where ic

2 

= [ k'4 n 2 ·] 

J+ -r 
{ +-=..u-u'n n k 

1 

Integrating(43) between z0-o and z0 + o and passing to the limit 

::[:· {:·+o~~;: _: :·}f 15), th: ~=:}d=J=-
t {n +k, u-u'n} 

gk
2 

Ao(P) w
0

. 

En (45) 

Si 

,, 
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:h[~· {':·+ ·~~:: ::}r:•cywh:~: z}'J 
t {n +k,u-u'n} 'J 

- p { E } -- n +- 2 e k
1 

(u-u'n) k2w- gk (Dp) 
en w. (46) 

Applying the boundary condition (15), the solution appropriate 

for the two regions are 
w1 =Ae+kz, (z < 0) (47) 

w2 =Ae+kz, (z > 0) (48) 

Applying the condition (45) to the solutions (47) and (48), we 

obtain the dispersion relation, 

~ E J E gk(a.2-a.1) 

=1:. k, (a,u; + "2 u;J n
2 

+ k, (a,u 1 + "2 U2) n-[1 + _{_n_+_:-,n=u-2-_=u=-.-n-}r 

If we let n = n0 when Q = 0, equation (49), yields (49) 

[ 1- (a Ju; + a.2 u2).:] nff +!:...(a.Jul + a.2 U2) no - gk (a.2 - a.1 ) · kJ kl 
(50) 

Using (50) in equation (49), we get, after some simplifications 

[~- :
1 
u' ){~- :

1 
a.1u 1 +a.2u2) n + :

1 
(a.1u 1 +a.2 u211 n4 

+-(<X1U1 +a.2u2) 1- - n -2 + 4Q n - -e [T,{e e u ') ie2 

u
2 

2 )LI E f e 
kl kl kl kl kl 

(a.1u; + a.2 u2)} + :;- (a.1u1 + a.2 u2)] n
2 

- ng[i0f- ~ (a.1u; + a.2 u2>} 

+ :l (a.Jul +a.2U2~ = 0. (51) 

Whenn~ <O and k1<e(a.1u;+a.2u2) thereisnochangeofsign 

in equation (51). Therefore, equation (51) does not involve a positive 
root of n i.e. all the values of n are either real, negative or complex 
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conjugates with negative real parts. The systems is, therefore, stable. 

However, the system is unstable for k 1> E (a1u~ +a2 u2). 

Whenn~ >O and k1<E(a1u~+a2u2) theconstantterminequation 

(51) is negative so there is at least one change of sign in equation (51) and 

allows at least one positive root of n,meaning there by instability of the 

system. However, the system is stable for k 1> E (a 1 u ~ + a 2 u 2). 
5.3. The Case of Exponentially Varying Stratifications 

Using the strtifications of the form (22), equation (43) becomes 

[ 
EoUo EoU 'o J ·..-.2 2 gic

2l3 n +-----n (Lr-K)+---w =O. 
kw kw n 

(52) 

The appropriate solution of equation (52) is given by 
w = Aem lz + Bem~, (53) 

where A, Bare arbitrary constants; ml' m 2 are given by 

m1.2 =± lC·G- !i,Jl/2, (54) 

and L =f,i {, _ EoU'o\+_E_ou_o] . 
L \ kw J kw 

Inserting the values of m 1, m2 from (54) in equation (28), we obtain 

gJ3 S21t2 
1--=--

nL K2d2 
(55) 

which on simplification gives 

n3 + n2 + 1 
2uE { u

2 E1 8
2rc2 40. 2 k 2 

(k1-U'E) (k1-U'E)2 k2d 2+s2rc2 (k1-U'E)2 

- gl3k d 1 2 n - g I-' U E - 0. (56) 2 2 k
2 J A 

k2d2 +s21t2 (k1 -U'E) k 1 

If 13 < 0 and k 1 >Eu' (stable stratification), equation (56) does not 

allow any positive root of n and so the system is always stable for 

disturbances of all wave numbers and the system is stable for k 1 > Eu' 

and unstable for k 1 <Eu'. This is in contrast to the Newtonian fluid 

where the system is always stable for stable stratifications 

(Chandrasekhar [l]). 

if 13 > 0 and k 1 > Eu' (unstable stratification), equation (56) has 

one change of sign. Therefore, the system is unstable for disturbances 

of all wave numbers. 

"' 
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6. Fffect of uniform magnetic field. 

6.1 Perturbation equations 
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The initial stationary state whose stability we wish to examine is 

that of an incompressible, electrically conducting Walters' (model B') 
fluid through a homogeneous porous medium. A uniform horizontal mag-

~ 

netic field H (H,0,0) pervades the system. The relevant equations gov-

erning the fluid and Maxwell's equations through a porous medium, are 

~ } t J p av 1 ~ ~ p a ~ ~ µe ~ ~ 
_[_+-(V.V)V -\lp+ - u-u'- V+pg +-(VxH)xH, (57) 
E[at E k1 at 4rt 
~ 

V.H=O, 

aH ~ ~ 
Eat =Vx (V. Ff) V, 
together with equations (2) and (3). 

~ ~ 

(58) 

(59) 

Let V (u,v,w), h (hx' hy' h
2

), op and op denote the perturbations 
~ 

in velocity (initially zero), magnetic field H, pressure p and density p 

respectively. Then the linearized perturbation equations governing the 

motion of the fluid and Maxwell's equations are given by 

~ J p av P a ~ ~ µ ~ ~ 
--=-Vop + _ fu_u'- V+gop +-e (Vxh) xH, (60) 
E at k1L at 4rt 

~ 

Vh=~ ~D 
~ 

ah ~ ~ 
E- = (V.H) v, (62) 

at 
togethr with equations (5) and (6), µestands for the magnetic permeability. 

Equations (5), (6) and (60)-(62), using expression (7), give 

~ [n+:
1 

(u-u'1j u=-ikx op, 

- n +-(U-U'n V =-ik Op+~ _Y __ x P [ E ~ . µ H tah ah J 
E k1 y 41t ax ay 

- n + - (u - u 'n) w = -Dop-g (Op) + _e _ __ z _ _ x p [ E ] µ H tah ah j 
E kl 4rt ax az 
ahx ah 
--..::.....:..J:'+Dh =O 
ax ay z ' 

En hx = ikftu, 

En hy = ikftv, 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 
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en hz = ikx Hw. (69) 

Eliminating u, u, hx, hy, hz and op from equation (63) - (65) and using 

equations (66)-(69), after a little algebra, we get 

n[~ ( 1-::) n + :~}n1-k2 ~{ (i + ek:) n + :~}w] ~ 
µ k2 H2 gk2 

+ e x (D2-k2) w =--(Dp) w. 
41ten en 

(70) 

6.2 Two Uniform Fluids Separated by a Horizontal Boundary. 

Let two uniform fluids of densities p1 and p2 be saparated by a horizon

tal boundary at z = 0. Then in each region of constant p,u,e, k 1 and u' 

equation (70) reduces to 
(D2 -k2) w = 0. (71) 

Equation (69) implies that the continuity of w ensures the continuity of hz
(72) 

Integrating (70) between z0 - o and z0 + o and passing to the 

limit 8= 0, we obtain, in view of (72), the jump condition 

f P{ ( eu') eul_ l µek!H
2 

gk2 
!lo [E J -T; n +k;"f Du:.J+ 41t en llo(Dw) =-en llo(P) Wir 

(73) 

Applying the solutions given by equations (18) and (19) to (73), 
we obtain the dispersion relation 

n2 G-; (a.1u; +a.2u~~+nr; <a.1U1 +a.2u2J +2k! 11!-gk <a.2-a.1 > =0, L 1 ~ ~ 1 (74) 

µ H2 
where 11! = e is the square of the Alfven veloctiy. 

41t(P1+P2) 

Equation (7 4) yields 

-:
1 

(a.1u1 +a.2u2)±[:/a.1u1+a.2u2>f-4~- :/a.1u'1 +a.2u'2>} 
n=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

{2k! V!- gk(a.2- a.1 )} 

~- : (a.1U'1 +a.2U'2)} 
1 

2 
112 

(75) 

n 
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Several cases of interest are now considered. 

(i) When kx = 0, equation (75) gives 

--';,/"1"1 +a, u,) ±[ ~ (a 1" 1 +a, u,~ - 4~-~ (a 1u '1 + a2 u ',) }gk(a2 - a1] 

112 

n=----------~~-------------~ 2[J- :I (C1.iD'1 + C1.2U'2] 

When p2 > p1 and k1> E (a.1u; + a.2 u,2) , one of the values of n is 

positive which means that perturbations grow with time and so the system 

is unstable. When p2 < p1 and k1> E (a.1u; + a.2 u,2) both values of n are 

either real, negative or complex conjugates with negative real parts. 

The system is therefore stable. However, the system is unstable 

for k 1< E (a 1u; + a.2 u,2). Thus for potentially stable configuration, the 

system is stable for k 1>e (a.1u; +a.2u,2) and ustable for k1<e (a.1u; +a.2 
u,2) . This is in contrast to the Newtonian fluid where the system is 

always stable for potentially stable configuration. 

For the potentially unstable configuration p2 > p1 and k 1< E (a.1u; 
+a.2 u,2), the system is stable or unstable according as 

2k! ~ =< gk(a.2 - a.1 ) 

. < µek!H2 
i.e. P2- P1 >_4_1t_g_k_ (77) 

The system is clearly unstable in the absence of a magnetic field. 
However, the system can be completely stabilized by large enough 

magnetic field as can be seen from equation (75), if 
µ k2 H2 

e x 
P2-P1< 4 1tgk : 

The magnetic field, thus, completely stablizes the wave number 
band k > k*, 

k* = 21tg (p2 -p1)sec2 e (78) 
H2 ' µe 

~ 

where e is the inclination of the wave-vector k to the direction of mag-
~ 

netic field H. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to obtain common fixed point theorems for 

reciprocally continuous mappings. We studied some contractive definitions 

which are strong enough to generate a common fixed point, but which 

does not force the mappings to be continuous at the common fixed points. 
These theorems will thus provide a common fixed point when all the 
mappinsgs may be discontinuous. 

1. Introduc~ion. In recent years a number of interesting results 
concerning four mappings or a sequence of mappings have been obtained 

by various authors. The common fixed point theorems for four mappings 
require each mapping to be compatible or weakly commuting with one or 

more mappings. Similarly, the theorems concerning sequences of 

mappings generally require each mapping to satisfy a compatibility 

condition, a condition on its range and a strong type continuity condition. 

The most generally common fixed point theorems concerning sequences 

of mappings are those due to Jachymaski [2] and Pant [7]. 

In 1986 Jungck [3] introduced the notion of compatibility. 

If (X,d) be a metric space, two self maps A and S of X are called 

compatible if Limn d(ASx," SAx,) = 0 when {x,J is a sequence such that 

limn Axn = limnSxn = t for some t in X. 
Two selfmaps A and Sare said to be R-weakly commuting [6] at a 

point x in X if d (ASx, SAx) :::; R d(Ax, Sx) for some R >O. It is obvious that 

A and S can fail to pointwise R-weakly only if there is some x in X such 

that Ax = Sx but ASx :t: SAx. 

We discuss problem when there exists a contractive definition which 

is strong enough to generate a fixed point but which does not force the 
maps to be continuous is still problem [5]. It may be observed in this 
context that due to Kannan [5] there exist maps which have a discontinuity 
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in their domain but they have fixed points. However, in all the cases maps 

involved were continous at the fixed point. However, in all the cases maps 

involved were continuous at the fixed points. In the context of common fixed 
point op pairs of mappings there is an approach to deal with this problem. 

This approach is to weaken the notion of continuity and define a condition which 

is applicable to discontinuous mappings also. 

This approach has been adopted by Pant ([6], [7]) in his recent 
studies, and he introduced the notion of reciprocally continuous mappings. 

Two self maps A and Sofa metric space (X,d) is called reciprocally 

continuous if limn ASxn =At and limn SAxn =St whenever {xn} is a 

sequence such that limn Axn = limn Sxn = t for some t in X. 
In the setting of common fixed point theorems for compatible 

mappings satisfying contractive conditions, continuity of one of the 

mappings A and S implies their reciprocal continuity but not conversely. 

We now prove common fixed point theorems for four mappings A,B,S 

and T for the purpose of this theorem we have the main result 
M (x,y) =max {d (Sx, Ty), d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty)}. 

Theorem 1: Let (A,S) and (B,T) be pointwise R-weakly commuting 
pairs of selfmappings of a complete metric space (X,d) such that 

(i) AX c TX, BXc SX 

(ii) d (Ax,By):::;; h M (x,y), 0:::;; h <1, x,y e X. 
Suppose that one of (A,S) and (B,T) be a compatible pair of 

reciprocally continuous mappings. Then A,B,S and T have a unique 

common fixed point. 

Proof. Let x0 be any point in X. Define sequences {xn} and {y n} in X 
given by the rule 

Y 2n = Ax2n = Tx2n+l' Y2n+l = Bx2n+l = Sx2n+2 

This can be done by virtue of (i). Then using (ii) we obtain 

d(y2n' Y2,.-1):::;; hd(y21v-1' Y2J, d (y2n-1' Y2,J:::;; hd (Y211r-2' Y2n-1) 

thatis,d(y,.,yn+l):::;; hd(yn_1,yJ:::;; ... ::;hnd(y0 ,y1) 

Moreover, for any integer p > 0, we get 

d (yn, Yn+J :::;; d (yn, Yn+l)+ d(Yn+l' Yn+~ + ··· + d(Yn+p+l' Yn+p) 

:::;; (l+h+h2 + ... +hP-1
) d(y,., Yn+l) 

:::;; (JI (1-h)) hnd(y 0, y 1) 

(1) 

This means that d (yn, Yn+p) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 • Therefore, {y
1
j is a Cauchy 

sequence. 

€o1 

,, 
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Since Xis complete, there exists a point z in X such that Yn--') z. Also 

y 2n = Ax2n = Tx2n+1 ----') z and y 2n+1 = Bx2n+1 = Sx2n+2--') z. (2) 
Suppose A and S are compatible and reciprocally continuous mappings. 

Then, reciprocal continuity of A and S implies that ASx21i ----') Az and 

SAx2n ----') Sz. Compatibility of A and S yields limn-.= d(ASx2n, SAx2,J 
= 0 , that is, d (Az,Sz) = 0. Hence Az = Sz. (3) 

Since AX c TX, there exists a point win X such that Az = Tw. Using (ii) 

we now get 

d(Az, Bw)::; h(M (z,w)). 

= h (max {d(Sz, Tw), d (Az, Sz), d (Bw, Tw)}), 

= h (d(Az, Bw)), 

that is Az = Bw. Thus Sz = Az = Tw = Bw. Compatibility of A and S 
implies that ASz = SAz and, therefore, AAz = ASz = SAz = SSz. Similarly, 
pointwise R-weak commutativity of Band Timplies that there exists R 

>Osuch that d (BTw, TBw) ::; R d(Bw, Tw) = 0, that is, BTw = TBw 

and BBw = BTw = TBw = TTw. Using (ii) we get 

d(Az, AAz) = d(Bw, AAz) = d(AAz, Bw)::; h M(Az, w) 

< h (d {(SAz, Tw), d (SAz, AAz) d (Bw, Tw)}), 

d (Az, AAz) ::; hd (Az, AAz), 

(1-h) d(Az, AAz) ::; 0,. Hence Az = AAz and Az = AAz =SA z. Thus Az 

is a common fixed point of A and 8. Similarly, by using (ii) we obtain 

that Bw is a common fixed point of B and T. But Az = Bw. Hence Az is 

a unique common fixed point of A,S,B, and T. The proof is similar when 
Band Tare assumed compatible and reciprocally continuous. This com

pletes the proof of the theorem. 

If {A;}, i = 1,2,3, ... ,S and T be selfmappings of a metric space 
(X,d) in the sequel for each i > 1. We shall denote 

M 1; (x,y) =max {d (Sx, Ty), d (A1x,Sx), d (A;J, Ty)}. 
Corollary I.I . Let {A;}, i = 1,2,3, ... ,Sand T be self mappings of a 

complete metric space (X,d) such that 

(i)1 A 1X c Tx and A2 X c SX 

(ii)1 d (A1x, A2y)::; h (max {d(Sx, Ty), d (A1x, Sx), d(AJJY, Ty)}, 0::; h<l, 

(iii)1 d (A1x, A;y) <max {d(Sx, Ty), d (A1x, Sx), d(A;y, Ty)}, 

Let S be compatible with A 1 and T be compatible with A2 . If the 
mappings in one of the compatible pairs (Al'S) or (A2,1) be reciprocally 
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continuous then all the A;, Sand Thave a unique common fixed point. 

Proof. In theorem 5.1 we have discussed {x,j and {y,J in X are Cauchy 

sequences. Using the same argument in Theorem 5.1, Sz =Az =Tw= Bw. 

Now if A 1z::; A;w for some i > z, (iii)' yields 

d(A1z, A;w) <max (d(Sz, Tw), d(A1z, Sz), d(A;w,Tw)) = d (A;w, A 1z), 
a contradiction. Hence A 1z = A;w = Tw. Compatibility of A 1 and Sim

plies that A 1Sz = SA1z and, therefore, A 1A1z = A 1Sz = SA1z = SSz. 
Similarly, compatibility of A2 and Tim plies thatA0-p =A2Tw = TAp 

=TTw. If A 1z :;t AiA1z, Using (iii)' we get 

d(A1 z,AiA1z) =d(AiA1z,A;w)<max(d(SA1z,Tw)d(AiA1z, SA1z),d(A;w,Tw)) 

= d(AiA1z, A;w), 
a contradiction. Hence A 1A 1z =A 1Sz= SA 1z = SSz =A 1z, that is A 1z is a 

common fixed point of A 1 and S. Similarly Ap is a common fixed point 

of A2 and T. Hence A1z =A2 w is a common fixed point of Al' A2'S and 

T.Moreover, if A2w :;t A;A2w for some i >2, using (iii)' we have 

d (Ap, A;A2w) < d(A1z,A,A2w), 
a contradiction. Hence A 1z = A2w is a common fixed point of all {A;}, S 
and T. Uniqueness of the common fixed point follows easily. The proof 

is similar when A2 and T assumed reciprocally continuous. 
We now give an example to illustrate Theorem 1. 

Example 1.1 . Let X = [2,20] and d be the usual metric on X. Define 

A,B,S and T: X --7X by 

A2 = 2, Ax = 3 if x > 2 
82 = 2, Sx = 6 if x > 2 

Bx = 2 if x = 2 or > 5, Bx = 6 if 2< x ::; 5 

T2 = 2, Tx = 12 if 2 < x::; 5, Tx = x-3 if x>5. 

Then A, B, S and T satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1 and have a 

unique common fixed point x = 2. It may be noted in this example that 

A and S are reciprocally continuous compatible maps. But neither A 
nor S is continuous, not even at their common fixed point x = 2. The 
mappings Band Tare R-weakly commuting since they commute at 

their coincidence points. The ranges of A,B,S and T are complete 
subspaces of X. It is obvious in this example that all the mappings are 

discontinuous at the common fixed point x = 2. 

In the next theorem we obtain a generalization of the above theorem 
replacing the Banach type contractive condition by a more general 

(; 

-;-, 

,. 
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contractive condition that employs a contractive gauge function <I>· 

If A, B, Sand T be self mappings of a metric space (X,d) we shall 

denote 

M (x,y) =max {d (Sx, Ty), d(Ax,Sx), d (By, Ty)}. 

Also, let <I>: R+--? R+ denote an upper semicontinuous function such 

that <P(t) < t for each t > 0. 

Theorem 2 .. Let (A,S) and (B,T) be pointwise R-weakly commuting 

pairs of self mappings of a complete metric space (X,d) such that 

(i) AX c TX, BX c SX 

(ii) d(Ax,By) s; <I> (M(x,y)) whenever M (x, y) > 0. 

Let S be compatible with A and T be compatible with B. If the 
mappings in one of the compatible pairs (A,S) or (B, T) be reciprocally 

continuous then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point. 

Proof. Let x0 be any point in X. Define sequences {x,J and {y ,J in X 
given by 

Y 2n = Ax2n = Tx2n+l' Y 2n+l = Bx2n+l = Sx2n+2 · 
This can be done by virtue of (i), Then, using (ii) we obtain 

(i) d (y2n, Y2n+J)::; <I> (d(y2n-1' Y2JJ < d (Y2n-l' Y2n) and 

(ii) d (Y2n-1' Y2J::; <I> (d(y2n-2' Y2n-1) < d (Y2n-2' Y2n-iJ. 
We thus see that {d(yn, Yn+1)} is a strictly decreasing sequence of 

positive numbers and hence tends to a limit r ~ 0. Suppose r > 0. Then 

relation (i) on making n --? co and in view of upper semicontinuity of <I> 

yields r ::; <I> (r )< r, a contradiction. 

Hence r = limn_,,= d(yn,yn+J = 0. We thus show that {y,J is a 

Cauchy sequence. Suppose it is not. Then there exist an E > 0 and a 

subsequence {yn.} of {yn} such that d (Yn·' Yw ) > 2E. Since limn_,, d(yn, 
,, 0 z. i+l 00 

Yn+I) = 0, there exist integers mi satisfying ni < mi< ni+ 1 such that d 

(yni' Ym) ~ E. If not, then 

d (Yni' Yni+)::; d (yni' Yni+l-l) + d (yni+l-l, Yni+) 

< E+ d (yni+l-1, Yni+) < 2E' 

a contradiction. If mi be the smallest integer such that d (YnPm) ~ E, then 

E::; d(yw,ym.)::; d(Yn;'Ym;-J + d(ym·-2' Ym·-1) + d(ym·-1' Ym.J 
i ,, " " i z. z. ,, 

< E + d(ymi-2'Ymi-1) + d(ymi-1' Ym)· 
That is there exist integers mi satisfying ni <mi < ni+J such that 
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d(yn·' Ymf?:. E and 
i i 

(3) limn·-> d(yn-,ym.)=e. 
i ~ t i 

Without loss of generality we can assume that ni is odd and mi even. 
Now, by virtue of (1), we have 

d (y ni+l' Ymi+):::;; <I> (max {d (yni' Ym)}. 
Now on letting ni-700 and in view of (3) and upper semicontinuity 

of <I>, the above relation yields E:::;; <I> (e) < E, a contradiction. Hence {y,J 
is a Cauchy sequence. Since Xis Complete, there exists a point z in X 

such that y n -7 z. Also 

Y 2n = Ax2n = Tx2n+i --"> z and Y 2n+1 = Bx2n+1 = Sx2n+2 --"> z. 
Suppose A and Sare compatible and reciprocally continuous mappings. 

Then, reciprocal continuity of A and S implies that ASxn -7 Az and 

SAxn -7 Sz. Compatibility of A and S yields limn d(ASn, SAx,J = 0, that 

is, d (Az,Sz) = 0. Hence Az = Sz. Since AX c TX, there exists a point w 

in X such that Az = Tw. Using (ii) we get 

d (Az, Bw):::;; <I> (max {d(Sz,Tw), d(Az,Sz), d (Bw, Tw)} 

:::;; <I> (d (Bw, Az) < d (Bw, Az), 

a contradiction. Hence Az = Bw and Az = Bw = Sz = Tw. Compatibility 
of A and S implies that ASz = SAz and, therfore AAz = ASz = SAz = 
SSz. Similarly, pointwise R-weak commutativity of Band Timplies that 

there exists R > 0 such that d (BTw, TBw):::;; Rd (Bw, Tw) = 0, that is, 

BTw = TBw and BBw = BTw = TBw = TTw. Using again (ii) we get 

d (Az, AAZ) = d (Bw, AAz) = d(AAz, Bw) 

:::;; <I> (max {d (SAz, Tw), d (AAz, SAz), d(Bw, Tw}) 

=<I> (d(AAz,Az)) < d(AAz, Az), 

a contradiction. Hence Az = AAz = ASz. Thus Az is a common fixed 
point of A and S. Similarly by using (ii) we obtain Bw is a common fixed 

point of B and T. Hence Az = Bw is a unique common fixed point of 

A,B,S and T. The proof is similar when Band Tare assumed compatible 
and reciprocally continuous. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

To consider an example for this theorem, we may define (X, d), A, B,S 

and T as in the above example and let <I> (t) =ht, 0 :::;; h< 1, then we 

obtain the Theorem 1 as a special case of the present theorem. 

Discussion 
Theorem 3.3 of Jachymaski [2] assumes one of the mappings to be 
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continuous while Theorem 5.1 of the same paper assumes Sand T to 

be continuous. The main theorem of Rhoades et. al. [8] and Jungck et 
al. [4] requires Sand T to be continuous. Likewise, the theorems of 
Fisher [l] and Pant [6], [7] assume on of the mappings to be continu
ous. Here it is clear from the above example 1.1 that the present theo
rems do not require one of the mappings in a compatible pair or any 
other mapping to be continuous. 
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ABSTRACT 
Introducing a new class of mappings, sufficient conditions for the 

existance of coincidence and fixed point for hybrid contraction i.e. contraction 
involving single-valued and multivalued mappings are obtained. Our 
results extend, unify and generalize some results of Naidu [2] and Sastry, 
Naidu and Prasad [6]. 

Introduction. Hybrid contraction viz. cotractive conditon in
volving single-valued and multi valued mappings have recently been 
studied by Mukharjee [l], Naidu [2], Naimpally et. al. [3]. Rhoades et. 
al. [4]. Sastry et. al. [6] and Singh et. al. [7]. In this paper we consider 
a very general type of condition involving two pairs of mappings, where 
each pair consists of a single-valued and a multi-valued mapping (known 
as hybrid contraction) and proved some coincidence point theorems. 
Further we also give answer to the problem arose in [2]. Our results 
extend and generalize the results of Naidu [2] and Sastry et. al. [6]. 

Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations: (~d)is a metric 
space, CB(X) is the collection of all nonempty, bounded, closed subsets of~ h 

is the Hausdorff metric on X. i.e. for A, B in CB(X), h (A,B) = max 
{Sup d(x. B), Sup d(y,A)}. F.G are maps from Xinto CB(X), for an integer 
xeA yeB 
n ~ 2 and x EX, F'x = F(F'-1x), S, Tare self maps of X. R+ is the set of 
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all nonnegative real numbers and <I>: R+ -7 R+ is an increasing function 

with <I> (t+) < t for all tin (O,=). 

First we give following definitions : 

Definition 1. If for some x0 EX, there exists a sequence {xn} in X such 

that the sequence {y,J defined by y2n+2 = Sx2n+l' y2n+I = Tx2n+l E Fx2n' 
(n = 0,1,2, ... ), then 0 8,T (xr) = {Tx1, Sx2, Tx3' ... }is said to be orbit for 
(F,G: S,T) at Xo-

Definition 2 . (X,d) is said to be (F, G: S, T) orbitally complete with 
respect to x0 or simply (F, G : S. T, x0 )- orbitally complete, iff every 

Cauchy sequence of the form 0 8,T (xr) converges in X. 
If we substitute S = T in definitions 1 and 2 these definitions reduce 
respectively to definitions 1.1 and 1.2 of Singh et. al. [7] and if S = T and 
F = G then definitions 1 and 2 are the definitions 4 and 5 of Rhoades et. 
al. [4]. Following two simple Lemma will be used in proof of the main 
results of this paper. 
Lemma 1. Every (F, G : S, T, x,)-orbitally complete metric space is 
(F; S, xr)- orbitally complete as well as (G : T, xr) - orbitally complete, 
but not conversely. 
Lemma 2 . If Xis (F, G: S, T, x,)-orbitally complete then CB (X) is also 
(F,G:S,T, x,)-orbitally complete, i.e. every Cauchy sequence of the form 

{An} where 

Tx2n-I E Fx2n = Ax2n and Sx2n+l E Gx2n+1=Ax2n+l' (n = 0,1,2, ... ) Con
verges in CB(X). 

Example 

Let X = (0, l}, Sx = x2. 
Gx = [1/2, 1] \;/ x e (0,112], 

= (x-1/2, 1) \;/XE (1/2, 1) 

TX=x\;/ xeX. 

Fx = [112, 1} '>Ix e (0,11.../2] 

={x2-l/2, 1} \;/XE (1/.../2,1}. 

Let Xo = 1, xii,= 2n-112n for all n = 1,2,3 .... Then oS,T (xr) = 
{l, 112, 9/16, 5/6 ... ) clearly 0 8,T (xr) .....;. 1,X is (F,G,·S,T,xr) -orbitally 

complete. Obviously X is not complete. It is also clear that X is (G; 
S,x~rbitally complete as well as (F;T,x,)-orbitally complete. 

Main Results 

Theorem 1. Suppose that lim (t-<l>(t)) = + 00, there are sequences {xn}~=O 

and {y,J;=O in X such that Sxn+I e Fxn and Ty n+I E Gyn (n=O, 1,2, ... ), Xis 
(F;S)-orbitally complete and (G;T) orbitally complete at x0. Further sup
pose the inequality, 
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(1.1) 

holds. for all x,y in X. Then the sequences {Fx) and (Gy
1
j converge in 

CB(X) to the same limit A for some A in CB(X),{Sx Ix EX and Sx E Fx} 

= S (X) n A and {Ty I y E X and Ty E Gy} = T(X) n A. Futher Fx = A 

whenever SxEFx and Gy =A whenever Ty E Gy. 

Proof. For a positive integer n let 

~n =Sup {h (Fx;,GY) 11$ i, j::;; n}. 

Leto = max {h(Fx0 , Fx1), h (Gy 0, Gy 1)} • For positive integers i, j from 

inequality (1.1) we have 

h (Fx;, Gyj) ::;; <!> (max {d (Sxi! Gy ), d(Tyj, FxJ}) 

::;; <!>(max {d (Fxi-1' Gyj), h(Gyj-1' Fx;)}) (1.2) 

Hence ~"::;; <!> (~,, +o) for all n = .l,2 ... Hence (~,, +o) - <!> (~,, +o) ::;; o for all 

n = 1, 2, ... Since t- <!> (t) ~ + oo as t ~ +oo, it follows that{~,,} is bounded. 

Hence Sup {h(Fx;, Gy) I ij are positive integers} is finite. For a positive 

integer n, let 

Y,, =Sup {h(Fx;, Gyj) I ij;::: n}. 

From inequality (1.2) it is evident that y,,::;; <!> (y,,,_1) for all n = 1,2 

... Hence y,,$<J>" (y0 ) for all n = 1,2 ... Since<!> (t+) < t for all t E (0, 00) and 

<j>(O) = 0 it follows that<!>" (y 0 )~ 0 as n ~ 00• Hence {y ,,} converges to zero. 

We have h (Fx;, Fxj) ::;; h(Fxi, Gx;) + h (Gx;, Fx) for all positive 

integers i and j. Since {Y,) converges to zero, the R.H.S. of the above 

inequaFty tends to zero as i andj tend to+ oo. Hence {Fx,J is Cauchy. 

Since CB(X) is orbitally complete, {Fx,,} is convergent in CB(X). In a 

similar manner it can be shown that {Gy,,} is also convergent in CB (X). 

Since {h (Fx,,, Gy,,} converges to zero, it follows that sequences {Fx,,} 
and {Gy,,} converge in CB(X) to the same limit A for some A in CB(X). 

Let u EX be such that Su EA. Then from inequality (1.1) it 

follows that h (Fu;, Gy
1
j ::;; <!> (max {h (A, Gy

1
j, h(Gyn-1' Fu)}) for all n = 

1,2 ... Taking limit as n ~ oo in the above inequality we obtain h (Fu, A 

) ::;; <j> (h(Fu, A)+). Since<!> (t+) < t for all tin (O,oo), it follows that h(Fu, 

A) = 0. Hence Fu=A. Suppose now that u EA is such that S u E Fu . 
Then from inequality (1.1) we have 

h (Fu, Gy,j ::;; <!> (max {h (Fu, Gy
1
), h (Gy,,,_1 , Fu)}) 

for all n = 1,2 .... Taking limit on both sides of the above inequality as 
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n-'>oo we obtain h(Fu, A)::; <P (h (Fu, A)+). Hence h(Fu, A) = 0. Hence 

Fu =A Thus we have shown that {Sx Ix e X and Sx e Fx} = S(X) n A 

whenever Sx e Fx. Similarly it can be shown that {Tx Ix e X and Tx e 

Gx} = T(X) n A and Tx =A whenever Tx e Gx. 

Corollary 1. Suppose that lim [t -<P(t)] = + oo, S(X) and T(X) are closed 
t--?+oo 

subsets of X. Fx k Sx and Gx kTx for all x in X and inequality (1.1) 

holds for all x,y in X. 

Then {Sx 1xeXand SxeFx} =A ={Tx jxeXand Txe Gx} for some A in 
CB(X) and Fx =A = Gy for all x in ~1(A) and for ally in T"1(A). 

Remark 1. Example 10 of Sastry, Naidu and Prasad [6] shows that in 

Corollary 1(Theorem1) condition lim [t-<P(t)] =+=,cannot be dropped 
l--?+oo 

00 

even when I <Pn(t) < + oo for all t in R+, F = G and S, Tare identity maps 
n=l 

on X. It also shows that in Theorem 1 one cannot prove the convergence 

of the sequence {Fx,j in CB(X) in the absence of this condition on <1>. 

Theorem 2 . Suppose that 

h (Fx, Gy) ::;<!> (max{d (Sx, Fx), d(Ty, Gy), d(Sx, Gy), d (Ty, Fx)}) (2.1) 

for all x, y, in X. Suppose also that there is a sequence {XJ:=l in X such 

that Tx2n+1eFX.2n, SX2n+2 eGX2n+l (n =O, 1, 2, ... )such thatXis(F, G, S,T, 

xt) orbitally complete and the sequence {h(An, An+l} converges to zero, 
where A2n = Fx2n and A2n+l = Gx2n+l (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) . Then {AJ converges 

in CB(X) to some A in CB(X), {Sx Ix e X and Sx e Fx} = S(X) n A and 

{Tx Ix e X and Tx e Gx} = T(X) n A. Further Fx =A whenever SxeFx, 

and Gy =A whenever Tye Gy. 

Proof. If possible suppose that {A,j is not Cauchy in CB(X). Then there 
exist a positive real number and strictly increasing sequences of positive 

integers {m(k)} and {n(k)} such that n(k)< m(k),h(A,t(k) , Am(k) ) ~ e and 

h(An(k), Am(k}-I) < e (k = 1,2, ... ). Such a selection is possible since {h (An, 

An+I )} converges to zero. It is clear that ~~"" h(An(k), Am(k)) = e = l~~ h 
(A,t(k), Am(k) _1 ). Thus we have strictly increasing sequences of positive 

integers {p(k)} and {q(k)} such that l~"" h(A2p(k)' A2q (k)+l) = e. For a positie 
integer k let. 

ak = max {d(Sx2p(k), Fx2p(k;)' d(Tx2q(k)+I' Gx2q(k)+I) 

d(Sx2p(k), Gx2p(k)+I ), d(Tx2q(k)+I' Fx2p(k;)} 

" 
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and 

13k = max {h(Fx2p(kJ, Gx2p(k)-J ), h(Fx2q(k)' Gx2q(kJ+l ), 

h(Fx2p(k), Gx2q(kJ+J ), h(Fx2q(k)' Gx2q(kJ+l )} 
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Then a.k$ 13k for all k = 1,2 ... and {j3k} converges to£. In view of inequal
ity (2.1) we have 

h (A2p(kJ' A2q(kJ+1) $ <!> ( a.k) $ a.k $ j3k 

for all k = 1,2 .... Since{h (A2p(kJ, A2q(k)+J )}k'=0 and {j3k}k=1 converge to £, it 

follows that both {<!> ( a.k )} and {a.k} converge to £. This is a contradiction 

since £is a positive real number and<!> (t+) < t for all tin (O,oo). Hence {A,J 

is Cauchy in CB(X). Since (X,d) is orbitally complete, CB(X) is also orbitally 

complete. Hence {An} converges in CB(X) to some A in CB(X). Let u EX be 

such that Tu EA Taking x = x2n and y = u in inequality (2.1) we see that 

h (A2n, Gu) $ <!> (max {h(A2n, A2n--1), h (A, Gu), h (A2n-1, Gu), h (A, A2,J }) 
for all n= 1,2, .... Taking limit n ~ oo in the above inequality we obtain 

h (A, Gu)$<!> (h(A,Gu;+): Since <!>(t+) < t for all tin (O,oo), it follows that 

h(A, Gu) = 0. Hence Gu =A. Hence Tu E Gu. 

Suppose now that u EX is such that Tu E Gu. Taking x = x2n and y = u 
in inequality (2.1) we see that 

h (A2n' Gu)$<!> (max {h(A2n, A 2n-.J, h (A2n-i• Gu), h (Gu, A2,J }) 
for all n = 1,2 .... Taking limit n ~ oo in the above inequality we obtain 

h (A, Gu) $ <!> (h(A,Gu)+). Hence h (A,Gu) = 0. Hence Gu =A. Hence 

TueA. 

Thus we have shown that {Tx Ix EX and Tx E Gx} = T(x) n A and 

Gx =A whenever Tx E Gx. In a similar manner it can be shown that 

{Sx Ix EX and Sx E Fx} = S(X) n A and Fx =A whenever Sx E Fx. 

Remark 2. Example 5 of Sastry and Naidu [5] shows that in Theorem 

2 the condition "{h (An' An+I} converges to zero" cannot be dropped even if 

<!>(t) = ti 2 for all t in R+, F and G are single valued maps, S and Tare 

identity maps on X and (X,d). is a finite metric space. Example 6 of 
Sastry and Naidu [5] shows that the condition cannot be dropped even 
if one of the expressions d(Sx,Fx), d(Ty, Gy) on the R.H.S. of inequality 

(2.1) is deleted <!>(t) = (314)t for all tin R+,F and Gare single valued, S 

and Tare identity maps on X and (X, d) is a finite metric space. 

Theorem 3. Suppose that lim [t-<!>(t)] = + oo and 
t-H-oo 
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h (Fx, Fy) :s; <!>(max {d(Sx, Fx), d(Sy, Fy), d(Sx, Fy), d(Sy, Fx) }) (3.1) 

for all x,y in X. Suppose also that there is a sequence {x;J in X such that 

Sxn E Fx,i--1 (n = 1,2 .. .) such that Xis (F; S,x0)-orbitally complete. Then 

{Fxn} converges in CB(X) to A for some A in CB(X), {Sx Ix EX and Sx E 

Fx} = S(X) ll A and Fx =A whenever Sx E Fx. If further Sand Fare 

weakly commutative (i.e., Sup d (Y, FSx) :s; d(Sx, Fx) for all x in X), 
yESFx 

then snz E Fz for all n= 0, 1, 2, ... and for all z in S(X) (\A. 

Proof. For a positive integer n let 

fln= Sup {h (Fxi, Fxj) I 1 :s; i S:j :s; n}. 

Clearly {[3,J is an increasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers. 

For JS: i, j :s; n from inequality (3.1) we have 

h (Fxi, Fx) :s; <!> (max {h(Fxi-l' Fx), h (Fxj-J• Fxj), 
h(Fxi-I' F~), h (Fxj_1, Fx), (3.2) 

Hence h (Fxi, Fx) :S: <!> ([3n+ h (Fx0 , Fx1 ) for all i, j E {1, ... , n). Hence [3n 

:S: <!> ([3n + h (Fx0 , Fx1 )) for all n = 1,2, .... Hence [[3,,+ h (Fx0 , Fx1 )]- <!> 

[[3n + h (Fx0 , Fx1 )] :S: h (Fx0 , Fx1 ) for all n = 1, 2, .... Since lim [t - <j>(t)] 
t->+~ 

= + oo, it follows that {[3,J is bounded. Hence Sup{h (Fxi, Fx) I i, j = 0, 

1,2, ... } < + oo For a non-negative integers n let 

y n = sup { h (Fxi, Fx) I i, j ~ n}. 

Then { Y,,} is a decreasing sequence of non-negative real numbers and 

hence converges to some non-negative real number y . From inequal

ity (3.2) it is evident that Yn :S: <!> (yn_1) 

for all n = 1,2, .... Taking limits on both sides of the above inequality as 

n~00 we obtain Yn :s; <!> (y+). Since <j>(t+) < t for all tin (0, 00), it follows 

that y = 0. Hence {Fx,J is a Cauchy sequence in CB(X). Since (X,d) is 

orbitally complete, CB(X) is also orbitally complete. Hence there exist 

A E CB(X) such that {Fx,,} converges in CB(X) to A. 

As in the proof of Theorem 2 it can be shown that {Sx Ix EX and Sx E 

Fx} = S(X) ll A and Fx =A whenever Sx E Fx .. 

Suppose now that F and Sare weakly commutative. Let z E S(X) "A. 

Then there exists x E X such that z = Sx and Sx E Fx. From the weakly 

commutativity of F and Sit follows that S 2x E FSx. i.e. Sz E Fz. Hence 

Fz =A = Fx. Hence z E Fz and s maps S(X) (\A into itself. Hence snz E \C 

(~-: 



$ 
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A =Fz for all n = 1,2, ... 

Remark 3. The last part of Theorem 3 is valid in the case of Theorem 
1 and 2 also. Following question is raised in [2]. Does F admit a fixed 
point if 

h(Fx, Fy):::; a (max{d(x,y), d(x, Fy), d(y, Fx)} (4.1) 

for all x, yin X and for some constant in [O,l)? 
We observe that without some additional condition, F does not admit a 
fixed point under (4.1). To give a sufficient condition for existance of a 
fixed point, we first define-

Defination 3. Let {xJ be a sequence in X such that xn e Fxn-1" Then 

{xJ is said to be asymptotically F-regular if d(xn, xn+I) -7 0 as n -7 oo. 

Theorem 4. Let X is T-orbitally complete [i.e. every sequence of the 

form {xn(i): xn(i) e Txn(i)-1}converges in X] and F be multi-value~ map
ping satisfying (4.1): Then Thas a fixed point if there exists a sequence 
{xJ which is asymptotically F-regular. 
Proof. It is nothing hard to prove, if {x,J is a sequence which is asymp
totically F-regular, then {x,J is a Cauchy sequence. Since X, is T-orbitally 

complete, xn -7 z now 

d(xn, Fz):::; h (Fxn-l' Fz)::::; a max {d (xn-1,z), d(xn-l' Fz), d(z, Fxn-1)} 

::::; a max {d (xn-1,z), d(xn-l' Fz), d(z, x,J} 

Letting n-7 =. we have d(z, Fz) :::; a d(z, Fz) < d(z,Fz) a contradiction. 

Hence z e Fz. This completes the proof. 

Following definition is known : 

Definition 4. A topological space is said to be Pseudo-compact if every 
real valued continuous function on it is bunded. 
Every real valued continuous function on Psedo-compact topological 
space attains its bounds. 

We have following corollaries to Theorem 2 and 3. 
Crollary 2. Suppose thatXxXis Pseudo-compact, the functions which 
map (x,y) to h(Fx, Fy), max {d(Sx,Gy), d(Ty,Fx)} are continuous on 
Xx X, and h(Fx, Gy) <max {d(Sx,Gy), d(Ty,Fx)} 

for all x,y in X for which Sx E Fx and Ty E Gy. Further suppose that 

there is a nonempty subset A of X such that S(A) and T(A) are closed 

and Fx ~ S(A) and Gx ~ T(A) for all x in A. Then either F and S or G 

and T have a coincidence point. 
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Corollary 3. Suppose thatXxXis Pseudo-compact, Fand Sare continuous 
on X and h (Fx, Fy) <max {d(Sx, Fx), d(Sy, Fy), d(Sx, Fy), d(Sy, Fx)} 

whenever x,y in X such that Sx E: Fx, Sy E Fy. Suppose also that there is a 

nonempty subset A of X such that SA is closed and 

Fx s;;;; SA for all x in A. Then F and Shave a coincidence point. " 

Proof. Suppose that F and S have no coincidence point. Define 

f:XxX~Ras 

f (x,y) = h (Fx, Fy) !max {d (Sx, Fx), ... , d (Sy, Fx)}. 
Then f is continuous on Xx X and f(x,y) < 1 for all x, yin X. Since XxX 

is Pseudo compact, f attains its supremum, say a over Xx X. Then a E 

[0,1) and 

h (Fx, Fy)::;; a max {d(Sx, Fx), .... , d(Sy, Fx)} 

for all x, y in X. The corollary is now evident from Theorem 3. 
Remark 4. Theorem 1, 2 and 3 are the theorem 2 , 3 and 4 of Naidu [2] 
in complete metric spaces. 
Remark 5. Theorem 4 is a suitable answer to the problem 1, raised in 
[2], under weaker assumptions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Defining a new class of mappings, an attempt is made for proving 

more general fixed points theorems in metric space. Our results extend 
and generalize essentially known results of Das and Naik, Fisher, Jungck, 
Rhoades, Sessa, Khan and Swaleh, Singh and Tiwari and several others. 

1. Introduction. Rhoades, Sessa, Khan and Swaleh [13] proved 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let A, S and T be three selfmaps of a complete metric 
space (X, d) satisfying 

d (Sx, Ty):::; a 1d(Sx, Ax) + a;fl (Tx, Ax) + afi,(Sy,Ay)+ a 4 d(Ty,Ay) + 
as<J,(Sx,Ay) + a,P(Tx,Ay)+afl(Sy,Ax) + ap(Ty,Ax)+ a9 d(Ax,Ay). . .. (1.1) 

for all x, y in X where ai = ai (x,y), i = 1, 2, ... , 9, are nonnegative 
funcitons such that 
max {Sup (a1+a2+a5+a6 ), Sufja3+a4+a7+a8), Sup (a5+a6+a7+a8+a.J} < 1 

x, Y e X x, Y x, Y e X (1.2) 

A weakly commutes with Sand T, (1.3) 
there exists a sequence which is asymptotically S-regular and T-

regular with respect to A, (1.4) 
A is continuous (1.5) 
then A, S and T have a unique common fixed point. 
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The authors also gave an example to show that the condition of 

continuity of the mapping A can not be dropped. But our claim is that 

the continuity of A is not required on the whole space. Hence, continu
ity of A can be replaced by asymptotic continuity which we have to 

define like orbital continuity due to Ciric [2]. 

Definition 1. (appears in [12]) Let A and S be two selfmaps of X and 

{x,J a sequence in X. Then {xn} is said to be asymptotically S-regular 
with respect to A if 

d (Axn, Sx,J ~ 0 as n ~ oo. 

If A is the identity map of X, definition 1 becomes that of Engl [4]. 
Now we define. 

(2) 0 (A, xn) = {Ax1, Ax2' ... , Axn, ... }is called asymptotic orbit of A, 
where {xn} is a sequence which is asymptotically S-regular with re
spect to A. 

(3) A is said to be asympto~cally continuous mapping if it is continu- ,;,, 

ous on closure of 0 (A, xn), denoted by 0 (A, xn). 
Clearly continuous mapping is asymptotically continuous, but converse 
is not necessarily true. [See example l]. 
(4) Xis said to be A-asymptotically complete if every Cauchy se

quence of the form {Ax,J converges in X. 
(5) Sessa [14] : Two selfmaps A and S of X are said to be weakly 

commuting mappings if d(SAx, ASx)::;;; d(Ax, Sx) for all x in X. 
Now we present our main results. 

2. Main Results 

Theorem 2. Let A, S and T be three selfmaps of a metric space (X, d) 
satisfying (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and 

A is asymptotically continuous and Xis A-asymptotically complete .. (2.1) 

Then A, S and T have a unique common fixed point. 

Proof. Let {x,J be a sequence satisfying (1.4). Using (1.1), 

d(Axn, AxnJ ::;;; d(Axn, Sx,J+ d(Sxn, Txm) + d(Txm, Txm) 

::;;; d(Axn ,Sx,J+ a 1 d(Sxn, Ax,) + ap(Txn ,Ax,)+ ap(Sxm ,Ax,,) 

+ a4 d(Tx111 , Axm) + arJl(Sxn,Axm)+ a(fl,(Txn,Axm) + a 7 d(Sxm, Axn) 
+ a8 d(Tx

111
, Axn) + a9 d(Axn ,Axm )+ d(Tx

111 
,Ax

111
) 

where ai =ai (x,,,.. x,,J. With the use of triangle inequ~ty, rearranging the 
terms and then taking the Lim Sup of both sides, we get {Axn} is Cauchy 

~":< 
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sequence. Since Xis asymptotically complete, Let z =Lim Axn. We also 

have, Sxn ~ z and Txn ~ z. Also using (2.1), A2xn ~ Az, ASxn ~ Az and 

ATxn ~ Az . Now 

d (SAxn, Az) $ d (SAxn, ASxn) + d (ASxn, Az) whence SAxn ~ Az. 

Similarly from (1.3) TAxn ~ Az further, from (1.1) with ai = ai (Axn, z). 

d(Az, Tz) ::;; d (Az, SAx,,) + d(SAxn, Tz) 

$ d (Az, SAx
1
) + a1d(SAxn, A2x,,)+ ap(TAxn, A2x,,) + afl(Sz, Az) 

+ a4 d(Tz, Az) + ap(SAxn, Az) + a,,d(TAxn, Az) + a.fi,(Sz, A2x
1
) 

+ ajl(Tz, A2x
1
) + a9 d(A2xn, Az) 

$ d (Az, SAx,) + a1d(SAxn, A2x,) + ap(TAx
11

, A2x
1
) 

+ (a3+a4+a7+aJ max{d(Az, Sz), d(Az, Tz)} 
+ (a5+a6+a7+a8+a.J max {d(SAxn,Az), d(TAxn, Az), d(A2x

11
, Az)}. 

Taking the lim Sup, we have 

d (Az,Sz)::;; Suo_ (a3 +a4+a7+as) max {d(Az,Sz), d(Az, Tz)} 
x,yiX 

Similarly 

d (Az,Tz) $Sul! (a1 +a2+a5+a6 ) max {d(Az,Sz), d(Az, Tz)} 
x,yfX 

Then from (1.2) it follows Az = Sz = Tz. 
Again using (I.I) with ai = ai (xn, Axn), 

d(Sxn, TAx11 ) $ ap(Sxn, Ax,)+ a~d(Tx,i, Ax,)+ ap(SAxn, A2x1) 

+a4 d(TAxn, A2x
1
) + (a5+a6+a7+a8+a.J max {d(SAx

11
,A2x,,), 

d(Txn, A2xri), d(SAxn, Ax,,), d(TAxn, Axn), d(Axn, A2x,) } . 
Taking Lim Sup of both sides, yields 

d (z,Az) s; Su12 (a5 +a6+a7+a8+a~ d(z, Az) < d(z, Az), 
x,yi.X 

. which gives z = Az and hence z is a common fixed point of A, S and T. 
Uniqueness follows easily. This completes the proof. 
Replacing the asympt.otic continuity of A with asympt.otic continuity of 
Sor T, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let A, S and T be three selfmaps of a metric space (X,d) 
satisfying condition (1.1), (1.4), a1 +a2+a3+a4 bounded on X and 
SUP.. (a5 +a6+a7+a8 +a9 ) <1 . If Tis asympt.otically continuous, weakly 
x,y£X 
commuting with A and S,- and Xis A-asympt.otically complete, then T 
has a fixed point. 
An analogous theorem can be proved using asympt.otic continuity of S 
instead of T. Note that in general, A, S and T not necessarily have a 
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common fixed point (Example 3). 

Theorem 4. Let {8,J be a sequence of selfmaps of a metrica space 

(X, d) and A, a selfmap satisfying with i -::f. j, 

d(Six, Sjy):::;: a1d (Six, Ax) +ap (Sjx, Ax) +ap (Siy, Ay) +a4 d (Spi, Ay) 

+ afi, (Six, Ay) + a 6 d (Sjx, Ay) + a 7 d (Siy, Ax)+ ap (Sp, Ax) '· 
+ a9 d (Ax, Ay) 

for all x, yin X, where ak =ak (x,y), k = 1,2, ... ,9, are nonnegative functions 

satisfying (1.2). If A weakly commutes with each Sn and there exists an 

asymptotically Sn-regular sequence with respect to A for every n = 1,2, ... , 

such that A is asymptotically continuous and Xis A-asymptotically com

plete. Then the family {A, Sl' S 2 , ... }has a uniqeue common fixed point. 
Examples. 

In support of theorem 2, we give following example: 

(1) Let X = [ 0, 1) with usual metric d. Let S = T and A, the selfmaps of 
Xdefined by 

S(x) = xl(x+16) if x £ [O, 112] and Ax= xi 8 if x £ [O, 112] 

= 118 if x £ (112, 1) = 114 if x £ [112, 1] 
Clearly A and S weakly commuting mappings. Let xn= ll(n+2) (or any 

sequence xn -::f. 0, converging to 0), since 

d (Sxn, Ax,)= xn (xn +8)(xn + 16)18, {xJis asymptotically S-regular 
w.r.t. A. Inequality (1.1) also holds for a9 =112, ai = 0, for i = 1,2, ... ,8. 
Xis asymptotically complete. Then all the assumptions of theorem 2 

are satisfied of course assumptions of theorem 1 are not satisfied since 

A is discontinuous and Xis not a complete metric space. 

The idea of following example appears in [13], 

(2) This example shows that conditions of asymptotic continuity of 

A, can not be dropped. Let x = [O, 1] and S = T, A- X-7 X given by 

Sx = 1I2 if x = 0 and Ax = 1 if x = 0 

=x/4if X-::f. 0 =x/2if X-::f. 0 

then except asymptotic continuity of A, all other assumptions of theo

rem 2 are satisfied with a9 = 1I2, ai = 0, for i = 1,2,. .. , 8 . On the other 
hand A and S have no fixed point. 

(3) Under the assumptions of theorem 3, A, S and Tare not 

necessarily have a common fixed point. 

Let X = [O, 1], A, Sand T.· X-7 X given by 

,, 



':> 

,,,, 

Ax=lifx=O 

=xifx;t:O 

157 

and Sx = 1 I 4 if x = 0 Tx =xi 2 for all x in X 

=x/2 if x;t: 0 

Let a 1 =a9 =112 and ai = 0 for i = 2, 3, ... ,8. 

Then all the assumption of theorem 3 are satisfied, but 0 is not a fixed 

point of either S or A. 
Remarks. 
(1) Assuming continuity of A in place of asymptotic continuity and Xis 

complete in place of asymptotic completeness, theroms 2,3 and 4 

are the theorems 1,1.1 and 4.2 of [13]. 
(2) Theorem 2 may be regarded as an extension of the well known 

result of Hardy and Rogers [7], which considered the following 

condition 

d{Tx,Ty}:::; b 1d (Tx, x) + bji (Ty,y) + b3d(Tx,y) + b 4 d(Ty,x) + b rfi,(x,y) 

for all x, yin X where b1 "20,i=1, 2, ... 5, b1+b2+b3+b4+b5 <1 

(3) Above contractive condition has been also used by Guay and Singh 

[6] for max {b3+b4+b5+b1+b3 } < 1. 

(4) In Jungck [8], the continuity of the mapping S =Tis a consequence 

of his contractive condition and it is used in his proof. But in 
theorem 2, the continuity of his mappings S and T are neither 

assumed nor implied by the contractive condition (1.1). 
(5) Das and Naik [3], generalize Jungck's theorem by considering the 

following condition for commuting mappings, 

d(Sx, Sy) :::; c max{d(Sx,Ax), d(Sy, Ay), d(Sx, Ay), d(Sy,Ax), 

d(Ax,Ay)} 

for all x, y in X where 0 :::; c :::; 1. As indicated in Massa [9], this 

contractive condition is equivalent to the following condition, 

d(Sx, Sy):::; a 1d(Sx,Ax)+a2d(Sy, Ay)+a3d(Sx, Ay)+ap(Sy,Ax)+ 

arfl,(Ax,Ay)} 

for all x, y inX, ai =ai (x, y), i = 1,2, ... ,5 and sup (a1+a2+a3+a4+ar)<l. 
x,y ex 

Clearly theorem 2 is a generalization of result of Das and Naik, 
which has been extended also by Fisher [5], Rhoades [11] and 

several others. We refer [13], for further details. 
(6) Theorem 4 can be regarded as an improvement of theorem 1 of 

Singh and Tiwari [14]. 
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ABSTRACT 

Let Pk (A, B, p, A.) be the class of functions f(z) = ;!'- f I anl :ti, 
n=k+l 

k <:: p <:: 1 analytic and multivalent in the unit disc U = {z: I z I <1 } and 
satisfying. 

(1- A.) f(z) +A. f' (z) _1 
zP pzP-1 

B {o- A.) f(z) +A. f' (z) }-A 
zP pzP-1 

< 1, ZE U, 

where -1s;B<As;1and0<A.s;1. 

In this paper we obtain coefficient estimate, distortion, closure 
theorems and redius of convexity for the class Pk (A, B, p, A.) under the 
assumptions-] s; B< 0. We also obtain class preserving integral opera
tors of the form 

+ f z F(z) = c AP 
0 

tc-l f(t) dt, c>-p 

for the class Pk (A, B, p, A. ). Conversely when F(z) e Pk (A, B, p, A. ) 
radius of multivalence of f(z) has been determined. 

1. Introduction. Let SP denote the class of functions of the form 

f(z) = ;!'+ 
00

2: I anl zit, which are analytic and multivalent in the unit disc. 
n=k+l 

U ={z:lzl <1} for-J s;B<As; 1and0 <A.s; J let SP (A, B, ·t..) be the class 
of those functions f(z) of SP satisfying 

(1- A.) f(z) +A. f' (z) _1 
zP pzP-1 

1, ZE U, 
B {o- A.) f(z) + A. f' (z) }-A 

zP pzP-1 
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Let TP denote the subclass of SP consisting of functions analytic and 

multivalent which can be expressed in the form 
QO 

f(z) = zP- 1: I anl zU, 
n =k+l 

(k ?.p?. 1) (1.1) 

Gupta and Jain [2] obtained results for certain classes of univalent 
functions with negative coefficients. Vinod Kumar [3] studied an 
interesting class of univalent functions with negative as well as missing ., 
coefficients. Shukla and Dashrath [4] also obtained results on certain 
classes of multivalent functions with negative coefficients. 

In fact, in this paper an attempt has been made to have a unified 
and detailed study of certain subclasses of multivalent functions. Our 
approach not only yields a generalisation of the various known results 
but also gives rise to new estimates. 

For this, we define 

Pk (A, B, p, A.) = SP (A, B, A.) r'I TP. 

In this paper, under the assumption -1 ~ B ~ 0. , we obtain 

coefficient estimate, distortion and covering theorems and radius of 

convexity for the class Pk (A, B, p, A. ) • We also determine the class 

preserving integral operators of the form 

F(z) = c ~p i: tc-l f(t) dt, c>-p (1.2) 

Conversely when F(z) e Pk (A, B, p, A) , radius of p-valence of f(z) 

has been determined. Lastly we show that the class Pk (A, B, p, A.) is 

closed under "arithmetic mean" and "convex linear combination". 

Throughout this paper we shall assume that -1 ~ B :S: 0 and k?. p?. 1. 

2. Coeficient Estimate 
00 

Theorem 1. A function f(z) = zP- .l: I a I z11 is in P1 (A, B, p, A) if 
, . ,, n = h+J n " 

a.nc. only ii 

er: 

:r (J-13) 
= /::·-; 

'J~b .. 1_s :rep·1_1Jt is 

n/1, 
le + --·-) i a,,!::;; (4.-B). 

j) 

~P'!'{}G·( .(_.2-t : :.:;) = 1. rl'J: - ,, 
C/ 

!Ji-· A) -~t~. 
,r, ( 

+'A -~-:~; 
p::· 

,,~ 

F ( 
f·~ 

-l- ,. 

~ 
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00 1lA { 00 1lA t = I -l: (1- 'A + -) I a I z11-P I - I B 1- l: (1- 'A + -) I a I z'i- -Al 
n : k+ I~ ~IA n nu n = k+ 1 p n 

s; l: (1-'A +-) - B (1-'A +-) la I -(A-B), (Since -1 s; B s; 0) 
n =k+l p p n 

s; 0, (by assumption) . 

Hence, by maximum modulus principle, f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, 'A) . To prove 

converse, let 

(1-A.) f(z) +I. f'(z) _1 
zP pzP-1 

{B (1- 'A) f(z) +'A {' (z) }-A 
zP pzP-1 

= 

00 1lA 
- I (1-'A +-)la lz'l-P 

n = k+l p n 
<1, ZE U, 

co 1lA 
B - B l: (1- 'A + -) I a I zn-P -A 

n = k+l p n 

Since I Re(z)I ~ I z I for all z, we have 

{ 

oo 1iA. } - I: (1-1. +-)la lz'l-P 
n = k+l p n 

Re < 1. 

(A-B)+B }: (1-'A+liA.)lafz'l-P 
n =k+l p n 

(2.1) 

·~ Choose·values of z on the real axis so that 

'Af'(z) +(l-~) f(z) . 1 1 {\., P is rea . 
pzP- z 

Upon clearing the denominator in (2.1) and letting z ~ 1 over 

real values, we obtain 

= nlc 
I _ (1-/, +-)I 

= !:+,' p 

00 11)., 
:::: (/t-B) + B I . (1--/, +--)I a, i 

n ==-l~+l -~ .l 

rr11is con;_ple·!:e.~ .. 
~~ {'.' of t.11eOY'er_n. 

SrJ.a=~pr1ess follvvn~ -~j_ y;_ c 

.,C/ ,, ;l ~ •. 

I \Z) ::= zP __ . _(.ri.--bj 
1·· - ,_,. i 1-~~~~~)- .:'' ~7 ::> h+l, h ? p .• · 
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3. Distortion Properties 

Theorem 2. If f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, /.., ), then for I z I = r 

(A-B) ~+l (A-B) ~+l 
rP - (k+J)/.., s I f(z)I s rP + (k+J)A, (3.1) 

(1-B) (1- /.., +--) (1-B) (1-A. +--) p p 

This inequality is sharp. 
00 

Proof. Let f(z) = Z1- I: I anl zn 
n =k+l 

Then, it follows from Theorem 1 that 

_}: I anl S (A-B) 
n - k+I (I-B) (1-A. + (k+l)A.) 

00 p 00 

Hence I f(z) IS rP + I: I anl ~ < rP + ~+l I: I anl 
n = k+l n = k+l 

and 

< rP + (A-B) ~+1 
- (1-B) (1-A. + (k+J)/..,) 

p 

lf(z)l2:rP-
00

1: la 1~2'.rP-~+1 
00 

:E 
n = k+l n n = k+l 

:::; rP- (A-B)~+1 
(1-B) (1-/.., + (k+l)/..,) 

p 

lanl 

Thus we get 

rP - (A-B) ~+1 < I f(z)I < rP + (A-B) ~+1 -
(1-B) (1-A. + (k+J)/..,)- - (1-B) (1-/.., + (k+l)A.) 

p p 

This completes the proof. 
Sharpness follows if we take 

_ · (A-B) k+l 
f(z)-Z1- (k+J)X z· (3.2) 

(1-B) (1- /.., +--) 
. p 

Note • For the above function, equality on the left hand side of (3~ 1) is 
obtained at z = r whereas on the right hand side equality is obtained at 
z =-r whenk =p+J,p+3,p+5, ... , z=ir when k =p+2,p+6,p+JO, ... and 
z =re i1tl(k-p>, when k = p+4, p+8, p+12, ... and 0 S /.., <l. 

Corollary 1. If f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, /..,) , then disk U is mapped by f(z) onto 

fv. 



a domain that contains the disc 
(k+J)A, 

(1-B) (1- A, + --) - (A-B) 
lwl < P . 
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(1-B) {i- 'A + (k+ l)'A} 

The result is sharp with extremaf function f(z) given by (3.2). The above 

corollary follows if we let r ~ 1 in the left hand side inequality in (3.1). 

An interesting case appears when A =l. 

In this case 
(k+l)'A - 'A 

lwl < p . 
(1- A, + (k+ l)'A) 

p 
4. Integral Operators 

Theorem 3. Let c be a real number such that c > -p. If f(z) e Pk (A, B, 

p, A,) , then the funciton F(z) defined by 

(c + p) fz 
F(z) = ...c tc-l f(t) dt, (4.1) 

0 

also belongs to Pk (A, B, p, 'A). 
00 

Proof. Let f(z) = :#- L I a .I;;!". Then from the representation of 
n=k+l 1

• 

F(z), it follows that 
00 

F(z) = :#- 1: I bnl z'i, 
n=k+l 

where 
re +p\ 

I bnl =\c+n]lanl. 

Therefore, 
oo n'A 
l: 0-'-B) (1-'A +-)I b I = 

n=k+l p n 

oo n'A (c + p) 
l: (1-B) (1-'A +-) -- la I 

n=k+l p c + n n 

oo n'A 
:::;; l: (1-B) (1- 'A + -) I a I 

n=k+l p n 

:::;; (A-B), 

since, f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, 'A). 

Hence by Theorem 1, F(z) e Pk (A, B, p, 'A). 

Theorem 4. Let c be a real number such that c> -p. If F(z) e Pk (A, B, p, 

'A), then the function f(z) defined by (4.1) is p-valent in I z I < R*, where 

[ 

(1-B) (1- A, + n'A) c + . ]ll(n-p) 
R*=n"2.k+l,i~~"2.l n(A-B)p (c+~) 
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00 

This result is sharp. 

Proof. Let F(z) = :!1- L I anl ~- It follows then from (4.1) that 
n = k+l 

zl--c oo (c + n) f(z) =-- [zC F(z)]'=#- L -- lanl~-
c+p n = k+ 1 c + p 

In order to obtain the required result it suffices to show that 

I ~~ -4<p in lzl<R*. 

Now 

I f'(z) I 00 (c + n ) 
z:r1-P = - n=Lk+l c+p 

L "' (c + n\ 
I anl zi-Pr _ n =Lk+l c + p/ 

Thus 

I f'(z) 
z:rl -pl<p, if 

oo (c + n) L n 
n = k+l c +p 

I anl ;1i-p ::; P· 

But Theorem 1 confirms that 
n).. 

oo (1-B) (I- 'A + p) I anl 
L ::; p. 

n=k+l (A-B) 

Hence (4.2) will be satisfied if 
n'A 

~) 
p(l-B)(l-'A+-)la I 

n allzln-p< p n 
c P n (A-B) 

I anl I Z I 't-P 

(4.2) 

n = k+ 1, k+2, ... ; k "?. p "?. 1 

or if 

I z I < [ (1-B) (1- 'A + !.!!:_) 
n (A-B) J

ll(n-p) 

~ 
\c + n} 

n = k+ 1, k+2, ... ; k "?. p "?. 1 

Therefore f(z) is p-valent in I z I < R*. Sharpness follow if we take 

F(z)=#- (A-B)z• ,n"?.k+l;k"?.p"?.1. 
(1-B) (1-'A + nX) 

p 
5. Radius of Convexity 

Theorem 5. if f(z) E Pk (A, B, p, 'A), then f (z) is p-valently convex in the 
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disc I z I <R, where 

R = inf [ 
n~k+l, k~p~l 

(1-B) (1-'A +!!{;) P2 Jil(n-p) 

(A-B) n2 . 

The result is sharp. 

Proof. In order to establish the required result it suffices to show that 

I l+ zf"(z) J 
f'(z) - ifs; P in I z I< R. 

Let 
00 

f(z) = #- n = l+I I anl Z", 

Then we have 

11+ zf"(z) - p I= I n =~+I n (n-p) I anl z'i-P 
f '(z) ~~-00~~~~ 

P - n =Lk+l n I anl z1L-P 

L n (n-p) I a I z'i-p 
n = k+J IL 

:::;; 
00 

p- I. nlalz'i-p 
n = k+l n 

Therefore 

I zf"(z) J 
l+ f'(z) -11< p, 

if 1: n(n-p) I a I I z I IL-p < p 2 -
00 

r. p n I a I I z I 1,,_P 
n = k+l n n = k+l IL 

or if 
00

L (nlp)2 la1 lzln-P<J. 
n =li+l n 

(5.1) 

Also, by Theorein 1, we have 

~ (1-'A +n'A) (1-B) lalLI :::;; J. 
n = k+I P (A-B) 

Hence (5.1) will be satisfied if 
n'A 

(1-B) (1-'A +-) Ian I 
(n Ip )2 I a I I z I 1,,_P < P 

IL (A-B) 

n = k+l, k+2, ... , k ?:.p ?:.1 
or if 
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lzl < · 
[ 

(1-B) (1-f.. + 1U..) P2 Jll(n-p) 

n2 (A-B) 

n = k+ 1, k+2, ... ,k ;:::: p ;:::: 1 

Therefore f(z) is p-valently convex in lz I< R. Sharpness follows 
if we take. 

F(z)=zP- (A-B)zi nx 
(1-B) (1- /.., + -) p 

6. Cloimre Properties 

n2:k+l, k2:p2: 1. 

In this section we show that the class Pk (A, B, p, /..,)is closed 

under "arithmetic mean" and "convex linear combinations". 

00 

Theorem 6. Let f. (z) = zP - L I anJ· I z1L j = 1,2, ... m. 
1 n = k+l 

If ~(z) e Pk (A, B, p, /..,)for eachj = 1,2, ... , m, then function 
00 

h(z) = zP - L I bn I z1L 
n=ll+l 

1 m 
also belongs to Pk (A, B, p, /..,), where bn = - ._ :r. anJ·. 

m1-T 

Proof. Since f/z) e Pk (A, B, p, /..,),it follows from Theorem 1 that 

oo nf.. . :r. (1-B) (1-f.. +-) la ·I$ (A-B),J = 1,2, ... m. 
n=~~ P ~ 

Therefore 

oo nf.. oo ~ nf.. 1 m ~ L (1-B) (1-f.. +-) I b I ::;; l: (1-B) (1-f.. +-)(- -b1 la ·I 
n = k+ 1 p n n = k+ 1 P 1n J- n1 

::;; (A-B). 

Hence, by Theorem 1, h(z) e Pk (A, B, p, f..). 

(A-B)zi 
Theorem 7. Let f P (z) = zP, f ,.(z) = zP - . 

(1-B) (1- /.., + nf.. ) 
p 
(n2:k+l,k2:p2:1 

Then f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, /..,), if and only if it can be expressed in the form 

00 

f(z) = /..,P fp (z) + n =Lk+l A.,Jn (z), 
00 

where /.., ;:::: 0 and A.P + 'L 1 A. , = 1. 
n n =ll+ 1

• 

'.l 
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Proof. Let us assume that (A_ B) 

00 A. ~· 00 )-zP :E n 
f(z) =A.PfP (z) \=Ik+JA.,Jn (z - -n=k+J(l-B) (1-A. +'~A) 

Then 

'E 
n=k+J r { (A-B) l j (1- A. +10_) (1-B . A.n ~ 

P (1-B) (1- A. + nA.) 
p 

00 

(A-B) I A. 
n=k+J n 

~ (A-B) 

Hence, by Theorem l, f(z) e Pk (A, B, p, A.), It follows then from Theorem 

I that (A-B) 

Ian I~ nA. , n = k+J, k+2, ... , k ?.p ?.1. 
(1-/..) (1- A. + -) 

p 

(1-B) (1-1.. + n'A) Ian I 
Setting l..n = (A-B) , n = k+J, k+2, .. ., k ?.p ?.1. 

and A. = 1- I I.. 
P n=k+l n 

we have 
co 

f(z) = A.P f.P (z) + l: A.,Jn (z) 
n=k+l 

This completes the proof of theorem. 
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